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Group Proposes

Gets Attention

Dies in Hospital;

Toilet BiriMing

Twin

For Ottawa Beach

Grand Haven
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GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

To Stop

May Approve Outlay

improper revenue structure.
Three members of the Ottawa
County Farm Bureau expressed the
need for a more central location of
the county extension office, suggesting that Allendale would more
adequately serve the majority of

St.

$30,000 recommendationnext
week.
Arthur C. Timer, chief of the
ConservationDepartment’sparks

and recreation division,told The
Sentinel this morning that his ofskull fracture.
fice had recommended that a‘ a
Her sister,Shirley, received
mount for the new building.
head injury and multiple cuts and
The Commission meets next
bruises. The driver of their car,
Wednesday and Thursday at HigRichard Thurber, 21, Wayland, regins Lake to study proposed exceived body bruises and lacerapenditures totalling $450,000for
tions. Both are in "good” condition
Michigan’s state parks and recat Holland Hospital.
ENDS LONG POSTAL CAREER— AssistantPostmaster John reation areas.
The driver of the other, car. John
Grevcngoed spent tl last day at his desk in the Holland post
Elmer said that the building
Baswell, 34, Michigan City, Ind.,
would be for the new oval secoffice today, completing49 years and 10 months of servicewith
received a fractured right ankle
tion that was constructed last year
and a possibledislocatedshoulder. the local system. During his career, he served under five postat the park. At present, temporHis wife, Fannie Mae, 30, received
masters, G. Van Schelven, William O. Van Eyck, Adrian J.
ary oudoor toilet structures are
compound fractures of both arms,
Westvecr, Louis J. Vanderburg and Horry Kramer.
being used by campers there.
the left leg and suffered the pos(Sentinel photo)
If approved, fixtures in the new
sible loss of sight in her left eye
building would be connected to exThe Indiana couple were treatisting sewer and water lines in
ed at Holland Hospital and then
the park.
taken by ambulance to Michigan
The parks and recreation divisCity Hospital later Sunday afterion has recommended that most
noon.
of the $450,000 be spent on 22 of
'
fcv, ". >
Ottawa County deputies said the
the state's 57 parks and recreaaccident occurred when Thurber
tion areas.
apparently failed to stop at James
Hie state LegislatureappropriaSt., and drove out onto the highted $800,000 for capital outlay
way in front iof the southbound John Grevcngoed,who became
during the coming fiscal year but
Indiana car.
assistant postmaster at the Holstipulated that $300,000 be spent
The impact knocked Thurher's land post office in 1924, spent his
on Sterling Park near Monroe
car into an open field where it last day at work in the local ofand limited land purchases to $50,overturned. Dej uties and passing
fice toda\, rounding out nearly 50
000.
motorists wore forced to roll the
years of sendee with the local
Besides Holland, other recom*
car back on its wheels before the
postal system.
mended outlays from the remainGrand Rapids residents could be
When Grevcngoed joined the local
ing $450,000 are:
removed.
Development project in Yankee
Deputy Bud Grysen was patrol- staff as a regular clerk Sept 1,
1905, the office force consisted of
Springs recreationarea southing US-31 a mile south of the acciwest of Hastings, $92,800.
dent and arrived on the scene in as postmaster, an assistant postConstructionin Hayes State
minutes followed by deputies Len master, five city carriers and 10
rural carriers thorse and buggy
More than 300 have already re- Park west of Clinton, $28,000.
Ver Schure and Rich Bell.
Contraction in Bay City State
gistered for swimming lessons,
Three ambulances removed four days).
After a half century, the local Recreation Director Joe Moran re- Park, $26,000.
of the injured and the fifth was
Holly recreation area, $26,000;
taken to the hospital in Ver post office now employs three ported today.
But Moran said that there is Ortooville recreation area. $25,Schure'sstation wagon which is supervisors.16 clerks. 22 city carriers, six rural carriers, 15 sub- still plenty of room in the swim- 000; Proud Lake and Waterloo
equipped with a stretcher.
Hundreds of motorists converged stitutes and three custodial em- ming program and even dropped recreation areas, $20,000 each;
the minimum age from 8 to 7 to Island Lake recreation area, $14,on the scene, apparently attracted ployes.
Fifty years ago. total postal fe- allow more youngsters to partici- 000.
by the sirens of ambulances and
patrol cruisers.Holland police ceipts for the year were $18,000. pate.
Cosponsored by the Recreation
were* waiting along streets in the Today, the receipts amount to apcity to clear a route for the ambu- proximately$450,000.or 25 times Department and the Red Cross,
the volume of business back in the program irtcludestwo threelances.
'
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GRAND

RAPIDS MAN KILLED
Gordon
Walsh, 31, of Grand Rapids, was the driver of
what was once a 1941 model car before it
crashed on M-21 between Hudsonvilleand
Grandville early Sunday morning. Walsh was
killed instantly.His nephew, Elwin Raymond,
25, Grand Rapids, escaped wi'.h minor facial

cuts. The car hit a guard pole, similar to the

one at

and flew through the air for 84
guard pole shown before
crashing to earth. The entire right side of the
car was ripped off when it smashed sideways
right,

feet, clearingthe

into the pole.
(Sentinel photo)
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Today

Retires Here

More Than

300

Registered for

Swim Lessons

CRASH

KILLS ONE, INJURES FOUR— A 1951
model car (background) carried a Grand Rapids
girl to her death Sunday afternoon when it was
struck broadsideby a southbound car (right)
on US-31 at James St. Blond haired,16-year-old
Sharon Boogard of Grand Rapids, died of her
injuries in Holland Hospital four hours after
the accident. Her twin sister, Shirley, and* four

others were injured. Deputies said the death
car,

westbound on James

St., apparently failed

to stop at the intersectionand drove out into
the path of a car carrying
The.

car

rolled over

on

Boogard sisters and the
21, Wayland, inside.

an

Indiana couple.

.

its top pinning the

driver, Richard Thurber,

Threelnjured"

.

1905.

week sessions,from July 5 to 22
and from July 25 to Aug. 12.
Six classes of swimming instruction are given— beginner, intermediate. swimmer, junior lifesaving, advanced lifesaving and

In 1905. G. Van Schelven was the
postmaster, Adrian J. Westvecr
was the assistantpostmaster. The
three clerks were John H. Kramer,
father of today's postmaster,
Two Cases Processed
Harry Kramer; Clarence Fair- senior lifesaving.
In Circuit Court
banks and William J. Damson.
Those who wish to register In
Slight
West veer Is the only survivor, and the program may do so by obGRAND HAVEN (Special)
it is a coincidencethat GrrvenJack Knowles, 17. route 1, Ada,
Some cl illy weather cut attend- goed is retiring 20 years to the day taining a blank at the recreation
office in Lincoln School at the corwaived the reading of (he informa- ance at Ottawa Beach compared
that Wcs'voer retired as postmas- ner of I/incolnAve. and 10th St
tion and pleaded guilty in Circuit to last weekend, but not much.
ter.
Periods reserved for Holland
Court Monday to a charge of inMore than 35,000 people were The Holland po<t office was alswimmers start at 12:35; 1:20,
decent liberties imolvinga seven- recorded Friday, Saturday and
lowed a superintendent of mails 2:20 and 3:10. These are the times
year-old girl in Grand Haven Sunday to bring the total attendJuly 1, 1917, and Grevcngoed was when buses leave from Lincoln
townshipJuno 20. He will return ance for the week to 6-1,721 and
the first to hold this position. When School.
July lr> for disposilion.
the year's tally to 454,516.
A.. I. Westvecr became postmaster
The :20 period in the first
Frank Tjalma, 24. of 111 Walnut Last weekend, more than 40,000
July 19. 1924. Grevcngoed was session is already filled for beSt., Holland, upon petition for res- persons visited the park during a
elevated to the post of assistant ginners and intermediates.
titutionof his operators license, hot. humid spell.
postmaster.
Instructionis given in both the
was restored his license for busiAttendance Friday was 6.990:
During his postal career.Grevcn- morning and afternoon, but the
ness purposes only when he ap- Saturday, 13,430 and S u n d a y,
goed as served under live post- mornings are reserved for stupeared in Circuit Court today. Oth- 15,071.
er conditions are that he furnish A cool northwest wind had driven masters. G. V.an Schelven,Wil- dets from outlying communities.
liam O. Van Eyck, Adrian J. WestSenior lifesaving students must
financial rcponsibilityand sign a the water temperaturedown to 55
veer, 1-ouis J Vandenburg and he 16 or over. Those under 16 may
pledge to abstain from using in- by this morning.
Harry Kramer.
take advanced lifesaving, however.
toxicants.
The wind started whippingarea
Back in 1905, the post office was
A registration fee of $1.50 is
beaches about 3 Saturday after- located in the present Woolworih required from aach person.
noon, and' made sun bathing a building,covering half of the floor
Directing the program again tills
little rough for the rest of the space. Tho other half was occupiyear will be Ned Stuils.His inafternoon.
ed by First State Bank, now First structorsare Mary Sanger, Joyce

(Sentinel photo)

Park Attendance

Budget Approved

Be

Tonight

also has served pastoratesin
Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo since
his graduation from Hope College
and Western Seminary.He will be
associated with the Rev. C. H.
Walvoord in all* parts of the work
in Third Church.
The worship servicesSunday.
July 3, will be shared, with Rev.
Veldman preaching in the morning
and Rev. Walvoord in the evening.
The church invitesits members
and friends to a reception in the
FellowshipHall immediatelyfol-

which presentedits findings two
weeks ago after six months o f
concerted study on school finances.

This accounts for some $40,000.
City taxpayerswill raise some
$444,131, or $116,999.89more than

Tales

1

Chamber Members
Invited to Outing

Members of the Holland ChamCommerce and their guests
have been invited to take part in
the annual "Salute to West Michigan" sponsored by the Grand
Rapids Chamber of Commerce at
Spring Lake Country Club the
afternoon and evening of July 13.
Representatives from Chambers
of Commerce in Cadillac, Traverse City, Ludington. Manistee.
Fremont. Ionia. Zeeland. Hastings.
South Haven, Benton Harbor, Battle Creek and other cities also
have been invited.
Reervationsmay be made at
local chamber office in the Civic
Center through July.
The outing will include a steak
dinner, golf, cruiser rides, games
and other entertainment.
Fee for Holland members is $5
and those playing golf must payber of

To Be Considerate

tMs

;

V

Cut

-

the 1954 levy of $327,131.11.
It is estimated state aid will
adopted.
provide $444,730 or $32.888.20 'more
than the estimated$411,841.80in
the previous budget.
Tuition will yield $145,000 or
$22,500more than the $122,500engreen fees.
tered in last year’s budget. Tuition
lowing tonight’s sendee.
rate next term will be $200 or
more per non-resident student or Several Stores Hit
approximately $25 higher than the
UnidentifiedDriver ,
If you’re planning t picnic at
current year. Much of the increase By Bad Check Artist
Holland State Park this weekend, Hitt Telephone Pole
will be absorbed by increased state
Several Holland and Zeeland
it wouldn't be such a bad idea to
Ottawa County deputies today aid sums to the various school
merchants have been the victims
cart your own table akmg.
were trying to piece together a districts, it is believed.
Park Manager Clare Broad said report of an accident on the Ottawa Other sources of revenues list of a bad check artist during thetoday that there hat been a short- Beach Rd. Wednesday night that vocational education, v i s i t i g past few weeks.
The checks were made out in
age of picnic tables all season and involved either one or two cars teacher, library fund, special eduamounts
of $10 to $25 and written
that a heavy weekend would make and a telephone pole.
cation, and Hope College teacher
on Illinois banks. The checks were
thing* even worse.
Sometime around 11 p.m. a tele- training fees.
all returned marked "no account
"Visitors would be. very wise to phone near Grissen's was struck
The budget lists a total of at this bank."
bring card tables," he said.
by a car and broke off at the base. $677,657 for teachers’ salaries Or
Police cautioned merchants they
Broad asked that those using the Part of the pole remained sus- $55,292 more than the $622,365 in
park’s tables be considerateof pended over the read, held by a last year's budget. It was pointed should require identification before
cashing checks for strangers.Warothers and clear their things off guy wire. ~
out that this year's figure includes
rants for the persons believed to
right after eating to give someone
A 1955 convertiblewas found at a few new teachers.
have been issuingthe checks have
else a chance to use them. He the scene 60 feet out in the swamp
Total costs on instructionsare
also requestedthat visitors help on the south side of the road. listed at $7%, 583.20, compared witji been authorized.r
park officialsby throwing their The unidentifieddriver told depu- $713,281.39 for last year. Operation
trash in the containers provided. ties another car hit the pole and of school plants wiU cost $120,530.25 Red Cross Needs Boat
He reported that he would have he swerved to avoid the overhang- compared with $92,957.05 ,in the
Got an old boat you’re not using
extra life guards on duty
ing section.
previousbudget. Maintenance of around the house? The Red Cross
weekend. Recently hired for fullHie new convertible was badly school plant is listed at $50,348.53, would like to buy, rent or borrow
time duty was Braxton Pounders, damaged when it sideswiped an- compared with $33,999.68 in the it to use in its swimming instru21. oi Saugatuck. Dave Mttaitow- other pole as it plunged into the previous budget Capital outlay
tion program which starts MonsM, 21, of Grand Rapids, was swamp. The driver was not be- calls for $27,360.27, comparfd with day's. If you can help call the Red
hired saltier. I 2
lieved to hav« been injured.
$7,525.87 last year.
Cross at 6-6545 or 3606 .

Med

Week

noon was killed ^nd her twin sister
injured along with three others in
a two-car crash at US-31 and James

way
Sunday after-

girl on her

hours after the accident at 6:30
p.m. from a crushed chest and a

Minister

Picnickers

For $30,000 Next

Crowd

ids, died in Holland Hospital four

For School Year

.

St.;

Sharon Boogard,16. Grand Rap-

farms and would give farmers easier and quicker access to the services they require. The group included Matthew Adema of Tallmadge
township, bureau president, Hilbert
Holleman of Byron Center and Tony
Medema of Blendon township. It
The Board of Education at a
was pointed out Ottawa county has
special meeting Monday night
3,400 farmers and the bureau has a
adopted a budget for the 1955-56
membership of about 1,500. An into
dividual who has three acres of
school year calling for an outlay
land or $500 of agriculturalincome
of $1,125,020.25.
is considered a farmer.
Of this amount, an estimated
It was suggested that the present Installed
$444,131
will be raised by taxschool building might be available
payers
in Holland city, and estifor the office after the new AllenIn a service tfcAtver
thHMvening at
dale school now under construc- 7:30, the Rev. Jen^A.
mated $444,730will come in state
fri^A. Veldman
V
tion is completed. The request was
will be installed by the Classis aid. The only other sizeable source
referred to the agricultural commit- of Holland as associate minister
of income is tuition fees for nontee for further study and report of Third Reformed Church.
residents pupils which will yield
back at the October session.
The Rev. Raymond Denekas,
Wednesday, Aug. 10, was set a- president of Classis, will preside an estimated $145,000.
side as the day for the annual and read the form for installation. The new budget is $146,096.26
county employes’ picnic to be held
The sermon will be delivered by more than last year's budget which
at Camp Pottawatomie. The court the minister of Maplewood Reformhouse will be closed for the day ed Church, the Rev. Abraham Ryn- totaled$978,923.99. The increase is
and supervisors and their families brandt. The charge to the minister reflected in general higher costs
will join in the event.
will be given by the Rev.' J. G. all around and increases in
A resolution presentedby the Brouwer and to the congregation teachers’ salaries,an item which
agriculturial committee recomby the Rev. J. M. Hogenboom
mending that the program for The Third Church Choir will “accounts for about $55,000.
The budget also takes into contesting for Bangs disease on a
participate in the service under siderationlevying an extra mill on
strict test and slaughter basis on
directionof Roger Rietberg, min- equalized valuation for improveTrumble of bureau of the animal
ister of music.
ments and maintenance on buildhusbandry at Lansing gave statisRev. Veldman comes to Holland ings and grounds, following a retics pointing to a substantialdefrom the American Refomed commendation of the Taxation and
cline in incidenceof Bings disease
Church of Orange City. Iowa. He School Finance Study committee

since the county-wide\program
was launchedin 1949
A resolution presentedby the
county officerscommittee whereby county employes under the
Municipal Employes’ retirement
act may come under coordinated
program with Social Security was

James

A Grand Rapid,

chamber.
Mayor Robert Visscher of Holland suggestedthat women concerned with conditionsat the pound
could aid immeasurably in the
problem if they would engage in
an educational program so that
people would not let their dogs
run at large. "These dogs
shouldn’t be allowed to run all
over and there’s no excuse for
having 25 to 30 dogs in the dog
pound." Mayor Visscher said.
Visscher said.
City Manager Herb Holt of Holland said Council has included $200
in its new budget effective July 1
to be used for a sanitary execution chamber and an exercise pen.
He also said a new poundmaster
has b&en employed with the city’
share at $35 a week, an increase
of $5, and the mileage allowance
has been changed from a flat $150
a yeear to six cents a mile. Holt
also said that the fact that the
county has a surplus on its dog
program while the city has a deficit would seem to indicate an

at

to Holland State Park

ditions at the Holland city dog

Commission

State

LANSING (Special) -Holland'
State Park will get a new combination toilet, laundry and shower
building soon if the Michigan Conservation Commission approves a

-Sub-

to the prosecutor for examination
and the peparation of the necessary petitions which ulimately
could call for a special election.'
The prosecutor will report at an
adjourned session Friday afternoon.
Three Holland women led by Mrs.
Floyd Koopman appeared Tuesday and received assurance from
Martin Boon, chairman of the sheriff’s committee,that the situation
at the Holland dog pound will be
improved in a short time. Boon
said the sheriff is willingto share
expenses in improving the pound
estimated at $350 plus a gas

Hurt

Attracts Large

jects ranging from improving con-

pound to the pocsibility of moving
the county extension office from
Grand Haven to Allendale were
discussed at a second-daymeeting of the Board of Supervisors
Tuesday in the court house.
Besides that, the poasibility of
raising tax rate limitations by one
mill for county road improvements
the next three years was referred

Sister

Car ApparentlyFailed

County Extension Office

*

--

A

Grand Rapids Girl

Supervisors Discuss

it

-
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Total camping permits at the
park were 218 last week to bring
the year's total to 650, about 40
j>erocntahead of last year.
While camping spaces, both tent
and trailer,are plentiful,Park
Manager Clare Broad warned area
residents to register early this
week if they plan to be camping
duing the Fourth of July weekend.
He pointed out that there is always ^n influx of tents and trailers for this weekend, and asked
area residents to cooperate so the
park's registrationsystem would
not be so jammed next weekend.
All reports indicatedthat the
perch run was still holding up,
with many fishermen getting their
limit this morning.
A visitor from Virginia caught a
JSlj-inchnorthern pike off Chippewa Poinfin Lake Macatawa Tuesday.

In

Two-Car Crash

Three persons received minor

In-

juries and two cars were demolish-

ed

in

a

two-car collision

on

the

Borculo Rd. near the New Holland Rd. at 10:15 p.m. Wednesday.
Gary Essenburg, 19, route 1, Zeeland, a passenger in a car driven
Melvin Swartz, 19, Grand Rapi('|j,
were treated for lacerationsat Zeeland Hospital and released.
Judy Verceke, 18. route 2, Zeeland. a passengger in a car driven
by, Delores Heihn, * 19, route 3,
Hudsonville, was also treated for
minor facial cuts.
Ottawa County deputiessaid Miss
Heihn was making a left turn off
the Borculo Rd. when her car was
struck by the northbound Essenberg car.
The entire left side of Miss
Helhn’s car was torn off by the
impact as it slid into a nearby
field. Deputies said Essenburg’s
car skidded 138 feet before the impact.

Deputies said both the EssenNationalBank. The Post Office Alverson, Nancy Lindgren, Chuck burg '55 model car and the '53
moved to its present building op- Rubin and Bobbie De Boer. Help- model car driven by Miss Heihn
posite Centennial Park in 1915. At ers are Ellen Rubin, Jeannie Jar- were total losses.
that time it became a first class vis and Mary Anne De Vries.
post office, reaching the $40,000
i

mark

in recepts ()er year.

Throughout the years, Grevenhas been active in the work

goe 1

Furniture

Group

Chippewa Water

of Fourteenth Street Christian Re-

formed Church. He served as a
member of the consistory about
25 years, 19 of them spent as clerk. Given Health
The veteran postal worker marked his 70th birthday anniversary
Parents who are worried about
on June 13 Under civil service re- Ihe safety of the water at the
gulation.his retirement is manda- new site of Red Coss swimming
tory the beginning of the follow- instruction can take relief from the
ing month. Had he served another state health department'srecent
two month, he would have round- report.
ed out a full 50 years.
Neji Stuils, who is heading the
Mr. and Mrs. Grevcngoed live at swimming lessons again this year,
78 West 15th St. Their four chil- announcedtoday that the water off
dren are all married. There are 12 Chippewa Point had been okayed
grandchildren.
in all respects after a recent in-

OK

vestigation.

Ottawa, Allegan Draft

Mr*. Carrie Klein, 67,

Quotas Set for August

Dies at Local Hospital

Ottawa and Allegan Counties Mrs. Carrie Klein, 67, died late
each must furnish 10 men for the Wednesday evening at Holland
draft during August, according to Hospital.She ha 1 been in ill health
an announcement today by state for about a year and, became serselective service headquartersin iously ill about a week ago. She
Lansing.
lived at 37 East 10th- St. ^
August draftees will be at least
Surviving are the husband, Dick;
21 years of age or older, Col. Ar- one daughter, Mrs. Harold Winters
thur A. Holmes, state director of of Spring take; three sisters, Mrs.
selective service, said. He added Nicholas De Witte and Mrs. Helen
(hat most of the August calls were Van Loo of Holland and Mrs. Edexpected to be filled by volunteers. ward Streur of California; two
The August total is 24 more than brothers, John Huizenga and Petthe July draft call but is still the er Pluim of Holland; several
fourth lowest total called this year. nephews and nieces..
Mrs. Klein was a. member of

Elects Local

Man

GRAND RAPIDS. Mich. Grand Rapids’ fall furniture market will be held from Oct. 31 to
Nov. 4. officialsof the Grand
Rapids Furniture Exposition Assn,
said Tuesday.
At the same time, officials said
the annual winter market will be
held next Jan. 5-18. This year’s
fall market will be the first to be
held here in several years.

Two Michiganmen were among
three men named to the association’s fward of directors at a

There is still a lot of room for meeting Monday night. They were
those who wish to take lessons in
Donald Scott, presidentof the
either of the two periods, from
Pine Shops, Inc., of Big Rapid*,
July 5 to 22 or July 25 to Aug. and E. David Boyd, president of
12.
the Holland FurnitureCo., HolThose interested should register land.
at the recreation office in LinMeanwhile, registrationof buycoln School today or Friday.
ers attending the summer market
Stuits will hold a meeting to- which ends Friday neared the
night at 7 with his six water safety
2.000 mark today and market
instructorsand four helpers. Jim
officials said final attendance will
Sebastian has been added to the be at>out 2,600.
list of helpers.

License Suspended

Mother Dies
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Mri.

Office/ s

GRAND HAVEN (SpeciaD-Ru- Wilkes (Naomi) Goldman, 58,
dolph Sabo, 21, Grand Haven, mother of city police officer Aubrey
appeared for examination before a
Goldman, died in a hospital in

representative of the secretary of
Ottawa Friday at 2 p.m. Mr. and
state’s office this morning and was
Mrs. Goldman left Wednesday
Pvt. Harold B. HuLst, son of Fourteenth Street ChristianRe- given a 90-day suspension of his
afternoon for Ottawa.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert B. Hulst, route formed Church and the Ladies Aid driver’s license.
3, Zeeland, recently was graduated Society.
from the track vehicle mainten- Funeral services will be held
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Klom- Divorce Granted
ance course at the Armored School. Saturday at 2 p.m. at tangeland parens, of 83 East 26th St. are
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Fort Knox. Ky., according to the Funeral Home with the Rev. 'John having as house guest* this week- divorce decree was granted in
Army Home Town News Center. F. Schuurmann officiating. Burial end Miss Fran Grey, of South Ottawa Circuit Court Wednesday
Pvt. Hulst entered the Army last will be at Pilgrim Home Ceme- Bend, Ind., and their son, Air to Ellen Owen from Frank Owen,
December and completedbasic tery. Friends may call at the Cadet Paul Klomparens, who is both of Holland. Mrs. Owen wat
training at Fort Leonard Wood, tangeland Funefal Home Friday nofr stationed at Self rid# Field restored her former name of Ellen
from 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
Air Force Base near Detroit
,
ChriapelL

-A

Mo.

_

____
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Rev. ond Mrs. Horvey Stool

MACATAWA,

189?— This group gathered at the
end of Mishawaka Ave., at Macatawa Park for an
afternoon of sunning and wading in the summer
of 1892. The picture is a photographof a photograph owned by Mrs. Jeanette H. Kremer, who
now lives at 2060 32nd St She remembers watching the photographer at work with these subjects
even though she was just a child at the time.
Pictured are (left to right) Helen Hubbard; an
unidentified child; Ebertha Roelofs. of Grand
Rapids, who now owns an exclusive country day
school in Dallas, Tex.; Mrs. J.'S. Hughes (Mrs.

Church Plans Reception
For Missionary Family
Beechwood Reformed Church
a reception Thursday

planning

is

at

8 p.m. at the church for the Beech-

CITY ASSESSOR WILLIAM KOOP

(left) and
Mayor Robert Visscher study chart which points
out that 60 percent of summer taxes levied
this year will go for schools and 40 percent for
city operations.Thousands of tax bill*, some of

+ +
Summer Tax

which are on table in foreground, will be in the
mail in a few days. Charts like the one
displayedhere are on display in the city
treasurer's office and in the city assessor s

it it

it

Bills

(Sentinel photo)

office.

Athletic

Passes

GiveHoIlandlst

Staal and family.

The Staals. missionaries to Bahrain, Arabia, are home on their
first furlough since going to

Arabia

Place All Alone

ir

children, Judith, Eileen,

Driver Injured

Will

and Timmy.

The latter two were Athletics first place in the South-

born in Arabia.
At the reception a short program will be given and the Staals
In
will show slides of their work. All
DOUGLAS (Special)- Two cars members of the church and friends
rolled over at the Airpark Speed- of the Staals are invited to attend.
way Saturdaynight and one driv- Both Rev. and A^rs- Staal are
formerly of Grand Rapids. Rev.
er was sent to the hospital.
Jim Murray of Holland suffered Staal was salutatorianof his class
at Lee High School and was gradface cuts and a hip injury. He was
taken to Holland Hospital and re- uated from Hope College and Westleased. I-eon Johnsonn of Holland ern Theological Seminary. Aftei

Airpark Races

levy.

The 1955 assessed valuation for
real and personal property in the
city is 530,133,970 on which the tax
rate is 534.98 per 51.000 valuation.
The assessed valuation was increased 56,368,770 this year, placing the assessment at 80 percent of
basic values.
Assessed valuation in 1954 was
523,765,200 with a tax rate of 536.77
per 51.000 valuation. Under the 1951
valuations, the new rate would
have been S44.33 per $1,000 valuation.

Wildness cost the Grand Haven

Thomas

western MichiganBaseball League

Monday night and handed it to the
Flying Dutchmen by an 8-7 count.
Trailing 52 in the bottom of the
eighth, the Dutchmerineeded only
three hits when Athletic hurlers
dished out five walks and allowed
•

six runs.
That gave Holland an 8-5 margin
which the Athletics tried hard to
erase but they could manage only
t vo runs in the ninth.
As it was, it was extremelyundramatic when Ted Schreur walker’ across the plate for Holland with
the eventualwinning run, forced
in from third
Ken Van
Tatenhove walked with the bases
loaded.
All .three men on base, Schreur,

graduation, he became pastor of
also rolled his car over.
a church at Ontario, N.Y., where
Forty - one cars participated
he became especiallyinterestedin
in Saturday’srace with Ralph
missions and decided to become a
Prince of Holland driving to victory in the stock feature over missionary'.
Mrs. Staal. native of the NetherBob Van Kampen and Don Reimlands. came to Grand Rapids with
ink.
her family at the age of five. She
Other winners:
was graduated from Grand Rapids Art Hagge and Jack Kempker,
Deadline for summer taxes is
Stock heats - John Sabataz, Jim
Christian High School in 1942 and had walked, too.
Aug. 15. After that date a 2 perMark, Harvey Volkers.
cent penalty will be added until
married Rev. Staal in 1944.
In the ninth, a walk and two
Modified feature — Marv Ende,
Sept. 10. After that, the penalty
Bud Welters,Elmer Harrington. The couple was accepted by the singles pulled Grand Haven back
Board of Foreign Missions at its into contention, but Jack Gragg
will be 6 percent.
Australian Pursuit — Bill Mitt,
meeting in February, 1949. they saved the victory for starterDave
Ende, Walters.
attended the Outgoing Missionary Schreur by getting pinch-h i 1 1 e r
Dash — Harrington, Ende, Ralph
Conferencethat summer and sail- Johnson to pop up to catcher Ron
Baker.
ed for Arabia with their two small Loeve.
First Heat - Dane Smith, Archie
daughters on Aug. 30.
The win put Holland back into
Bradshaw, Dale Visser.
Second heat
Dave Rumsey, Rev. Staal is working as ar undisputed possessionof first place
evar.geiist at Bahrain while Mrs. and broke a three-game losing
Bill Nutt, Carl Bussier.
Third heat
Wolters,Ende, Staal serves as bookkeeper and streak. Holland’s league record is
stenographer in the mission work. now 4-2 while Grand Haven has 3-3
More than 45 citizens represent- outlines, films, and experienced Dutch Wolters.
for a third place tie with_ South
ing all sections of Allegan and leadership, by relating the local
Consolation— Jack Dibbe, Lyle
Haven.
Ottawa counties heard an address group to the Michigan Society of Shippa, Art Mark.
In second place are the Fennville
by Harold Webster, executive sec- Mental Health.
More racing is scheduled for Sat•Merchantswith 3-2. They get a
retary of Michigan Society* for There could be a strong tieup urday night. Special "trophy races"
chance to tie Holland for the top
Mental Health, at a dinner Tues- with effortsin the state through will be held on the Fourth of July
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Van Spyker
•spot
tonight when they travel to
PTAs,
federated
woman’s
clubs,
day evening at Cumerford'srestalong with a "Reckum Derby."
announce the birth of a son.
Zeeland for a
game
church groups and farm organizaaurant.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Venema
against the Chix.
He told the group that in Mich- tions. The society aids in pulling
spent a few days in Allsworth reThe Dutchmen looked bad in the
igan today there are more than together the leadershipin the
cently visitingrelatives.
first inning a^ Grand Haven pushed
30,000 patients in our mental hosp- community, he said.
Funeral services for Mrs. Anna
across three runs on a lone singlf.
itals. Less than half of them will
At the close of the meeting, the
Grasman. 72, were held Thursday Schreur gave up a single to John
return to society. About 85 percent group voted to explore the possibilat the Beaverdam Christian Re- Hatch, then walked the bases full
of them could have been treated ity of forming an Allegan-Ottawa
formed Church. Mrs.. Grasman was
In
with passes to Pat Kamhout and
successfully, he said. But there are committee. Each county chose
the mother of Mrs. Herfert HeyBill MacPhee.
more than 4,000 additionalpersons three representativesto act as a
boer.
Schreur then hit opposing starter
who need and are begging for temporary coordinatingcommit- Watch those cigaret butts, motorFarm Bureau members met at Ken Clark, forcing in a run. Then
hospital treatment.
tee.
ists.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Corneal an error by second-basemanBob
That was the warning issued by
Mrs. George Stephens and Mrs.
Webster said one out of every
Palmos last Thursday evening.
12 children bom each year faces Robert Homer of Holland Branch, Fire Chief Herman Windemuller Mr. and Mrs. Henry Huiszenga Van Dyke handed the Athletics
two more runs.
hospitalization
for mental or emo- American Associationof University of Park Township Dept. No. 2 to- and David Lee, are staying at the
Van Dyke, who has taken his
tional disorders some time in life. Women, and Mrs. Charles Lining- day after a grass fire came close
home of their parents while their
He said success in treatment de- er, who has been active in estab- to burning the residence of John mother, Mrs. Dick Kerkstrais in release from minor league duty for
pends on early recognition and lishment of a nursery school, made Woldring on James St. Tuesday a Grand Rapids hospitalfollowing the Boston Red Sox, played his
first game for the Dutchmen this
early treatment. With more re- arrangements for the meeting. afternoon.
an operation.
season and had a bad night all
The
fire
was
discovered
at
1:45
search, more knowledge, more They were assisted by several
The Ensing’s family reunion was the way around. He struck out
doctors and. other needed personnel others in both counties.Mrs. Hor- by a neighbor, George Dryer. The
held June 23 at the Jamestown three times in four trips to the
and more awareness on the part ner presided. The Rev. Christian Woldrings were not at home and
Dryer kept the fire away from the Spring Grove. At the business plate.
of our citizens and lawmakers, Walvoord gave the invocation.
meeting Alfert Sail was elected The Dutchmen pulled up to 3-2
Holland persons attending were garage and house until the tire deperhaps the toll could be mercipresident; Gertre Rooker, secre- in the bottom of the first without
partment
arrived.
fully cut to one in 50 or even Dr. Donald Hogue. William Vantary; Eda Ensing, treasurer.Pic- a hit — using two errors, a walk,
der Lugt, Mrs. Henry Rottschafer, Grass was burned all around the
one in 100.
tures were shown by Abram En- wild pitch and sacrificefly.
Establishment of child guidance Florence Vander Woude, Mrs. garage and around a dlog coop,
sing. Next year the reunion will
Fourth run for Grand Haven
clinics in the state was an early Charles Van Duren, Mrs. Bert which was not occupied.
Windemuller said he was sure again be held at Spring Grove. came in the third the same way,
step in preventingmental illnesses, Selles, Harry Harrington, Walter
Joyce Schipper is working at this time on an error, wild pitch
he said. Clinical experience show- W. Scott, the Rev. E. M. Ruhlig, the fire was started by a cigaret
Pine
Rest.
and fielder'schoice.
ed that many childrenwith serious Mrs. E. W. Hyde, Gemt Keuning butt thrown out by a drive" or
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Janson of
Grand Haven took its 52 lead
passenger since it started so nose
mental illness w. *e being sent in- and Judge Fred T. Miles.
Hopkins were visitors at the home in the seventh on doubles by
appropriately to juvenile detenOthers present were Roy H. Low- to the road. He warned that it was

Two-Coun

In

ty

of Chicago.

in August, 1949. They have four

Be Mailed in Few Days
In the next day or two, local
owners will be receivingtheir summer tax bills. And —as expected
—the bills are going to be a bit
higher this year.
Total amount of taxes spread this
summer is $1,053,492.87, with 40
per cent for the city and 60 per
cent for schools.
This year’s total is 5180,256.52
more than last summer's tax levy
of 5873,236.35. Of this year's figure,
the increase for the city is 20 percent or 535,069.70 (which also includes estimated first year payments on bond and interest for the
new hospitaladdition).
The increasefor schools amounts
to $145,186.82 or 80 percent of the
total increase of the summer tax

wood Sunday School’s missionaries, the 'Rev. and Mrs. Harvey

Kremer’imother), In backgroundwith fan; Mrs.
Viola Partridge McWilliams (Mrs. Kremer’s sister); a Miss Vander Woort, of South Bend, Ind.;
Mrs. Victoria Gaylord Jones, of Mishawaka, Ind.,
(partially hidden); Mrs. Edgar Caldwell Penfield,
of Chicago, and another Miss Vander Woort. Cottages in the background, starting from the left,
are the Dutton and Niles cottages; the Henry
Idema Cottage (center); the Bostwick cottage
built in 1882, and a cottage belonging to the Days

when

1

V-

^ J
LATEST ADDITIONS— Members of
Awan

the Phillip

U2th Ave., (route 3, Holland)
are all smiles when anyone mentions the latest
additions to their group. Twin girls arrived about
a month ago, making the second set of twins in
the family. The Aman’s now have six daughters
F.

family, of

and one son. Pictured above from left to right are
Lillian Veronica. 4; Marcella Maria, 10, who is
holding Stephanie Mae, four weeks; Mrs. Ayan
and Michael Francis, 1 year; Margaret Mary, 10,
holding Suzanne Marie, four weeks, and Phyllis
Anne, 2
(Sentinel photo)

years.

Meeting Held

Bumsie also learned to distinguish cows from horses which he
saw grazing in pastures along the
road. He’s never seen such ani-

-

Mental Health Interest

mals

—

drous products of American dairy
industry but he's perfectly capable of making it clear when he

Zutphen

wants one. "SometimesBumsia

makeup

shows quite a temper," Mrs. Karsten smilinglyexplains.
The Karstens are living with

Keep Those Butts
Car,

an aunt at 51 West 14th

Kee

h Armed Robbery Case
GRAND HAVEN (Special) James HUton, 19, of 238)4 West
Maiiv StM Zeeland, who pleaded
guilty

*

PICNIC— More
Game

I

*

VVf

.w

than 300 persons attended the annual Fish and

Club's family picnic on the club groynds between Holland and

Zeeland last Saturday afternoon.The program included games for

all ages, an

archery demonstrationby members of the Holland
Archery Club (above), movies, etc. Prizes were donated by the club
and local busineaamen.Lemonade and soft drinks were provided
free of
(Penna-Sasphoto)

charge.

June 13 to

a

charge

of attempted armed robbery, was
sentenced Tuesday to serve
18 months to five years in Southern
Michigan prison at Jackson with
recommendation that he serve the
minimum term and also be sent
to Cassidy Lake to enable him to
finish his high school education.
Hilton allegedly held up a West
Olive grocery store owned by Bert
Beckman in Port Sheldon township
last Dec. 4. He also has admitted
that he committed a burglary last
Dec. 3 in Greenville where he obtained several guns, one of which
was used in the West Olive attempted holdup.
Two of the guns were later found
in a creek near Van Raalte school
on 16th St. in Holland.

\

.....

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Monday were Leonard Koppenaal,

|

240 West 10th St.; Harold Jurries,

1

743 Aster Ave.; Mrs. W. B.

1

I

Gibbons

route 1; Mrs. John Gebben, 143

Walnut Ave.; Mrs. John Helder,
1

I

|

ALASKA

WAS NEVER

LIKE THIS

—

Two-year-old Bumsie
a tiny fishing village in Alaska, finds
all sorts of things fascinating in Holland, from ice cream sodas,
cars and especially TV and the telephone. Bumsie
visiting
here for the summer with Mr .and Mrs. David Karsten, who
teach in his native Yakutat
can't resist the phone and was
happy to "make a call" for Sentinel photographers. Bumsie
with his big brown eyes and brand new crew cut, it hard to
resist, too
especially when he turns on that winning little

Williams, whose

home

is

—

—

—
grin.

Indian

it it

it

Bumsie Gets

—

'

(Sentinel photo)

it it

25 East 21st St.
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
Carroll Fuglseth, 178

Out

_
A

of

West

St.; Mrs. Lorraine Olund, 171

Ninth

Man-

ley Ave.; Edward Heuvelhorst,
Jr„ 1608 South Shore Dr.; Mrs.
Donald Meeusen and baby, route
2, Fennville; Mrs. Gordon Slager
and baby, route 1, West Olive;
Mrs. Lloyd Klaasen and baby,
route 5; Mrs. John Van Wieren,
713 Ottawa Beach Rd.
Admitted Tuesday were Dennis
Meeuwen, 20 East 32nd St.; Mrs.
John Mokma, 249 East Ninth St.;
Mrs. Sena Karsten, 84 West 16th
St.; Mrs. Murray Chambers, 2064
South Shore Dr.; Mrs. Robert
Bareman, route 2.
DischargedTuesday were Leonard Koppenaal, 240 West 10th St.;
Duane Robbins, 320 West 23rd St.;
James A. Bennett, 675 Columbia

ir

Big Thrill

Haven.

Prison Sentence Given

Pee?"

(HoApiLal VlotsiA

1

L

St.

There’s a telephone in the house
hut no television set It keeps the
curious guest from Alaska busy
as he wanders from one room to
another, mumbling: "Kee Pee?

Smokers

of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess Emery Holzingerand Kamhout.
tion homes, adult wards of state ing of Jension, chairman of Otta- extremely dry and that evo^one
Friday afternoon.
Clark, who had been riding along
shouia
take
extra
care
to
keep
hospitalsor to correctivevocation- wa County Board of Supervisors,
Mrs. Sena Mesferzenof Zeeland on a two-hitterfor seven innings,
al schools,because of lack of res- Henry Slaughter of Tallmadge, buhs in the car ashtrays.
Another grass fire was answered was a recent visitor at the home pave up singlesto pinch-hitterRog
idential psychiatrictreatment cen- State Rep. Ben E. Lohman of
ters.
Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence by Wmdemuller'sdepartmentMon- of her brother and sister, Mr. and Smith and Van Tatenhove and a
walk to Dick De Freese.
Mr. Webster suggested several Wise, Dr. A. B. Mitchell and G. day at the George De Feyter home Mrs. Jake Kreuze.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Edema and
Ron Fortney’s single brought in
ways in which the average citizen Ray Sturgisof A'legan; Mrs. Leo- on Lakewood Blvd. It started at
could effectivelyparticipatein a na Ver Meer, Hudsonville; Jennie 11 20 a.m. and was caused by burn- family have moved to their newly a pair of runs. After two Dutchmen
program for bettering conditions Kaufman, Judge Jacob Ponstein, ing paper blowing out of an in- built home on 32nd Ave. Mr. and went out, a fielder'schoice and
in the state. A group representing Steven Mead. R. Van Valkenburgh, cinerator.There was no damage. Mrs. Jim Berens and family will four straightwalks clipped Clark's
move to the Edema farm. A fare- successors, Pete Fisher and Kamtwo counties such as attended the Mrs. Ben Grosse of Grand Havwell party was given for the Edema hout.
meeting Tuesday night could plan en; L. G. Droppers of FerrysTwelve men wertt to the plate
several meeting* a year to lay burg; Mrs. Florence Miller. Mrs. White, Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Mc- family and a welcome party for
groundwork for more public par- Raymond Banner and Robert Cheever of Allegan; H. L. Hender- the Berens family by the neighbors. for Holland in the eighth. The
Dutchmen picked up five hits durticipationin an educational pro- Brandon of Martin; Mrs. Dorothy son, Saugatuck;Mrs. Walter Refreshmentswere served.
Next Sunday the Rev. John Breu- ing the game, the Athleticsa halfgram, he said. The*MichiganSoc- B. Benedict, Mrs. Lloyd Stevens Wightman, Fcnnville,Mrs. Dennis
iety for Mental Health could aid and Grover C. Baker of Otsego; Allegan,Spring Lake, and Cor- ker and the Rev. S. Vroon will dozen.
Next game for Holland is Thurssuch group planning with program C. E. Lubbers, Plainwell;
exchange pulpits.
E. nelius Hozee, Zeeland.
day when they travel to Grand

before.

Sundaes and milkshakes, too,
have won his appreciation. He
doesn’t know yet how to pronounce the names of these won-

American Gadgets

Ave.
Hospital births include a son,
Randall J., bom Monday to Mr.
and Mrs. Adrian Van Liere, 202
West 32nd St; a son, Scott McGregor, bom Monday to Mr. and
Mrs. John De Long, 180 East 38th
St.; a daughter, Kristi Lynn, bom

Monday to Mr. and Mrs. John

two-year-old Alaska boy with day. His greatestdiscovery is T.V.
Tuls, 846 Harvard Dr.; a daugh_____
__ j „ f-Uw/Uu "Mo
calls it Kee Pee,” savs
says Mrs.
big black eyes
and a friendly •He r»u«
ter bom Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
Karsten.
"He
gets
wild
when
there
smile is rapidly getting acquainDonald Galley, 264 East Uth St.;
are
dancers
on
the
screen.
He
can
ted with the Holland version of
a son, John Jeffrey, bom Tuesthe American way of life. He’s en- watch them for hours.”
day to Mr. and Mrs. J. Dale
Then
there’s
that
other
mystery,
joying this adventure tremenFris,
68 East 28th St.
the telephone.Given the opportundously.
ity to handle this exciting /gadget, • A daughter bom Tuesday to Mr.
John George ("Bumsie”) Wiland Mrs. Howard Warner, 155
liams, Jr., arrived here last week the boy usually does more looking
South Vermont, Grandville; a son,
with former residents, Mr. and than listeningas if The Voice at Timothv J.,-bom Monday to Mr.
the
Other
End
might
materialize
Mrs. David Karsten who for sevand Mrs. Elvln Slenk, 631 West
eral years now have been teaching from the earphone any minute.
20th St.; a daughter, Debra Alice,
Cars
are
equally
fascinating
to
grade school in ths small fishing
"Bumsie." So far, he had known bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
village of Yakutat, Alaska.
Donald Windemuller, 757 Riley
The boy’s mother is presently only the open jeeps that slowly

Kpp

In a sanatorium and won’t be bump over Yakutat’s unpaved St; a son, Andrew John, bom
Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
home before the end of August. streets.
"We flew from Alaska to Seat- Begley, 111 East 16th St.; a son,
That’s \yhy "Bumsie" made the
long t|ip to Michigan. His father, tle where we store our car for the
who’s acting postmaster in his winter,” says Mrs. Karsten. "Then
home-town, already has two other we drove all the way to Holland.
children on his hands during the A long, long trip of several days.
But the boy didn’t get bored at
long summer vacation.
So wow miracles are highlight- all for every passing car was an
little Indian’s life every event for him."

Ronald D., bom Tuesday to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Oosterbaan,v 37
East 19th St.
Only 42 per cent of our farm

houses had
water by

li)50.

installed running
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Driesenga-Vereeke Rites Are Read

Wed

30, 1953

at Prospect Park

Church

Barton-Bussis Rites Performed

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald M. Buckley
basket of rose petals. Bennie PhilGeorgianaMarie Banks, daughter lips, cousin of the bride, carried
the rings on a lace-trimmedpilof Mr. and Mrs. George C. Banks,

Vows were exchanged by Miss

low.

route

and Ronald M. Buckley,
son of Mr. and Mrs. F. Howard
Buckley of Lapeer on Friday,
June 3. in First Baptist Church.
The double ring ceremony was
performed before a setting of
palms, ferns and white bouquets.
Organist was John Bos and soloist was I,ee Mannes.

ond Mrs. Willard Driesenga
Doug Gray attended the groom
Mr. ond Mn. Roger A. Zylema
(Joel'sphoto)
as best man. Other attendants
(Bulford photo)
Mr. ond Mrs. Orlo S. Borton
were Don Eckhart and Don Tiff- Vows were spoken by Miss Doro- ing headpiece.The bridesmaid
Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Zylema greens.
(de Vries photo)
any. All are students at Baptist thy Mae Vereeke and Willard Drie- wore a blue lacq gown with net
Bridal
attendants
wore
identiare honeymooningIn northern
Miss Arlene Ruth Bussis, daugh- folded V neckline and small set
TheologicalSeminary in Grand senga on Friday, June 17, in Beav- tulle over a full skirt. She carMichigan following their marriage cal gowns of taffeta And net in ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bussis, in sleeves, with full skirt falling
Rapids. John Kaiser, Larry Mc- erdam Reformed Church. Before a ried pink mums and wore a
June 21 at Prospect Park Christian shades of aqua, with sweetheart
from a dipped waistline.She carCaulay, John Isaacson and Art setting of candelabra, palms, ferns matching headpiece.
Reformed Church. The bride is the necklines and cap sleeves. They route 1, Zeeland, and Orlo S. Bar- ried a small bouquet pf lavender
Wedding
music
was
played
by
and
bouquets
of
white
daisies,
the
Banks were ushers.
wore headpiecesof shirred net ton were married June 11 at 4 carnations and yellow chrysantheMrs. Banks wore a white print Rev. Jay Weener read the double Mrs. John A. Bosch and soloist, former BeatriceVan Loo, daughter
and carried backet bouquets of p.m. in the chapel of Third Re- mums.
of
Mrs.
Helen
A.
Van
Loo
of
24
Edward
Elzinga,
sang
“Because”
ring
rites
in
the
presence
of
a
large
Given in marriage by her father, dress with navy accessories.Mrs.
West 22nd St. The groom is the pink daisies.
and "The Lord's Prayer.”
formed Church. The groom is the
Dick Speet attended the groom
the bride wore a gown of chantilly Banks wore a navy dress with number of guests.
The groom's mother wore a navy son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence The mother of the bride wore a son of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bar- as best man.
The wedding party included Miss
lace and tulle over white satin, white accessories. They had lily
navy blue lace and taffeta dress ton, 693 State St.
Forty guests attended the recepShirley Van Den Bosch, maid of blue lace dress with white acces- Zylema, 2500 Forest Grove, Grand
featuringa molded Ixxiice of satin corsages.
and a yellow rose corsage. The Officiating at the double ring tion at Cumerford's. Ed Lindgren
Rapids.
and lace with portrait neckline and
Assisting at the reception at the honor; Miss Evelyn Driesenga, sories and a red rose corsage.
Ferns, candelabra and bouquets groom's mother chose a dress of service were the bride’s brother, and Mrs. Vesta Speet, sister of the
long sleeves. The bouffant skirt Woman's Literary club house were bridesmaid: Marcia Kay Dries- Assistingas master and mistress
of
white snapdragons, mums and powder blue lace and rayon and the Rev Dale E. Bussis of Prince- groom, were master and mistress
was fashioned of alternatinglace Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Mannes as enga. flower girl; Robert I^e of ceremonieswere Mr. and Mrs.
ton, N.J., and the Rev. Christian of ceremonies. Sgt. and Mrs. Lesand tulle over satin, with chapel master and mistress of ceremonies Driesenga, ring bearer; Arend John De Vries and in the gift room gladioliformed a setting f<y the had a yellow rose corsage.
At the reception for 135 guests Walvoord, Third Church pastor, ter Zwiers of Fort Knox, Ky., sittrain. A crown of lace and seed Hope and Helen Meurer, Arlene Driesenga bestman; I^e Gebben, were Miss Grace Huizenga and double ring rites, read by Dr.
in the church parlors,Misses Miss Jean Engelsnut was organist. ter and brother-in-lawof the bride,
pearls held her fingertipveil. She De Feyter, Mrs. Russell Kehl, groomsman, and Nelson and I^m? Marvin Elzinga. Miss Shirley Ver- Jacob T. Hoogstra. John Hoogstra
Eleanor Weesies and Beverly The bride 'wore a white Dupplonl arranged the gifts and Mr. and
was
organist
for
the
ceremony
and
eeke
and
Ron
Knoper
served
Gebben,
ushers.
carried a white Bible with an Shirley Den Uyl, Dorothy Johnson,
Schroder were in charge of the silk gown, fashioned with sweet- Mrs. Harold Haveritampserved at
Donald Bulthuis was soloist.
Parents of the couple are Purlin punch.
orchid. Her set of pearls and ear- Lavina Brown, Laura Phillips, Pat
In the wedding party were Mrs. gift room and Misses Mary Tin- heart neckline and a pointed shir- the punch bowl. Miss Joy DiekServing the 100 guests who atrings were a gift from the groom. Kehl. Nancy Keizer, Mr. and Mrs. Vereeke of Route 1, Zeeland, and
Miss Harriet M. Banks, attend- Charles Banks and Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Driesenga, Sr., tended the reception in the church Robert Smith, the bride’s sister as holt and Ruth Mieras served red waist which extended into a ema was in charge of the guest
basement were the Misses Dorothy matron of honor; Misses Delores punch. Serving were Misses Shir- tremendouslyfull skirt. She car- book.
ing her sister as maid of honor, Shirley Turner. The Rev. William of North Blendon.
Vereeke, Harriet Vereeke. Linda Zylema and Ix)is Builthuls as ley Overweg, Marjorie Van Ry, ried a white Bible and an orchid. The newlyweds are living at
The
bride
was
given
in
marriage
wore a
coral tulle over Bowles conducted a brief program.
Her maid of honor was her sister, Chippewa Point after a honeymoon
iaffoU-wiin ballerina skirt and a
For going away, the bride wore by her father.She chose a floor- Abel, Phyllis Scholten,Phyllis Has- bridesmaids; Alvyn M. Hinken as Genevieve Keuning, Pearline Kiel,
matching tulle headpiece. She car- a white suit with lavender access- length gown of chantillylace and sevoort and Mrs. Arlene Nykaipp- best man and Cornie E. Van Loo Wanona Van Tatenhove, Christine Miss Gayle Elaine Bussis, who in northernMichigan. For going
For their wedding trip the bride and CliffordHirdes as ushers. Mr. and Carrie Bloemendaal. Mrs. wore a ballerina-lengthgown of away the bride wore a lavender
ried a colonial bouquet centered ories and orchid corsage. The tulle over satin. The bodice feawith a lighted candle. Bridesmaids, couple is at home in East Sauga- tured a standup wing collar and wore a two-piece white and navy and Mrs. Arthur Groenhof were Stanley Sluiter and Mrs. Bernard maize crystalette. The embroider- dress with yellow accessories and
ed basque bodice featured a gently an orchid corsage.
Miss Pearl Mannes and Miss Bar- tuck after a northern honeymoon. long sleeves tapering to points dress with white accessoriesand a master and mistressof ceremonies. Nyhof.
A gown of chantillylace on The bride’s going away ensemble
bara Buckley, sister of the groom, The bride attended Holland High over her wrists. Her fingertip corsage of pink and white carnawore identical gowns of aqua and School and is employed at Baker veil was held in place by a tiara of tions. They will make their home satin was chosen by the bride. The was a beige summer suit with red
bodice was fashioned with long accessoriesand red carnation coryellow with matching jackets and Fumiturq Co. The groom, who seed pearls and she carried a at route 1, Hudsonville.
picture hats. The flower girl, Ann attendedLapeer High School, is white Bible with white and pink
Wedding attendants were enter- sleeves and scoop neckline bound sage. The couple will be at home
Buckley, sister of the groom, wore a student at Grand Rapids Bap- carnations and satin streamers.
tained at a rehearsal party with with satin. The bouffant skirt of this week at 2503 Forest Grove
A Father and Son Banquet, spona lavender gown and carried a tist Theological Seminary.
The maid of honor wore a rose Mrs. H. Gebben, Mrs. Ed Elzinga net and tulle featured front panels Ave., Grand Rapids.
sored by the Mini Brotherhood
The new Mrs. Zylema Is a grad- Society,was held in the basement
satin gown and carried a bouquet and Mrs. Nelson Gebben serving and peplum of scalloped lace. A
of blue mums. She wore a match- as hostesses.
lace and satin Juliet cap held her uate of Holland ChristianHigh of the local church Tuesday evenFrench illusion veil and she car- School and Blodgett School of ing, June 21st. The dinner was
ried a colonial bouquet of white Nursing. Mr. Zylema attended served by the members of the
Holland loat its last chance tor
Retired
carnations with streamers and Wyoming Park High School.
Ladies Missionary and Aid Society. a finalist in the Southwest Mich*
Harvey Knoll was Master of Cere- igan Closed tennis tournament late
July 4
monies and Jack Jongekrijg gave Tuesday when Jack Damson and
unit
and
also
to
provide
additional
Druggist
storage space. The plant is owned the opening prayer. Carl Veenstra Jack Hulst were eliminated in the
Winners In the Junior Chamber
under 15 boys doubles.
by the Hi-Life Packing Co. of Chi- favored with two vocal selections,
SAUGATUCK (Special) -Charles of Commerce Junior Citizenship By Willis S. Boss, 4-H Club Agent.
Daily Vacation Bible School cago and local manager is Don accompanied by Mrs. Ray Koet- The tournament,which started
W. Parrish, a druggist in Saug- contest were honored at a meeting
A committee of the 4-H council
opened on Monday morning at the Stehovver.Several people are em- stra at the piano. The speaker at the 21st St. courts Monday, instuck for 50 years, died Tuesday of the Jaycees Tuesday night in has been contacted during the past
Plans are under way for a good local Reformed Church and was ployed there.
was Glenn Hammel from Kalama- cludes two divisionsfor boys, under 13 and 15.
at the Davis Nursing Home in
Cumerford'srestaurant.
week and votes were cast as to old fashioned July 4 celebration continued throughout the week un- A-1C Glenn Brower, son of Mr. zoo. The Rev. Ten Clay closed the Damson and Hulst fell to Dave
Burlington,Iowa. He was 78 years
complete with fireworks at the der directionof “Uncle Bob” Ziegprogram with prayer. ApproximateNorman Wangen, chairman of the awarding of the registered Holland American Legion Memor- ler, rural Bible missionary of Alle- and Mrs. George Brower, stationed ly 160 enjoyed the banquet.
Hathaway and Lee Vander Stelt
old.
at Laredo Air Base in Texas is
of Muskegon in the semis, 9-7, 4-6,
the
contest committee, awarded Holstein calf.
ial Park.
Mr. Parrish had gone to Burgan County. He is being assisted
The
Ladies
Missionary
and
Aid
home o.i furlough and is slated to
7-5.
lingtonlast fall to make his home cups to Sonja Lee Bouwman and
Wesley Busman of the Green The annual event open to the by a staff of over 20 local teachers return to the base July 2.
Society met in the church parSingles and doubles finals were
with his son-in-law and daughter, Suzanne De Pree, winners of the
lors Thursday evening June 23rd.
Acres 4-H club, Coopersvrtle,was public is sponsored jointly by Hol- and a large group of children is
At a recent board meeting of the
both scheduledfor this morning
the Rev. and Mrs. Bruce Masse- two divisions. Certificates of merit
land Memorial post No. 188 and under instruction.
The president Mrs. Ten Clay prelink. He had been in ill health went to Jane Klaasen, James named the winner. Wesley has met the Willard G. Leenhoutspost No.
Mrs. Ben E. Lohman, who has local Boy Scout troop, composed of sided and Mrs. Tony Slagh led in but for the first time in four years
John
Brink,
Jr.,
Julius
Kempker
Holland did not have a representaBoyd,
Jack
Hamelink,
William
all the requirements and will take 6. The celebration was launched b n ill for a time, was taken to
for several years.
devotions. At the roll call each
Born Sept. 11. 1876, at Lock- Kail and Pat Harder. John Klein- over the feeding and care of the some years ago in an attempt to the Holland Hospital for observa- and Harold Dangremond several member responded with a verse of tive. Holland netters have dominatscouts were approved for promoed this tournament for three years.
port, N.Y., to the late Mr. and heksel and Marcia Bouws were animal this week. The calf will lessen holiday traffic and keep tion and treatment.
praise. The Misses Leslie Bosch
tions. Robert Kaper, Kenneth KapSponsoring the tourney with the
be shown at the fair this fall.
Holland people nearer home.
Mrs. George Parrish,he was gradMr. and Mrs. James Koops. their
and Beverly Kammeraad of Holuated from Ferris Institute in In sponsoringthe contest, the Joan Dyke and l>e Roy Dyke of Robert Koop is general chairman daughter Beverly and granddaug- er and Paul Douma passed the land. accompanied by Mrs. Willis Recreation Department is the Hol1903. He retired in 1953 after oper- Junior Chamber aimed to counter- the Green Acres Club, Coopersville this year and Harry Wetter is pro- ter, Donna Koops left last Saturday Star Scouts tests, Bruce Eding and Bosch at the piano, sanfe two selec- land OptimistClub which enterating the Parish Drug Store for act in some way the unfortunate have been accepted as Junior gram chairman.Events will get morning on a few days motor trip David Lugten completed1st Class tions. Mrs. B. Bosman presented tained more than 30 boys at a,
50 years.
publicity on the misdeeds of to- Members in the American Guern- under way at 7:30 p.m. with a to the ShenadoahValley and points Scouts requirements. Steven Orr, the Bible lesson. Refreshments picnic at Kollen Park Monday
His wife, the fomer Pearl A. day’s so-called delinquents. The sey Cattle Club. Requirementsfor concert by the Holland American of interest enroute. They planned 2nd Class Scout and Norlan Ka- were served by Mrs. Tim Slagh night.
Results of Holland singles1
Braman of Flushing, Mich., died Jaycees contend that the unfort- membership are easy to meet. Any Legion band. The concert will last to attend Sunday service at one per, a new member, has finished and Mrs. C. Slagh.
matches;
unate publicity affects 4 very small 4-H member having a registered an hour, followed by a talk by of the churches in the Annville, tender-foot tests.
Sept. 13, 19-19.
Daniel Gilberts from Sixth ReUnder 15
Staff Sgt. Robert Nyhof from
Surviving are the daughter, Mrs. percentage of young people today, Guernsey in his or her name can Mayor Robert Visscher. The grand Kentucky area, where the Reformformed Church, Holland, sang two
Beach (K) d. Overway, 6-1, 6-4;
Masselink, and two grandchildren, and the greater majority is proper- make application to the county finale will be a display of fire- ed Church has an establishedMis- I-oringAir Base in Maine arrived numbers Sunday morning and Mrs
home recently on a month's fur- C. Bushouse sang two selections Kuite d. Wendell (GR), 7-5, 6-0;
Maragay and Gerrit Masselink, all ly concerned over America s fut- extension office.
works.
sion Station.
Beach d. Kuite, 6-5, 6-1; Vander
of Burlington.
ure.
Junior membership in the HolAll children attending the event
At the Sunday morning serviceof lough. He is the son of Postmaster in the evening, one in the Dutch
Stelt (M) d. Bouwman, 6-2, 6-0;
and
Mrs.
Herman
Nyhof.
On
June
Funeral services will be held
Serving on the committee were stein Friesian Association of wifi receive free favors.
the Reformed Church the rite of
language by request.
Friday at 2 p.m. at Dykstra Fun- Norman Wangen, Harold Combs, America is also available.Anyone Alden J. Stoner is fireworks Holy Communion was observed. 23 he was wed to Miss Lorraine The Rev. Richard Oudersluys Damson d. Logg (M); Springstead
eral Chapel in Saugatuck. The Paul De Kok and Ray Helder.
having a registered Holstein and chairman, assisted by James A. New members received upon con- Bolks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. from the Seminary will conduct (M) d. Damson, 6-1, 6-4;’ Fik d.
Bromley (BC), 6-8, 6-1, 6-1; Van
Rev. H. H. Maycroft of the ConSpeaker of the evening was May- desiring membership can contact Hallan, Jack Daniels. T. Fred fession of faith were Marilyn Bult- Homer Bolks at a charming cere- both services here next Sunday
Dam (M), 6-4, 6-2; Beach (K) d.
gregational Church will officiate or Robert Visscher who outlined the 4-H office, Court House, Grand Coleman, Donald Thomas and Wil- man and Georgianna Joostberns mony and reception for immediate while Rev. Ten Clay is serving as
Yonker, 6-1, 6-4; Hathaway (M) d.
and burial will be at Riverside city functions under the new char- Haven for further information and liam De Haan. George Lumsden and the memberships of Mr. and relatives and friendsin the Church counselor at Camp Geneva.
Hulst, 6-1, 6-1; Wright (M) d. Dykenrollment
cards.
parlors
of
the
local
Reformed
Cemetery.Friends may call at the ter which has been in operation
and Clifford Onthank are on the Mrs. Dunvard Young and children,
The Willing Workers Missionary stra, 6-1, 64).
funeral chapel Thursday from 7 to for the last four years or more.
awards committee. ’Louis D. Dal- Randy and Marcella, were trans- Church. Rev. N. Van Heukelom Society held a potluck beach party
Under IS
9 p.m.
Leaders from Ottawa County man heads the grounds committee. ferred to the Bentheim Reformed performedthe rites and Miss Mur- at Ottawa Beach, Monday night
He described City Council as the
Bill Wolffis (M) d. Overway, 4-6,
governing body of the city. Under attending 4-H club week in East B. H. Bowmaster,assisted by Church. The Senior Christian En- ial Elzinga played the wedding mu- June 27th.
64), 64); Moore (M) d. Wiersma*
the old system standing commit- Lansing for four days are Mrs. Miles Basket! will arrange for gifts deavor service featured the topic, sic. Mr. Nyhof will complete his
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hall and 6-8, 6-1, 7-5; Moore d. Pott, 6-3,
Mrs. Nyland, Children
tees were used as liaison between LaDeane Sichterman, Coopersville,for children.
“Canada — United States, Neigh- four year period of Air Base train- 1 soil Donald of Tucson, Ariz., are 4-6. 6-1: Windemuller d. Bytwerk
Council and Boards. Under the John Nienhousefrom D r e n t h e,
Honored at Farewells
bors” with Rev. N. Van Heukelom ing in April of 1956.
spending a few days this week (M), 6-3, 6-2; . Young (EGR) d.
as discussion leader. Marlene Mrs. Nellie Strabbing of Holland with their brother and sister-in- Windemuller,6-1, 6-1; Dykstra d.
Mrs. Norman Nyland and child- new charter, only three boards and Neal Zuidema from Holland. Miss Laura Boyd Feted
Joostberns conducted devotions was a Sunday visitor in the home law, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Nash. Pedler (M), 6-2, 6-2; Hart (K) d.
ren. Paul A. and Judy Kay, have were retained, the Board of Pub- Eighteen boys and girls will De
and Beverly Veen was pianist. The of Mr. and Mrs. John Bartels.
been honored guests at farewell lic Works, Hospital Board and spending four days on the MSC By Educational Group
Van Wyke. 64). 6-1; Biehu (GR)
campus meeting delegates from
parties given b\* friends and rel- Library Board.
Ruth Ann lohman and Carol Rigd. Teall, 3-6. 7-5, 9-7; Buursema
Miss Laura Boyd, who plans to Junior High C. E. group, using the
other
counties,
living
in
dormitorLaketown
Township
May
Today
Council
devotes
most
of
atives. They will leave Sunday for
topic "Religion in Vacation Time” terink attended the Youth Bible
d. Hill, 3-6, 6-4, 9-7; Buursema d.
leave
for the East next week to
Stuttgart,Germany, to join Mr. its time to policy making matters, ies, singing, playing games, tourWeatherbee (M), 6-3, 6-2; Biehu
make her home, was honored at had several leaders,Kenneth Ka- Conference at Camp Geneva during Use Brine to Fight Dust
Nyland. serving there with the and details are worked out through ing business places and taking part a juncheon meeting by the Educa- per, Sally Kaper, Donna Ter the past week. Scheduled to attend
d. Buursema, 6-1, 6-2.
U.S. Army. They will live in Ger- the city manager and city em- in the program. Club week deleHaar, R. Sterken, S. Van Dyke the coming Conferencefrom June
Laketown Township officials antional Committee of the Woman’s
ployes. Mayor ViSscheralso dis- gates in the past have spoken
and H. Veldhoff. Devotionswere 30 - July 5 from the local Reformed nounced today that they were conmany for three years.
literary Club Tuesday. The lunchhighly
of
this
event.
in charge of Don Wassink and Church are, Carol Nyhof, Nancy sidering using salt brine on the Newcomers Club Has
On Tuesday, a farewell was giv- cussed the recodificationof ordineon was held at Fireside Inn and
en for Paul at the home of Mrs.- ances as ordered by the charter.
Wayne
De Boer and Marcia Brink Lugten Lynda Langeland, Marla township's gravel roads to keep
the group returned to the Clarence
Semi-FormalDance
John Boersma. Members of his He mentionedthe accelerated pav- Miss Joan Dyke, Miss Joan Klaasen cottage at Maple Beach. served as pianist. Both C. E. Lugten, Betty Lugten and L. Lam- the dust down.
groups will be discontinued for pen.
Sunday School class attended in- ing program in recent years which Koppenol,Jerry Bouwkamp and
They need the go-ahead from
Forty couples danced to the muAttending were Mrs. Andrew Hycluding Ted Meyer, Billy Bos, Ar- leaves few streets yet to be paved Gordon Handlogton attended a twoma, Mrs. Carl Harrington, Mrs. two months.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rigterink and township residents, however,since sic of Sid Baldwin and his orchesnold Lockner, Robert Lockner, in Holland. A question and answer day camping session at Bostwick Christian Walvoord, Mrs. Louis Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Dampen
tra at the Newcomers semi-formal
children left last week for. Roches- the project would be partiallyfiLake June 23 and 24. Many things
Henry Van Wieren, Robert Sinke, period followed.
Schoon, Mrs. Roy Heasley, Mrs. attended the Beechwood School Re- ter, Minn., where the former re- nanced by property owners along party Saturday evening at the
Harold Combs announced a of interestwere done in line with
Russel Schurman, Jack Naber,
union last Thursdayat the Overisel
the roads. The rest would be taken American Legion club house. The
Alvin Bos, president of the club,
John Van Alsburg, David Van Scotch lite program in which Jay- the program of our own ,camp
CommunityGrove. The latter was ceived a routine checkup at Mayo from township highway funds.
party was arranged by Mrs. Henry
Mrs. Klaasen and Miss Boyd.
Clinic.
Kampcn, Carl Andersen, Stewart cees will visit various city play- which opens on July 5.
a pupil of that school.Main SpeakSmith and her retiring officers. At
Those
interested
should
contact
The committee announced that
On Monday evening a mass meet- a member of the Township Board midnight a buffet lunch was servEmmons and Joe Elenbaas. A gift grounds July 7 to apply the re- Campfire stunts, an outdoor
er for the event was Marvin Folkfunds are available for girls who
ing of ministersand delegatesfrom
was presented to the honored flective tape on fenders of bicycles. cook-out, singing, playing games,
ed and members and guests gathwant to continue their education. ert of Burnips, former school in- ail Reformed Churches of the area as soon as possible.
guest.
craft work, group activitiesand
structor.
ered in the ballroom for the offiInformation may be obtained from
Judy Kay was honored Saturwater games were played and enEarly Monday morning Hamil- was held at the local church for
cial changing over of officers.
Double
Ring
Club
any member of the committee.
day at a party given by Mrs. Ed
joyed. The counselors will be at
ton Boy Scouts left for Camp Ot- the purpose of creating interest Marriage License
Henry Smith acted as master of
Kruid. Gifts were presented by the Discussion at Meeting
both sessions of camp and work
tawa near Newaygo for a week’s and receivinginformation on Dutch
Ottawa County
ceremonies and welcomed the
guests, includingJudy Landworthy.
with the Home DemonstrationRites In Grand Haven
outing. This is an annual camp immigrationmethods by sponsorRobert Allen De Young, 30, Zee- following new members: Mr. and
Jane Kruid, Nancy Kruid, Linda The Double Ring Club of Beech- Agent and 4-H Agent in working
trip for scouters.Included In the ship. Scheduled speakers were, land, and Irene Boer, 30, Holland; Mrs. John Raat, Mr. and Mrs. PhilFor
Albert
J.
Jones
May Meyer, Mary White, Bonnie wood Reformed Church met in the out the program.
group scheduled to attend are, Ter- Rev. Bert Brower of New York Del ton Leroy Wiersma,21, route 1, ip Singleton,Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Wolters, Katie Lugers, Janice Sny- church Monday evening.Vernon
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Al- ry Kempkers, David Poll, Terry City, Willard Wichers of HoUand Allendale., and Marjorie Jewell Ralth, Mr. and Mrs. Dean ThompReminder to campers — Don’t
der and Marcia Daining.
Webster conducted devotions. A forget to send the health certifi- bert J. Jones, 78, Chicago,died Derks, Ervin Bolks, Dean Heyboer, and B. C. Sjollema of the Nether- Cheyne, 18, Coopersville;Lewis son, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Speicher
Last week Tuescfay evening, a panel composed of the Rev. Elton cates to the office soon. Over 180 at 3 p.m. Tuesday in the Augustan Paul Douma, Robert Kaper, Stev- lands InformationService.
Henry Dorman, 27, Manestique, and Mrs. fend Mrs. Peter Branders.
farewell party was given for Mrs. Van Pernis, Dr. Walter Kuiper and members will be In camp this Hospital in Chicago. He was bom en Orr, David Lugten, Junior
Clifford Sternberg, who has been Mich., and Faron Mae Metzler, 18, He also introduced Mr. and Mrs.
Nyland at the home of Mrs. John Mrs. Webster discussedthe sub- year and it is necessarythat we in Adrian July 25, 1876, but spent Klein, Calvin Lohman Marvin living with the Stanley Japink fami- route 1, Grand Haven; Hailey Jack Brunner who will act as coNyland. Guests were Mesdames ject, "Facts of Life as Experienc- have these certificates.
most of his life in Chicago where Sterken, Kenneth Kaper, Merle ly tor several years has completed Berens, 18, route 1, Jenison, and presidents for the coming year.
John Slighter,Don Slighter,Mike ed by Little Children” and how
he was married Sept. 18, 1918 to Beyer, Allen Slotman and Willi- his military training.
Dorothy Van Haitsma, 17, Zeeland;
They presented Mr. and Mrs.
Essenburg, Don Van Huis, Harold to answer their questions.
Most fish swim with a motion Elizabeth Pytlinske.Ten years ago am Johnson. One of the Hamilton John Billet is home after com- Richard G. Van Hoven, 19, Jenison, Smith with gifts from the club and
Slighter, Albert Bouwman, John
Plans were made for an Ice which may be compared to that he retired from the wholesale poul- Troop Eagle Scouts Robert Billet, pleting a year of study at Michi- and Elizabeth J. C nos sen, 17, thanked them for their leadership
Bouwman, Gary Vand Den Burg, cream social to be held in July. of an oar when a boat is sculled. try business. He spent most of is serving as assistant unit lead- gan State College Engineering Grandville; Gerald Warner* 19, during the past year. Joseph GarJohn Overway, Ed Kruid, Henry Glen Wiersma. president,was in
his summers in this vicinity visit- er at the camp this summer.
School. He took hit Freshman and route 2, Nunica, and Patricia L.' lick was given a vote of thanks
TeRoller, Charlie Ward, Paul For- charge of the business meeting.
The code of laws adopted by ing with his wife's relatives.
The Hamilton Dog Life Plant Sophomore years at Hope College, Berg, 18, route 1, Spring Lake; when he presented the club with a
molo, Will Zuber, Bea Allen, Ed
Hostesseswere Mrs. Erwin De Nez Perce Indians in 1842 were
Besides the wife he is survived reports that an addition will be thus finishing his third year of Col- Paul Zellar, 19, Grand Haven, and contributionon behalf of the HolNyland and Miss Alma Bouwman, Vree, Mrs. Leroy Broekbouseand the first written laws in Idfho ter- by a daughter; three grandchildren erected to the present building to lege. He is 4 son of Mr. and
Lillian Wheeler, 18, route 1* Grand land Furnace Co. The
Judy and Paul Nyland.
Mrs. Richard Beil, Jr,
Haven,
and five great grandchildren.
double the capacity of the baking Fred Billet
i
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Sunday School

The Home

Several Cases

July 3. 1955
A Prophet of Judah's Decline
Jeremiah 22: 1-9, 24 , 25
By Henry Geerlings
No man ever had a tougher assignmentthan did Jeremiah.Having a patriot'sdevotion to his
country he was sent to declare its
final doom. Having a shepherd's
tender heart, he had to minister
to a stubborn and unrepentant

GRAND HAVEN
lel

(Special)-DanChampion, 18, of 250 Maerose

Ave., Holland, pleaded guilty Mon*

day afternoon in MunicipalCourt
to a charge of posession of beer
in his car and paid |15 fine and
$4.30 costs. The arrest was by
State Police, in Grand Haven township Monday.
Robert Hogle. 28, Grand Rapids,
charged by sheriff's department
with peeping in windows in Wright
township on June 26, pleaded
guilty in the same court and paid
$20 fine and $5.50 costs.
Charles Holmes, 36, of Nunica,
paid $20 fine and $4.55 costs in
Justice F. J. Workman’s court
Saturday on a charge of assualt
and battery. Holmes was arrested
by sheriff’sofficerson complaint
of his wife, Ruth, who was hosp-

people. Although he bore the Lord's

message, he at hmes felt that even
against him. The ruling
religious authoritieshated him.

God was

The kings and princes opposed

him. His own townspeople and
kindred hated him and sought to
__
kill him. He had to say what he
and PublUher said for he was burning with the

1879. _
W. A. BUTLER, Editor

*

Courts Process

Lesson

Holland City Now*
Publilhed•very ThunJday by Tho Sen llnel
fpnnllni Co. Office 54-M
Weot Bghtb' Street, Holland. Michigan.
Entered ai accord claaa nsatter at
the post office at
^tdar tha Act of Congre.a,March S.

(,

sins of the nation. He found himself in the center of the raging
battle between Jehovah and His
The publUher ahall not be JUbla rebelliouspeople.
His heart was tender, but he was
sent with a hard message. His
by him in time for correctlona with experiences and those of Demos
inch error* or correctlona noted thenes of Greece were parallel. The
plainly t hereon ;and in weheueH great orator of Athens tried to
kny error *o noted la not corrected
publlaher*llabUlty ahall not exceed arouse his countrymen to the
report km of the entire apace dangers threatening from Maceauch a prop<
error bear* to the
livtr don under Philip. They were so
engrossed with life, and their souls
tlaement.
too deadened,to heed his speech
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year. 13.00: alx month*. WOO, He was banished in the perforthree month*. S1.00; aingle copy, 10c. mance of his thankless task. Nor
Subacrlptlona payable In advance and
would the people of Judah listen
will be promptly dlecontlnuedIf not
to the appeals of the prophet. They
^Subscriber* will confer a favor by plottedagainst him. They put him
reportingpromptly an/ Irregularity
in the stocks before the cynical
in delivery.Write or Phone 3191.
Telephone— Newa Itema SIM
AdvertUlng and Subaolptlona3191

italized for hip and face bruises in-

flicted a week ago. He pleaded
guilty June 21 and sentencewas
deferred until last Saturday#
Jack Knowles, 17, route 1. Ada
who pleaded guilty June 27 to
charge of indecent liberties involving a seven-year-old girl on June
20 in Grand Haven township, was
placed on probation for two years.
Mrs. Eugene Scholten
Conditions are that he finish his
(Prince photo)
high school education pay $50 costn
in 60 days. $3 a month oversight
fees and observe a midnight surfew during his probation.His matter Is to be referred to Kent County Probation Department.
crowd. They chained him and
Ronald Grant Long, 27, of 205
dragged him through the streets to
Guest Editorial
Pine Ave., Holland, pleaded guilty
prison. They threw him into an
Miss Joyce Elaine Mulder be- pearls were a gift from the groom
TOUGH ALL OVER
in Circuit Court this morning to a
abondoned cistern and left him
Bridal attendants wore ballerIf It's any comfort, 30 nations
charge of aggravatedassault.His came the bride of Eugene Scholdie.
first ina-length dresses of ballet blue
ten
Friday
evening
in
the
$500
bond
which
was
furnished
were represented at a recent meetAfter the death of Solomon the
Monday night will be continued. wedding ceremony perfo)m^ed in crystalette featuring scoop necking of the World Touring and kingdom was divided. For 210
,ry' C
Cljap- lines designed with knife pleating
Sentence has been deferreduntil the new Western Seminary
years the two kingdoms lived side
AutomobileOrganization at Washjehter
of repeated in center back panels
el.
The
bride
is
the
daughter
July 15 at 10 a.m. Cecil Long 21,
by side, sometimesenemies, someington and all 30 reported they had times fnends and allies. After the
of the same address, upon whom Western Theological Seminar}- to hemline effect,accented with
the alleged assault was inflicted, president, Dr. John R. Mulder, bows at the dipping waistlines.
parking problems. The delegates, fall of Israel Judah continued, but
and Mrs. Mulder. The groom is They carried cascades of rubrum
is still in Municipal Hospital.
strivingto promote and encourage the pressure from without became
the son of the late Mr. and, Mrs. lilies.
more
and
more
pronounced.
motorist* to travel abroad, had
Mrs. Mulder wore for her
Alfred Scholten.
Like Belgium, Judah was a bufthe 55-foot yawl from Milwaukee to Macatawa
HILARIA,
THE
NEWEST
BOAT
in the Mocasome concrete proposals for easing fer state. The armies of Assyria
Mrs.
George
Glupker
arranged daughter’s wedding a pink nylon
Friday in the Queen's Cup race and also partawa Bay Yacht Club fleet, will be entered in
customs regulations and driving and Egypt, struggling for world
for the chapel decorations which dress with lace, matching hat and
ticipate in the triangular face on Lake Michithe
Michigan Yachting Association
credentials but kept asking each domination, had to cross Palestine
featured bouquets of white stock accessories and an orchid corsage.
gan outside the Holland breakwater on July 4.
About 175 guests attendedthe
other where people would park if
and white pompons, with four
regatta during the weekend of July Fourth.
to get at one another. The kings
reception in the Seminary Recepthey took their cars into other of Judah had a difficult role to
candelabra
and
a
fern
arrange
Skipper Hugh Schaddeleeand his crew will race
countries.
ment. The double ring ceremony tion Room, which was decorated
play. They would favor one nation,
About 600 employes and friends
To most Americans the idea of then another, whichever seemed
was performed by candlelight by with several flower arrangements.
attended the 32nd annual Heinz
a parking problem in other lands stronger.For political reasons, the
the bride's father and the Rev. Pink roses decorated the buffet
Co. picnic at Tunnel Park Satur- John Hains, pastor of Trinity R(^ table, at which Mrs. Jane Lamseems strange. We know that we religion of Assyria was sometimes
day. Special guests at the affair formed Church. Mrs. W. C. Snow pen and Mrs. Jerrold Strabbing
have the hlgheat per capita owner- made official in Judah, and under
were retired employes and their was organist and Rev. Hains sang poured. Punch was sened by
ship of motorcars, and therefore Jehoiakim religious conditions were
families.
should have the most acute short'The lord's Prayer" while the Donald Damstra and Miss Mary
very bad.
A basket dinner at noon was couple knelt.
Wolters and Mrs. Justin Scholten
age of parking space.
Jeremiah's messages reflectthe
followed by games and contests
But what we do not often realize history of his people during a perThe bride was attended by her and Mrs. Robert Scholten arfor all ages throughout the day. sister, Mrs. Philip Baron, as ma- ranged the gifts. Mrs. Earl Boyce
fc that many American cities were iod of forty years and more. The
Prizes were awarded to Chester tron of honor and Miss Barbara was in charge of the guest book.
The yachts will leave Milwaukee overall corrected time.
laid out originally by optimistic threat of a Syrian invasion startThere’s a big weekend ahead for
A buffet supper for skippers and Kronemeyer for first identifying Slagh and Miss Susan Culbert- Assisting about the rooms were
early Thursday evening and will
real estate promoters who had ed him on his prophetic career. He the Macatawa Bay Yacht Club.
It has two big honors this year. be expected at Macatawa Bay Fri- crews will be held at Macatawa Mr. X, who was Robert Fortney, son. college friends, as brides- Mrs. Clayton Schoon and Mrs.
grandiose,if surprisinglyaccurate, did not think the reforms under
notionsof how big their burgeoning Josiah had struck deep enough Not only is the club host to the day morning. They will be running Bay Yacht Club Friday evening and to Effte Berghorst who ident- maids. Justin Scholten assisted Preston Schoon.
and a dance is scheduled for Sat- ified Mrs. X. Sarah Dykman. Win- his brother as best man. Guests
Miss Mildred Schuppcrtplayed
towns would grow. Nearly every into the life of the people. They Lake Michigan Yachting Associa- in four classes.
ners in the guessing contest were were seated by Robert Scholten organ music during the reception.
Entering in Class A from MBYC urday night.
American town has a Broad St. put themselvesunder the book, tion regatta on the Fourth of July,
Many yachts will stay over for Oma Tippett, C. B. McCormick, and Philip Baron. Dr. and Mrs
For their wedding trip to noror a Main St. with a 12Woot right but not under God. Israel had fall- but it is also the destination for will be Commodore Harold Sears’
the
Association regatta in which Eleanor Burns and Priscilla Kreun. Harold J. Damstra of Grand Rap thern Michigan, the new Mrs.
Revenge
and
Huge
Schaddelee's
of way that must have looked liked en a hundred years before because almost 60 yachts that are running
all craft will race a 15-mile trian- James Rotman and John Bouwids, uncle and aunt of the bride Scholten changed to a pink linen
an empty l&acre pasture to the she had forsaken the Lord. Judah in the Queen's Cup derby this I Hiiaria.
gular course Monday. Hollis Baker. man won first in the horseshoe completed the weddingparty as dress with satin collar studded
In
class
B.
Hollis
M.
Baker's
i
Thursday
and
Friday.
early residents.
had not profited by the lesson.
Because of the regatta. Queen’s Whisper will be running while in Jr., is racing chairman of the as- tournament, with Keith Conklin master and mistress of ceremon with pearls. She wore a white linIn moat other countries no such
The prophet was deeply disturben duster, white accessories and
and Ed John taking second.
optimism prevailed. Cities origin- ed when he saw Hypocrisyat the Cup officials decided to end it at class C the MBYC entrieswill be sociation events.
ios.
Many yachts racing in the ChiOthers prize winners included
A floor length gown of misty an orchid corsage.The newlyweds
ally were built within walk, and local shrines.He called for repen- Macatawa Park instead of at Mus- Allen Willard’s Belle Aurore,
Clarke Field’s Reverie. William cago Yacht Club's Chicago-to-Saug- Jean Joldersma, Paul Martinez, nylon tulle and lace over satin will ho at home after July 4 at
streets followed cowpaths, designed tence and a change in the man- kegon as in previous years.
Nansen’s Raratonga and Charles atuck competition Friday and Sat- Jimmie Cooper, Susan Cooper, was worn by the bride. The bas- 121} East 22nd St.
Seven
MBYC
boats
will
leave
for cows traveling in single file. ner of life. His vigorous radical
urday will also compete Monday Joyce Stewart, Julia Martinez, que bodice of lace featuredinBoth Mr. and Mrs. Scholten are
In Europe and the Middle East preachingearned him the enmity Wednesdayfor Milwaukee. Start- Phelps’ Corvette. ./
The Queen's Cup goes to the at Macatawa. About 30 Chicago Dinah Ter Horst, Charlotte Steph- serts of tulle in soft folds, a deli- graduates of Holland High School.
American ears can barely make of many, even among his friends ing point for the big event is Milcraft in each class with the best craft will race from Chicago.
ens. Marcia Bos, Beverly Kiekent- cately curved neckline and short The bride, who graduated from
a passage, let alone park.
and nearest relatives,for the re- waukee's South Shore Yacht- Club.
veld. Michael Eady, Jerry Brandt gatheredsleeves. She wore short Hope College in 1954, is a third
Some novel solutions -to parking formationinvolved for them the
Richard Bryan, Richard Boyle white gloves. The full tulle skirt grade teacher a' Longfellow
difficulties came from a few of loss of their income and their lifeKellie Jeanne, bom Friday to Mr.
Rev. and Mrs. H.
Verne Bohl, Robert Lee, Ronald was accented by a scalloped hem- School. The groom was graduated
the delegates. For example, the work.
and Mrs. Larry Martin. 146 West
Arenas, Bryan Hill, David Rotman line over a flounce of tulle. A fing- from Hope in 1950 and received
representative of the Automobile The government-fostered prosperi18th St.; a son. Paul, born Satur- Entertain Consistdry
Carl Van Vuren, Bob Crocker, Ed ertip veil of English silk illusion his M.A. degree from University
Club of Egypt reported Cairo was ty brought rich rewards to favored
day to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
was held by a scallop-edged ta- of Southern California in 1952.
. Admittedto H o 1 f a n d Hospital
The Rev. and Mrs. Henry Mouw Vanden Bosch. Larry Stewart.
installing parking meters on every citizens. They indulged in exRosendahl.Jr., 48 West 18th St.
pered crown of seed pearls with He has been teachingat South
Garry
Amsink,
Bob
Brik*.
Carl
street wide enough to support a travagantliving. The poor were Friday were Florence Wassink, 252
A daughter.Jan Marie, born entertained the consistory memHigh School, Grand Rapids. Both
parking lane. Beside each meter is extremely poor and had no re- North River; Jason Redder. 134 Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Duane bers and their wives of Sixth Re- Rotman, Gayton Williams, Beverly rhinestone studding. She carried
will teach in the Holland public
a
white
orchid
on
a
white
Bible
Dykens,
Betty
Tippett,
Patricia
a telephone.As the only Egyptians course against their oppressors.
Zeeland: Harold Barr, Kalawart,522 Kenora Ave.. S.W., formed Church at their home Adams. Ronald Conklin, Dennis with stophanotisin streamers. Her I school system in the fall.
who can afford cars are also Even the king made them toil as Woodlawn,
Grand Rapids; a son, Donald
315 WashingtonBlvd. ; John KlenClark, born Saturday to Mr. and Thursday evening. Guest soloist Ter Horst, Tom Cooper, Robert
wealthy enough to employ a chauf- conscriptedlabor. The ruling classb^as. Sr., Resthaven; Arthur Bronfeur. the phone is used by the es took their lands and sold them
Mrs. Donald Kuipers, 2008 Scotch 1 for the evening was Miss Marcia Pierce, Rose Bums, Anna Krone
son, 482 West 21st St.: Marilyn
owner to summon his driver when into bondage for their debt. The upSt.; a daughter, Diane Lynn, born
sang three selections meyer. Susan Toscano. Carolyn
Munro. 72 West 18th St.; Mrs.
Van Dyke, Norma Van Ham, Lois
he is ready to resume his journey. per classes lived in open sin.
Gerrit Van Gelderen, 173 East 14th Vander Yarht^ route l^lvest^OUvet I accompaniedby Miss Marco,,,
Knoll. Verne Karsten, Ted Van
A Moerdyk family gathering was
Milan, Italy, is excavating under- Drunken parties and notous living
St.: Ernest Race, Jr.. East Saugaden Brink, Garry Ter Haar, Mr held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
a son, David Lee. born Sunday to , Learhart.
ground parking spaces, a plan al- increased 'hs the shadow of foreituck; Duane Robbins, 320 West
ready resortedto by San Francisco gn invasion deepened. The nation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Serne, 595 j Rev. Mouw showed colored slides and Mrs. Lawrence Weber. Mr.
Will
and Mrs. Gordon Bekompas, Mr. P.T. Moerdyk on Wednesday evenand about to be tried in Detroit. was slipping fast and the end 23rd St.
Howard
| and ‘ old time' pictures of the conDischargedFriday were M r s.
ing when the brothers and sisters
From the AutomobileAssociation could come any time.
sistory members and their wives. and Mrs. Clayton Smith.
Nine young men, including four
The
toSwSTfte»*» b.- 1 Everett IWdema and bab>. 356
of Britaincame a proposal to make
i \ buffet lunch was sened by the ' The volley ball tournament was were entertained at dinner. Those
from Holland and two from Zeecame,
the
greater
were
the
atna
o(
'V«t
18th
St
.
Mr.^
Usley
De
W
won
by
a
team
of
Bill
Japinga,
parjeing facilities an integral part
| hostess,assistedby Mrs. Boyd De
present besides the host and host- land, will report at the Grand
baJj>. 130 ttest .0th St
of all street and highway construc- the people. A sort of futility
! Boer and Mrs. Vern Van Lange- Ron Van Dyke, Carroll Van Dyke.
ess included Dr. and Mrs. Abraham 'Haven Armory July 6 to leave for
Beverly Grissen, Ken Mast and
tion. The British delegate suggest- mastered them. The nation i5 , Hattie Dykema. 418 Central Ave.,
I velde.
De
Young who recentlymoved from Detroit and inductioninto the
doomed,
they
said,
let
us
have
a
Mrs.
Jenny
Berkompas.
894
Buttered that national governmentsoffer
Admitted to Holland Hospital A gift was presented to the host Herb Colton who defeated Verne
armed forces.
nut Dr.; Mrs. Jeanette Kole, 736
Karsten.
Garry
Ter
Haar,
Ted
Van
Allegan
to Holland as a retired
. funds to be matched locally foe good time. The rights of others are
Wednesday uwere
ere Mrs. Raymond ! and hostess by the group
The list from Holland includes
Aster
Ave
;
James
Meurer.
274
nothing. Let the poor starve. Throw
street and road building.
Those present were elders and Den Brink. Jim Jipping. Virginia minister of the Reformed Church, Stanley E. Alberda. 30 East 18th
Feuder,
route 6; Mrs. John Lap-,
North
Division;
Mrs.
Roy
Stewart
About all the conference could the rubbish where you will. Rewives including Mr. and Mrs. L. Tellman and GeorgianneTellman. and Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Moerdyk. St.; Jack J. M; reus. 86 East 24th
come up with as an international ligion? Well, the only religionwe and baby, 290 Van Raalte Ave penga, 111 West 20th St.: Naoma Dalman, Mr. and Mrs. A. Hame- Merchandiseprizes were won by also of Holland, Dr. and Mrs. Joe
St.; Fred Lubben, 24'2 West 27th
Mrs. John Eappmga, 111 West 20th Gross, route 3; Mrs. John Van
Heyboer, De Free of Grand Rapids and Mrs.
solution to the world parking want is just to win the favor of
link. Mr. and Mrs. T. Kraai, Mr. Elmer Knll,
St., and Paul D. Hoeksema, 12l
Glenn
Eichenberger.
Ba
r b a r a
Nelvia
Pruim
of
Lansing
who
problem was a resolution. It called the gods so we may prosper. And St.; Marilyn Munro, 72 West 18th Wieren, 713 Ottawa Beach Rd.
and Mrs. H. Slager. Mr. and Mrs.
East 32nd St.
Discharged Wednesday were Mrs.
St.
for adoption of a standard proce- let no king or prophet interfere.
B. Ter Haar, Mr. and Mrs. P. Van Stegenga. Doris Oldebekking, Ra- plans to go to California in the
From Zeeland are John Weenum,
Lloyd
Riemersma
and
baby.
442
Admitted
Saturday
were
David
dure for surveying and assessing Are there signs of moral and
I^ngevelde, Mr. and Mrs. H. Wier- mon Gaytan. Encamacon Rios. W. near future and make her home route 1. and Hcnrydale Le Poire,
Aaldennk.
route 1. Hamilton; Butternut Dr.; Mrs. William Ketspiritual
decap
in
America
today?
Boes.
Minnie
Rotman,
John
Kvorka
in Arcadia.
parking needs in each country. In
chum and baby. 22 West 28th St.; sema. and deacons and their wives. Anna Arends. Herman Minnima, The sacrament of Holy Com- route 2.
other words, the delegates were The pessimistsand optimistswould Roger Van Til. 427
Mr. and Mrs. J. Barkel. Mr. and
Others are Ronald W. Hoffman,
Simon
Posma,
109
East
23rd
St.;
make different answers. Whichever Blvd ; Edward Heuvelhorst, Jr..
stumped for a solution
Mrs. M. Barnaby,Mr. and Mrs. M. Kenneth Wesseling, Harry Maines, munion was observed at the Second route 1. Hudsonville; Raymond L.
Mrs.
Lawrence
Geuder,
611
Lawn1608
South
Shore
Dr.;
Mrs.
Bassel
Reformed
Church
Sunday,
June
26,
—Monroe Evening News one may be, h? will do well to conHertz. Mr. and Mrs. J. Kraai, Mr. Robert Fortney. Eva KolenbrandSchoenborn,route 1, Conklin #and
sider the tokens of decline in that Durfee, route 4; Mrs. Gordon dale Court.
er' Abe Veurink, Joe Bilek, Bert with a morning and an afternoon
Admitted Thursday were Reka and Mrs. L. Maatman, Mr. and Koppenaal,William Pigeon. Elsie vesper service for those who were Walter S. Creasy, Spring Lake.
truest of indices, the home. The Cornehssen.87 East Eighth St.;
Mrs. R. Newhouse and Mr. and
August Bride-Elect
Cornelius Boven, route 6; Mrs. Glupker, 413 Columbia Ave.; Deni divorce rate in America is but one
Mrs G. Pippel. Unable to be pre- Van Dyke, Felipa Rios, Gordon not able to be present. The sernis
Bolles,
316
West
28th
St.;
Mrs.
Lorraine Olund, 171 Manley Ave.
I token of domestic tragedy. BePost
sent were Mr. and Mrs. B. Scholten Gruppen.Ada Brower, Lynnie Mit- vices were conductedby the pas- Grand Haven
Honored at Shower
Discharged Saturday were Frank Sarah Drenten, Hamilton; Sadie
i sides, there is the breakdown of
chell, Jennie White. Lyda Wyma, tor, Rev. H.N. Englund who reand Mr. and Mrs. M. Van Wyk.
Exo.
route
4;
Riley
Decker,
New
Mrs George Becksvoort, Mr? i parental discipline, the lessening E. Working 280 \\>st 12th St.;
Antonia Toscano and Joy Diek- cently completed his study period To Build NeW Clubhouse
at London, England.At the evenHaney Le Poire and Mrs. Alvin | of mutual devotionbetween the Jason Redder, 134 Woodlawn. Richmond; Frank Working, 280
ema.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Post
ing serviceconducted by Rev. EngDykhuis were hostesses at a members of the family, and the Zeeland: Mrs. Raymond Knap and West 12th St.; Timothy Holt, 543
2326 of the Veterans of Foreign
lund, he presented the second in
ehower Thursday evening for surrender of culturaland spiritual baby, 155 West 15th St.; Dewey South Shore Dr.: Verna and Wayne
Program Committee a series of messages applying the Wars will build a new $25,000 club
Miss Hermina Becksvoort, August leadership. When we understand Kerman, 573 West 20th St ; Evert Lampen, Hamilton.
house, it has been announced by
Discharged Thursday were Ira
bride-elect of Russell Busscher. that a people do not nse above the E. Hekman. 201 West 13th St.;
Plans 1955-56 Meetings Gospel of Christ to another of to- Sgt. Alvin Jonker.
Garten,
269
East
14th
St.;
Mrs.
Mark
Kaniff.
125
East
34th
St.;
level
of
their
homes,
this
decline
day's
major
problems.
"ChristianThe part}' was held at the BecksConstruction will begin in Sepbecomes an alarming sign of a Mrs. Betty Schipper and baby, 55 Eugene Moomey and baby, 414
voort home
The program committee of the ity in Our Daily Work." The choir
tember when detailedplans for the
East 26th St.; Mrs. George Smith Roost Rd.; Mrs. James Knoll and
Game? were played and dupli- decaying America.
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamiltonchap- of the church, directed by Stanley
cate prizes awarded. A twoKtourse When nations forsake God. they and baby, route 3, Fennville: Mrs. baby, 694 Whitman Ave.; John
ter, Daughters< of the American De Free and Miss A. Van Koever- building arc completed.
To make room for the new 76 by
sign their own death warrant. For Paul Tharp and baby, 641 Butter- Veldheer. 400 East 24th St.; Mrs.
lunch was sened.
Revolution, met Thursday after- ing as organist,brought to a close
57-foot structure,the present clubInvited were the Mesdames Ben this means, eventually,that a nut Dr.; David Aaldennk,route 1, William Green and baby, 397 Fifth
its
current
season.
Special
music
noon at the home of its chairman,
Ave.; Mrs. Frank Walenga and
Klomparens, Chris Staal, Lester people have abandoned the basic Hamilton.
Miss Lida Rogers to plan pro- during July and August will be by house, a residence purchased in
Admitted Sunday was Mrs. Lura baby, 120 West 19th St.; Marie
Knoll, Ben Tinholt. Laveme Tin- moral and spiritualprinciplesof
soloists, duets, etc. An Anniversary 1946, will be razed. The VFW
grams for the coming year.
Boer, 33 East 16th St.; Linda Souholt, William Vander Velden, Ir- truth, justice,righteousness,love, Niles, Saugatuck.
Plans include an evening meet- offeringwas received at the morn- post has $15,000 on hand toward
the new clubhouse.
win Mokma. John Wiggers and and belief in the dignity of every DischargedSunday were Mrs. ter, route 4 ;Riekus Mulder, 249
ing which will include the Ida ing service.
Plans call for a 29 by 20-foot
the Misses Sandra Tien, Evelyn individual.Where these principles Larry J. Martin and baby, 146 West 17th St.; Marinus Jansen, 454
On
Sunday
evening
the
LawSears McLean committee and
Dykhuis,Hermien and Georglann do not prevail, the seeds of nation- West 18th St.; Mrs. Gerald Telgen- College Ave.
guests. The atate regent, Mr*. rence Street City Bowl was the assembly hall that can be divided
Hospital births include a daughinto ^wo rooms by a folding door.
Becksvoort and the honored guest al decay are present and national hof and baby, 56 West 19th St.;
Claorence W. Wacker of Birming- scene of a large gathering when
Mrs. Becksvoort, Mrs. Le Poire doom is inevitable.
Mrs. Charles Stewart and baby, 30 ter born Wednesdayto Mr. and
ham, will be present for the open- the film "Light in the Jungle," an Also planned are a lounge,kitchen,
and Mrs. Dykhuis entertained at
West 27th St.; Mrs. Marinus Slayer Mrs. Charles Stewart, 30 West 27th
hour-long movie picture dealing rest rooms, ladies powder room
ing meeting in the fall.
another shower for the bride-elect
and baby, 169 Sputh Division: Mrs. St.; a son, David Christopher,born
with
life in Indo-China and' its and an office.
Attending besides Miss Rogers
Beer-to-Minors Count
earlierthis spring.
Jack Miller and baby, 14 North Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Jack
were Mrs. Dwight Yntema, Mrs. people was shown. The film was
St., Allegan: Mrs. James Meilof Miller. 140 North St., Allegan;a
Brinn $64.90 Fine
Randall C. Bosch, Miss Katherine shown by Gilbert Van Wynen, dir- Rod, Gan Club Auxiliary
and baby, 331 Columbia Ave.; Mrs. son, Douglas Wayne, bom Thurs
Post, Mrs. F. E. De Weese and the ector of the Holland Youth for
Groninfen Champi;
GRAND
(Special
Lloyd Schaap and baby, 191 West day to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Makes Plans lor Picnic
Christ.
regent.Mrs. Eari F. Price.
Jesse Domingyez, 31, of 375 N. 21st St.; Mrs. Elmer Arens and Knap. 155 West 15th St.; a daughWalten HurU No-Hitter
The regular monthly baby clinic,
Plans for a benefit card party to
Plans for a picnic to be held
DivisionSt., Holland, was sentenced baby, route 6; Mrs. Audrey De ter, Kim Michele, born Thursday
be held July 14 in Civic Center sponsored by Zeeland Literary Gub
ZEELAND (Special) - New Gro- to pay $60 fine and $4.90 costs by Young and baby, 231 West 22nd St.; to Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Slayer,
July
28 at Kollen Park were diswill
be
held
at
the
city
hall
Wedwere made the previous evening at,
Miss BerniceAnn Sternberg
ningen is the champion of the first Justice Frederick J. Workman Mrs. James Carey, route 4; Ernest 169 South Division.
cussed at a meeting of the Tulip
a meeting in the home of the ways nesday, June 29. from 1:30 to 4
Mr. and Mrs. Ben J. Sternberg
A daughter, Barbara Ann, bom
half in the junior softballleague Monday afternoon on a charge of Race, Jr., East Saugatuck; Mrs.
City Rod and Gun Club Auxiliary
and means- chairman,Mrs. C. C. p.m. This clinic is for well babies
despite a 9-2 Joss to Sumner Chem- furnishing beer to minors without John Parker. 40 East 16th St.; Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Paul of route 6 announce the engagelast Thursday at the home of Mrs.
and
a
doctor
and
nurse
are
in
Wood. Other present were Mrs.
ical Monday night.
obtaining a prescription from a Leon Rhinehart, 122 East 16th St.; Tharp, .641 Butternut Dr.; a daugh ment of their daughter.Bernice
John Zwiers, Jr. Mrs. Zola Cadwell
John Rozeboom, Mrs. W. L. Eaton. attendance.
Ann,
to
David
Lee
Schrotenboer,
ter,
Donna
Kay.
bom
Friday
to
It was New Groningen's tint loss physician.
Mrs. Gordon Vander Schel, 251
conductedthe business meeting.
Mrs. Donald Meeusen, route 2, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Schro- Mrs. John Kramer, Mrs. Harold Fruits of eggplant do not set
and its 6-1 record was good enough The arrest was by State Police West 11th St.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Niles,
Mrs.
De
Weese
and
Mrs.
Hospital births Include a daught- Fennville; a daughter bom Friday tenboer of 186 East 32nd St A
for the first half crown.
June 24 on a back road near HolHester Riembrsma, Mrs. Iva Camunless
the
plants
are
kept
growPrice.
In other junior league games. land. Unable to pay immediately er, Linda Lou, bom Friday to Mr. to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tula, 151 fall wedding is being planned.
ing steadily.Pinching off the menga and Mrs. VirginiaBluekamp
Eddie Walters pi’-ched a no-hitter the fine and costs imposed, he was and Mrs. Gordon Slager, route 1, East 22no St.
ends of the branchesand leaving and lunch was served by Mrs.
The
hammock
was
invented
by
The 18 per cent of U. S. highaa Van Eeoenaam trouncedHer- remanded to the county jail to West Olive; a son, Douglas Allen,
the Arawak Indians, who once only two or three blossomson a Esther Y.'enzeland Mrs. Harold
in which
I ways that get federal ajd carry
____Mr.
__
and Mrs. __
________
Lloyd
A "Isced drink
---- is one
......
......
gm
174 and Forest Grove await payment of fine and coats born Friday to
Door.
branch helps the fruits to set
lived
In the West Indies.
Klaasen, route ^ a daughter, la dash of spirit* has been added. '42 per cent of the traffic.
impos'd.
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Former Marine Engineer

Three Persons Injured

Old Model Vehicle

In Motorcycle

Du Mend’s Bakery

Mishaps

(Special)
State police Investigated two
motorcycle accidents whith occurred Sunday in Grand Haven

Crashes Into Pole

on the

To Holland Park
Fish Early

Way
to

Sunday

deputies

he

had known you were coming.
I would have baked a cake " Instead, you just Ruh over to Du
Mond's Bakery and pick up the
cake of your choice. That is why
Du Mond's Bake Shop is so popular
with housewives,for here it is
“If I

Game

ago.

Saturday.

bruises.

Cases Processed

laWood’sCourt
THIS
Warm

NEWLY REDECORATEDSUITE
Friend Tavern

is

ments, and the hotel can accommodate 145 transient guests. The hotel follows the Dutch motif
in its decorations.The Dutch grill or public dining room has elaborate windmill chandeliers and
Dutch murals. Waitresses wear Dutch costumes.

in the

one of several such suites

in Holland's leading hotel. The hotel,

which was
The entire
has been made into permanent apart-

built in the mid-’20's.has 170 rooms.

sixth floor

Mi

Engaged
Bottle Foils

Game Club basket
phnic at the club's grounds on
M-21 between Holland and Zeeland
Perfect weather

ZEELAND

(Special)

year-old Holland youth

-A
is

16-

'nursing

a sore head today and two others

are in the fcent County Juvenile
home because an attempted aimed
robbery flopped Saturday night
The trio were threatening John

added to

the

pleasure of picnickers.
engi-

More than 4o prizes,donated
by the club and Holland businessmen, were distributedto winners
of various contests. Included on the

66

On Legion Course
dad how

needs.

to

play

I

golf over the

scramble.

weekend.
Adult game winners were Mrs.
Bill, son of Gerald Kramer of
Clarence Dokter. pennies in the
79 West 12th. fired a 66 at the saucer; Mrs. Arlene DeVries,
American Legion Golf Course, only
straw and dried peas; .Clarence
Vacation Bible School which met one stroke over the record 65 held
daily since June 13. at Lincoln jointly by course pro George Dokter, plate sailing for men;
Bruce Fogerty, first and A1 Petroel*
Elementary School closed Friday Slikkers and Lee Kleis.
je,
second, bait casting;Mrs.
n.oming with a brief demonstraHis dad didn’t do as well. He
Efruce Fogerty and -Marvin Bention program attended by parents shot a 76.
nett, orange race; Mr. and Mrs.
and friends and children.The proDave Plasman of Zeeland pulled
Barkel, water-filledballoons, and
ject. which has been held annually quite a trick over the weekend, too.
Led by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Jr.,
for the past six years, was spon- He shot an eagle two on the tough Brenda Bos, plate sailing, women.
the U S. House of Representatives
sored by the three Reformed fourth hole. It'i a par four and
recently eulogized the late Bartel
Vines of plant* trained to grow
Churches of Zeeland. There were 389 yards long.
J. Jonkman. former representaon walla should receive attention
35? children enrolled this year and
Earlier in the week, Orwin Cook
tive of the fifth districtthat inthey came from Zeeland and com- of Grand Rapids shot a hole in one frequently at this season so as to
cludes Ottawa County.

Zeeland

Congress Lauded

Jonban

Ex-Rep.

Robbery Attempt

women and

land Fish and

retired about two years ago.

He was a tormer marine

than 300 men,

children attended the annual Hol-

Stampingand Porcelain Co. He

Kramer

Three persons paid fines for reckless driving and many others paid
fines on other trafficoffenses in
Justice C. C. Wood's court the Idst
week or so.
Joseph J. Biondo, of 1503 Godfrey, Grand Rapids, paid fine and
costs of 529.30 on a reckless drivand broken glass.
Parts of the car, fenders, wind- ing on Ottawa Beach Rd. in Park
shields, and seat cushions, were township. Robert P. Blozenski, of
scattered for nearly 300 feet along 1001 Fountain. Grand Rapids, arthe path. Ottawa County deputies rested by deputies on M-21 in Holsaid they had never seen a car land township paid 529.30 on a reckso demolishedexcept in one case less driving charge and 524.30 plus
two days in jail on a charge of
of a train-car accident.
Walsh was thrown from the car driving with a revoked liccense
while Raymond somehow remained Donald Lee Vogel, of 2710 McKee,
inside. Ironically, a ticket found on Grand Rapids, paid $29.30 on a
the dead man's body was issued reckless driving charge. The alto him by Grand Rapids police leged offense occurred on M-21 in
Holland township.
only 24 earlier.
He had been charged with leav- Jack Yale Rosen. Oiicago. paid
ing the scene of an accident, not fine and costs of 519-30 on a charge
having a driver'sliceaseand hav- o speeding 60 in a 45 - mile zone
ing defective brakes on his car. and costs of 54.30 for driving with
Raymond said his uncle had bought an expired Illinois operator's license. The allegedoffenseoccurred
the car Friday.
The two men were on their way on Lakewood Blvd. in Holland town-

More

Chib Picnic

program were contests,exhibition
of precision and trick shooting by'
the Holland Archery Club, pony
rides for children, refreshments,
the people of Holland with their
Jonker Post VFW. During World and soft dinks, which were donatdelicious line of delicacies.They
War I he was an ensign in the ed.
specialize in all kinds of baked
Movies were shown in the club
Navy.
goods including rolls, bread, pastHe is survived by his wife, Chris- house after dinner and it was 10
ries, wedding cakes and birthday
•ina; a daughter, Mrs. Albert Hol- p.m. before the last picnickersleft
and party cakes.
ies of Ferrysburg, and a son, James the grounds.
In 1952, in a remodeling program
of Nunica, also four grandchildren.
Prize winners included Marla
the Du Monds made the store
Sale, water carrying; Delwyn
into a complete showcase by inMulder, balloop free for all; Jack
stalling windows all around. Other
Ten Cate, baseball throw; Gordon
features include | refrigerated
Gets
DeVries and Wesley Smith, wheelcase in which all p^frhable goods
barrow race- Dinae and Sharon
such as cream puffs, eclair; and
iDangremond. three-legged rr
fruit pastries can be protected for
Rodger Mulder, sack race; Marla
freshness.
Sale, first and Glenna Vender
Call Du Mond's Bake Shop, telePloeg. second, papfr plate race
phone 2677 for your next party
Young Bill Kramer showed his and Rodger Mulder, peanut

l»und car on M-21 between Hudsonville and Grandville, when he
apparently lost control and hit the
left hand shoulder of the road.
The car shot back across the
two lanes and started skidding
sideways for nearly 220 feet before
strikinga wooden guard rail pole.
The pole acted much as a spring
and shot the car high into the air.
It continued on for 84 feet before
crashing into a pile of twisted steel

-

(Special)

Grant R. Johnson, 65, route 1,
Nunica, died of a heart attack at
his home Saturday night He had
been In ill health for two months
and critically ill for one day. He
was bom in FerrysburgNov. 17,
1889, and was last employed at
Challenge Stamping and Porcelain
Co. He retired about two years

neer and sailed on the South Pacific in the Merchant Marine during
possible to get the best in bakery
World War II. He was also an engoods at all times.
gineer on the City of Muskegon
Du Mond's Bake Shop is located which crashed into the piers at
at 384 Central Ave. In 1937 Mr.
Muskegon some time ago and
and Mrs. Du Mond startedbusiness
whicch fatally Injured his mother.
and for 18 years they have served
He was a member of Sgt Alvin

walking along Mercury Dr. not far
from her home. The cyclistsreturned and helped the injured woman to her 'home and then left
without giving their names or addresses. She was later treated In
Municipal Hospital for minor cuts

was. asleep and and

couldn’t tell them what happened.
Witnesses and skid marks told the
story all too plainly.
Walsh was passing another west-

Demand

pectedly,

A Grand Rapids man was killed Sears. The mishap occurred on
instantlywhile Ws nephew escap- US-16 in Polkton township.
ed with minor cuts when their old
Mrs. Mary Krompotich,68, who
model car veered off M-21, smash- lives on Mercury Dr. near Grand
ed into a guard pole, and Dew 84 Haven, was struck by a motorfeet through the air before crash- cycle at 11 p.m. Sunday while
ing in a heap at 1:15 a m. Sunday.
Gordon Wal-h, 31. Grand Rapids,
d ed on the spot of multiple fractures. His passenger, Elwin Raymond, 25, also of Grand Rapids, received a few facial cuts.
Raymond told Ottawa County

in

When your guests arrive unexyou don’t have to say
when you meet them at the door

area.
Shortly after noon, two cyclists
were treated in Municipal Hospital
after the rear tire of their vehicle
blew out throwing both riders from
the bike. ’Hie motorcycle was
operated bv Gerald Peel, 16, Sears
Mich. His companion was another
16-year-old,John Woods, also of

Near Hudsonville
Men Were

Goods

300 Attend Annual

Haven

GRAND HAVEN

-

GRAND HAVEN

Diet in Grand

form them before the wood
on the 149-yard 18th hole.
Rep. Ford was high in praise munity.
hardens. Wisterias may have
The teachers and helpers In the
Winners
in
the
blind
bogie
were
for Jonkman and charterized him
various departments included: Jerry Telgenhof, Phil Joneg, Ted their new shoots cut back so as
as a "fine citizen and public offiPre-school,includingbeginners and Sasamoto,Ron Dalman, Del Koop, to leave two or three strong buds
Hendricks, 60, a gasoline station
cer."
to harden up before cold weather
Rep Ford insertedinto the Con- kindergarten children:Mrs. Frank Hip Serier, Jay Fetter and Clar- and produce flowers next year.
attendant on Main St., with an
Meyer. Mrs. Philo Ricmersma and ence Jalving.
iron pipe when Marvin Lokers,
gressional Record editorialsfrom
Mrs. J. den Ouden teachers; MarThe annual best hall handicap
The Holland Evening Sentinel, The
29. Zeeland drove into the station
He saw what was happening,
Grand Rapids Herald and the lene Meyer. Lois Telgenhof, Dar- tournamentwill be next weekend.
Grand Rapids Press which com- lene Geerlings,and Mary den Members have until Wednesday to
walked in. and ordered the youth
to Ottawa Beach, according to Ray- ship.
Ouden. helpers.Kindergar- turn in their SI entry fee.
mended Jonkman.
Others paying fines in Wood's to hand over the iron bar. When
mond, to wait for the park gates to
ten: Mrs. Donald ^anden Berg,
Pairingswill be announced in
After
reading
the
editorials
into
the
boy
hesitated
Lokers
smacked
open at 5 a m. so they could get a court were Thomas RR. Godbum,
Mrs. Marvin Meyaard and Mrs. Friday's Sentinel for the 36-hole
the Record. Rep. Ford yielded the
him
over
the
head
with
a
milk
Jr.,
of
596
Pleasant,
speeding
50
good spot to fish for perch.
Leon Dykstra, teachers; Helen competition.
floor to Rep. Frances P. Bolton
in 35-mile zone. Butternut Dr., bottle.
Overway, Geraldine Kraus, Linda
The country club's first stag outof
Ohio
who
said,
in
pari:
The youth handed over the bar
Holland township. $14.30; Howard
Miss EliiobethVer Hey
"We of the Foreign AffairsCom- Hansen, Carol Dekker. Judy ing will be held Wednesday afterC. Leo Conklin, 64,
H. Holcombd, route 4, exessive directly aftenvards.Zeeland poThe engagement of Miss Eliza- mittee have missed Mr. Jonkman Schout and Mary Elzinga, helpers. noon and evening with about 75
speed causing property damage lice arrived minutes later and arFirst grade: Mrs. Albert Janssen members expected. An outdoor
beth
Ver Hey to Rodger Barveld vpry much since he left the comDies at Hospital
accident,Ottawa Beach Rd., Park rested two of them. A third, who
and
Mrs. Henry Rademaker, barbecue will be available until 7
is
announced
by
her
parents,
Mr.
mittee. Now that he has gone befled, was picked up at his homo
C. Leo Conklin, 64, who for 28 township, $14.30; Frank R. Mateachers; Hope De Jonge, Linda n.m.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Ver
Hey
of
route
yond
where
we
ran
confer
with
by Holland police.
years was a barber in Holland, lonp, of 1034 Alger St. Grand
De Bruyn, Sally Scheele,Mary
Zeeland police and Ottawa 4. Mr. Barveld is the son of Mr. him. now that he has gone beyond
died Sunday at 6:50 a.m. at Hol- Rapids, speeding60 miles in 35Tha Star Kaldar offset many
and Mrs. Albert Barveld, 250 East where we can have his word, his Lou Elzinga. helpers. Second
The Bengal light Is a flare used
County
deputies
questioned
the
land Hospital from a heart condi- mile zone, Ottawa Beach Rd., Park
grade :Mrs. M. Meindertsma and for signaling at sea.
•trvlCM for your plaaaura.
15th
St.
counsel,
we
shall
miss
him
even
trio andl turned them over to Protion. He was taken to the hospital township. 524.30.
Mrs. Bert Gebben, teachers;
Tha bait In draught and
more.
bate
Court
officials.
Earl E. Kasper, of 1412 Prospect
at 6 a.m. Sunday from his home
"I remember the wonderful Eunice Huizenga, Normalea Bolbottladbaara and wlnss and
Spring
Lake
Resident
Ave..
Grand
Rapids,
speeding
45
in
at 50 East Eighth St.
times we used to have over the man, Molly Timmer, Sherry Otte,
ahampagnaaiAlso, aandl/UNIV-Ltl I
For the past nine years M r. 35-mile zone, 59.30; Duane Roshelpers.Third grade: Mrs. Arthur
Dies in Grand Rapids
use of two words. As a result we
wlehaa and anaeka. All
Conklin worked as a barber in endahl, of 430 Fairfield, Grand RapPretty
used to call Bart Mr. Deems Bander, teacher; Arloa Elferts,
ids,
red
light,
M-21
in
Holland
townGrand Haven, the last two years
aarvad by tralnadamployaaa.
GRAND HAVEN Special) - Jonkman. He was a lawyer and he Sandra Zuverink. Eunice Kossen
ship, 55; Clarence Tubergen, of 235
at the Laman Barber Shop.
Sidney Brock. 58, of 120 South maintained that the word "deems" and Betty Van Ommen. helpers.
Alreondltlonadand opan
He was bom Dec. 4. 1890 at East 15th St., red light, Lakewood
Lake Ave., Spring Lake, died Sun- meant that if "the president Fourth grade: Miss Marlene Hartnoon until midnight
to
Finish
Bear Lake to the late Mr. and Blvd., and US-31, Holland township,
day night in Blodgett Hospital in deems" such and such a thing is gerink. teacher; Mary Berghorst,
Mrs. Orion G. Conklin. A member 57; Gary Dale Visscher.of 824 Cenand
Judy
Van
Zoercn.
helpers.
All
Makit
Grand Rapids following an illness right it never comes back to the
of the Elks Lodge, he was a Past tral Ave., stop sign. US-31 in HolFifth grade: Mrs. John Vanden
What better way could there be of 4J months.
Congress but if he just finds it is
land township, 55; Donald Cray- to finish a game of golf than with . He .was born in Ottawa county
Brink and Mrs. Lambert Zylstra,
Exalted Ruler.
Aiithorliad
right, we would get it hack here
Surviving besides the wife, Ger- craft, 273 Rose, excessivespeed. a hole in one.
and lived in Grand Rapids foi for our O K. again. So Bart tried teachers:Carol Christensonand
diryalat-PlymeuthDmIm
trude are two sons. Keith and Holland State Park. 514.30; Roy C. Onvin Cook certainly knows. It several years before moving to over and over again to get the Rozella Hoffman, helpers.Sixth
Dorman, both of Holland,three Conway, of 268 West 11th St., exces- seemed pretty good Tuesday when Spring Lake in 1938. He had been word "deems" out of our legisla- grade: Miss Rachel Boer, teacher;
Naan Motor Saloa
grandchildren, Dale, Ronald and sive noise muffler), US-31 in Hol- he nailed an ace on the 18th green employed as a foreman in the venBarbara Datma,
llr
helper.
25 W. «Hi S*rMt PhMa 7242
tion and to substitutetherefor the
Dorinda Conklin; one sister, Mrs. land township, 59-30; Ronald Dale while playing for a General Elec- eer department in the Story and word "finds." Finally just before Rev. John den Ouden served as
Lemmen, of 347 East Seventh St., tric team in the IndustrialLeague Clark Piano Co. He was a mem- he left the committeewe were con- director;Rev. E. H. Tanis of Faith
Alta Me Veigh of Ionia.
speeding on Eighth St., 514.30.
ber of Spring Lake Reformed sidering a bill that came jo use Reformed Church and Rev. H. N.
at the American Legion. course.
He thought he overshot the green, Church, the American Legion and with the word "finds" in it. We Englund of Second Reformed were
in charge of the opening worship
Diving on prey, a duck hawk and looked all around it for a few the Foreman's Club.
Scrappy rays:
had a real celebration."
often travels 180 miles an hour.
Survivingare the wife; a son.
minutes before thinking of the cup.
Speaker Sam Rayburn ended the periods.Mrs. Hattie Johnson, dean
There his ball was, right beside Harold of Ferrysburg; his mother eulogy with: "Mr. Speaker, Bartel of girls at the Southerns Normal
In Amarica, ovar 30,000,000 tom pf
A hybrid rice ‘has been developed the flag.
School for colored children at
Mrs. Martha Brock of Grand RapJonkman was a courtlygentleman.
which may double the yields of
To accomplishthis trick, Cook ids; a sister, Mrs. Mint Piersma He was a capable and sane legis- Brewton Alabama took part in the
"purchosad" scrap is consumed par yaor.
Asian fields.
had to shoot across the river and of Grand Rapids; two brothers. lator. and really served his day devotional periods during part of
the time. The children presented
steep hill on the 149-yard final Nick of Atwood and Harry of and generation."
Grand Rapids, also three grandofferings daily and these were
hole.
,
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ROOFING

TWO GOOD PUCES
TO EAT
AT HOME AND AT

Mrs. R. Fuder, 49, Dies

THE

After Lingering Illness

Dependable
Roofers
FREE ESTIMATES

rout

HOSTS:

PAUL AND KONA VAN tAALTI
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI

ZEELAND

ROOFING CO.
29 K 6th

St.

Mrs. Anna Jager Dies

Mrs. Fred Rutgers Dies

HUB

Geo* Mooi

His final score for the nine children.
holes? It kept him quite a spell
under 50-45. to be exact.
At

Home

in

Graafschap

At Convalescent

ZEELAND

Home

Mrs. Fred Rutgers died after a Jager, 25 North CentennialSt.,
lingering illness Sunday at her died Sunday morning at Park
home in Graafschap.She was 71 View ConvalescentHome, where
Mrs. Raymond Fuder, 49.
she had been a patientfor a week.
years old.
Holland, route 6, died Sunday
Surviving are the husband; two Mrs. Jager was bom in Beaverter a lingering illnessat Holland
Hospital. She had been & patient daughters. Mrs. Floyd Kempker ol dam to the latp Mr. and Mrs. PeHamilton and Mrs. Gradus Knoll ter Moll. She was a member of
there since Wednesday.
Surviving are the husband; one of Holland:four sons. Anthony. First Christian Reformed Church
daughter, Mrs. R. E. Hull of Fred, Jr. Stanley and Harvey, all of Zeeland.
Surviving are two sisters, Mrs.
Shreveport. La.; two sons, T. J of Holland: 14 grandchildren; two
Mitchell. Jr., of Shreveport.La great grandchildren:throe sis- Jennie Bans of Holland and Mrs
and R. B. Mitchell of Fort Worth, ters. Mrs. Leonard Knoll. Mrs. A Edward Klemjans of Jemson, and
Tex; seven grandchildren; one sis- B. Elders and Mrs. Herman Tien, three brothers, John Moll of Holter, Mrs. Helen Cuthhertof Cali- all of Holland. A brother, Harry, land, CorneliusMoll of Zeeland
and Henry’ Moll of Forest Grove
idled in 1938.
fornia.
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AUTO SERVICE
PHONE

Made

120 Rim

6-6660

Detailed pans for the annual fall
missionary conference were outlined at a meeting of the executive
committeeof the Women's Missionary Union, Classis of Holland, Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.

appointed chairman of

reflect the careful driving records of

bers in this area.

And you

and the lessonswhich can be learned from observing nature.
Present at the executive meeting
were, the MesdainesVender Borgh
Roelofs, Oosterhaven, Walvoord,
Bouws, Gordon Van Putten, Maurice Vender Haar, William Vande
Water, Dick Vender Meer, Wayer,
Paul Hinkamp, Irwin Lubbers,

mem-

get the unexcelled protec-

tion and eervicefor which State Perm ie famous.

See me
State

for detailsl

Form Mutual

_

lee Vea Lenta, Agent _

177 COLiiGI

AVI.

PMONI 7122

AtMorMrfprmrMtlm,

«

______

.

TRY OUR
Delicious Pies

Fancy Cakes
Fresh Baked Bread
AND

IN

FORMAL INSTALLATION ceremonies

junior regent, Mrs. Sally Wyngarden; chaplain,
Mrs. Gladys Gordon; treasurer, Mrs. Clara

_
held

at Moose Hall last week, these women were installed as officers of Women of the Moose. Front
row, left to right, are recorder, Mrs. Florine
Berkey; junior graduate *r e g e n t, Mrs. Marie
Botsis; senior regent, M>s. Blanche Solomon;

Dykema. Back row, argus, Mrs. Marguerite
Culver; sentinel, Mrs. Clara Essebagger; pianist,
Mrs. Ruth Rummler; guide. Mrs. Maxine Den
Uyl, assistant guide, Mrs. Arlene Ka/igas.
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CENtRAL

job

AVE.

The voices of jnynah birds can
imitate those of .either men or

PHONE

2677

m

Announcements
Soot •boots FRI1 wkfc oocb
ot Wadding Stationary.

Siweiel

PRINTING

Printing

Commercial
Prinling
Ut

in do oil your printing! Quality presswork, dependable

service,prompt deliver/ . . . eotistoctionguaranteed!

STEKETEE

Elsie Stryker.

_

CONVINCED

WsMing

Knooihuisen,Mouw, Schaap, J.
Prins, J. J. Brower. R. De Young
and the Misses Dena Muller and

women.

BE

DU MONO BAKE SHOP

by Mrs. Edith Walvoord who emphasized God s great out of doors

than ever! Low rataa have juat been lowered even
more to

C00D BAKERY PRODUCTS

the

Mrs. Garreff Vender Borgh, prewas in charge of the business session which followed a dessert luncheon served by the hostess,
Mrs. Bouws, assistedby Mrs. Eugene Oosterhavenand Mrs. James
Wayer. Devotionswere conducted

a better bay

Yea— State Farm auto toaoranoe k now

Co.

Holland,Mich.

Richard Bouws, 68 West 20th 'St.
The fall conferenceis scheduled
to be held at Sixth Reformed
Church with afternoon and evening
sessions beginningat 2 and 7:30
p m. Date will be announcedlater.
Mrs. Hejiry Mouw represented
the hostess church at the meeting
and Miss Elsie Stryker was a spe-

sident,

Form Cuts Rote
On Auto Insurance!

& Metal

Am

chairman.

State

materials

For Conference

place rommittee and Mrs. Bouws
was named chairman of the nominating committee.
The followingnew members were
presentedto the group: Mrs. H.
Schaap as secretary; Mrs. R. B.
Knooihuizen as assistant secretary;
Mrs. Dennis Poelofs as assistant
treasurer and Mrs. R. De Young,
new board member. Reports were
given by officers and committee

and Repair

ST.

Plans Are

was

Automatic Transmission

FENDT'S

SCR^AP

cial guest.
In other business Mrs. J. Prins

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL MAKES

Service

always buying

Louis Padnos Iron

-

(Special)
Mrs.
Anna Jager, 70. widow of John A.

CLOSiD SUNDAYS

Phone 3126

used for Children's Retreat at Cutlervilleand the American Home
Bible League.
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De Waard-Jimmer Rites Solemnized

§jx PtfSODS

As Autos

HOLUND
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Fennville Church Scene of Rites

Hint

To Produce

CoSde

Against

South of Douglas
a

Runs

Muskegon

Flying
forgot
ten the art of scoring runs.

three-car collision

on US-31 in Saugatuck Township

Coffman of Grand Rapids, and a
northbound car driven by Mar-

They didn’t know how Thursday
night as they were blanked for
the second straighttime last week
—this time by Muskegon Home
Furnace,6-0.
Monday night, they took their
first defeat of the season when
Fennville trampled all over them,

garet Child, 47, of Chicago.

12-0.

According to state police, the
Coffman car slowed down for the
southboundline of traffic and the
Van Holstyn car failed to stop. The
Van Holstyn car rammed into the
left rear of the Coffman car and
skidded into the northboundlane
of traffic where it struck the Child
car head-on.
Injured were:
Katherine Pinkerton. 78, Chicago, multiple bruises, possible
fractured legs and multiple facial
lacerations.Going to surgery today at Holland Hospital.
Margaret Child, 47, multiple
bruises, possible fractured nose.
Condition good at Holland Hospi-

That's in contrast to Saturday
night when they bounced Fennville
with 11 hits, 11-0.
Thursday night, it wasn’t a lack
of hitting because the Dutchmen
rapped out nine hits but pitcher
Norm Creamer bore down every
time and stopped all scoring

at 5:02 p.m. Friday.

Involved were two southbound

Thomas Van HolsGrand Rapids, and Fay Earl

cars driven by
tyn.

At Home After Honeymoon

Fqnny thing, but the
Dutchmen seem to have

Six persons were injured, two
seriously, in

Nine Safeties Fail

threats.

Meanwhile,the hard-hitting Mus
kegon crew was combing starter
Jack Gragg for 12 hits, seven of
them in two innings to produce all
six runs.

Three singles and a base on
balls brought a pair of runs for
Mukegon in the first, but Gragg
steadied himself and scattered five
hits for the next six innings.
tal.
Muskegon ran Gragg out of the
Johanna Van Holstyn.65, bruises,
park in the eighth, however, on
Taken to Douglas Hospital.
two singles,a triple and a home
Peggy Coffman. 23, Grand Raprun for four runs.
ids. treated at Douglas Hospital
Jack Bolema singled, went to
and released.
third on an error by Dutchman
Mr. ond Mrs. Gordon De Woord
Mr. ond Mrs. Jerry Gehzink
Mrs| Ronald Layton
Fay Coffman, 25, leg and arm
leftfielder Max Doolittleand came
(Penno-Sosphoto)
(Joel photo)
Immanuel Church at Fennville couple, were ushers.
bruises
treated
at
Douglas
Hospihome
on
Bill
Matson’s
single.
Jim
Miss Arleen Timmer, daughter bride’s. Her accessorieswere pink
Now at home at route 6, Holland, The skirt of net over satin featured
Mrs.
Leon
Reimink
of
Fennwas
the setting for an afternoon
tal and released.
Morse’s long triple to right made after a honeymoon trip through the lace insets. Her lace-edged fingerof Mrs. Louis Timmer of 106 West and white and she carried a casEileen Child. 7 under observation wedding on June 11 when Miss ville was organist and Gerrit Dyk- it 4-0 before catcher Bob Soder
20th St., and Gordon De Waard. cade bouquet of pink roses and
southern states are Mr. and Mrs. tip veil was held by a headpiece of
Julia Ann Miller, daughterof Mr. man was soloist.
at Hdlland Hospital.
man blasted one into the left field Jerry Genzink, who* were married lace and pearls. She carried a cas*on of Mr. and Mrs. Dick De white snapdragons.
A
reception for about 50 guests
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Miller
of
HutOccupants of the Child car. instands to send Gragg running.
Attending the groom as best
Waard of 182 East Fifth St., spoke
June 7 in Graafschaap Christian cade of white snapdragons and
chins I^ke. route 1, Fennville, followed the ceremony in the
Manager Russ Woldring called Reformed Chapel. The bride, form- roses.
their marriage vows Saturday, man was his brother. Glenn De cluding Mrs. Pinkerton,were com- and and Ronald Layton of Hop- church parlors with Mr. Dykman
ing
to
Holland
for
a
vacation
at
Bob Smith' who struck out the erly Leona Busscher, is the daugh- Mrs. Brower wore a green strapJune 18. in a double ring cere- Waard. Martin Hardenberg seated
kins were married. The Rev. I^w- as master of ceremonies. Readings
The Mooring.
next two batters to end the on- ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Busscher, less gown with net overskirt and
the guests.
mony in Sixth ReformedChurch.
Van Holstyn was issued a ticket renco Runyon of Honferey Cen- were giv en by Miss Loretta Tuck- slaught. In the ninth. Smith set
Both mothers wore navy blue
Flowers of pink and white a1058 Graafschaap Rd. The groom a fitted packet. She carried a yelter Church performed the double er of Fennvilleand Mrs. Jacob
down the side in order.
gainst a setting of palms and dresses with navy and white ac- for reckless driving.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John low and white bouquet and wore
ring Service at 2 p.m before an al- Jacobsen of Olive Center. Solos i
, n-o-.-eState police were nearby at the
»»
Ron Fortney and Derreese col- Genzink. route 6.
ferns formed the background for cessories.Both had matching cormatching flowers. The ring beartar
decorated
with
cadelabra
scene of a semi fire at the time.
the rites performed by the Rev. sages of orchids.
The Rev. L. Oostendorp perform- er, in a white suit, carried the rings
palms, iris, peonies and ferns.
and0
Henry Mouw. Robert Weener, A reception following the cere- The semi, owned by Elgie Brooks Giver, in marriage by her fa- Bryant served the bridal table men.
ed the double ring rites in a setting on a pillow.
pianist played traditional wedding mony was held in the Modeme of Fennville, caught fire when a
Assistingat the reception for 80
of palms, candelabra and bouquets
ther, the bride wore a gown of Miss, Velma Miller of South Lyon
music. Martin Hardenberg, Jr.. Room of Cumerford'sRestaurant. tool apparently fell over the bat- white satin with fitted bodice and Miss Loretta Tucker poured
of white peonies, snapdragonsand guests in the church basement
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Deters,
Jr.,
tery’
terminals
and
caused
a
sang '1 Love You Truly” and
gladioli. Mrs. Giver Den Bleyker were Mr. and Mrs. Howard Van
covered with imported chantilly and Miss Helen Kluck cut the
were master and mistress of cere- short. The Douglas fire depart•The Lord’s Prayer."
was orgainst and Gerrit Dykman Oss who served punch; Misses
lace, standup collar and long wedding cake. Mrs. Richard MilThe bride wore a champagne monies. Others assistingwere Mr. ment was called.
Berdella Brink and Marian Genwas soloist.
sleeves. The hoop skirt featured ler and Miss Dorothy Layton were
colored sheath dress with match- and Mrs. Elmer Harmsen who
Attending the couple at matron zink, who arranged the gifts, and
a front peplum of lace extending in charge of the gifts.
ing duster. The dress featured a presided at the punch bowl and
of honor and best man were Mrs. Misses Hazel Hulst, Dort De Free.
down the sides and around the For going away the bride wore
square neckline edged in rhine- Mrs. Hillis Timmer and Miss June
Les Brower and Howard Busscher. Edna Oetman. Betty Busscher, Carfull length train. A lace and net an avocado green suit with brown
stones and an all over embroidery Timmer who arrangedthe gifts.
sweetheart tiara trimmed with and white accessoriesand the corBids for the new addition, for Carol libbers and Gary Genzink olyn Brink and Leona Scholten, who
For a wedding trip to Glacier
of roses. The duster had embroidorange blossoms held her finger- sage from her bridal bouquet.
Holland
Hospital were opened' at were flower girl and ring bearer served.
. ered braid with rhinestoneswhich National Park the bride wore a two
For going away, the bride wore a
Mrs. Layton is a graduate of a meeting of the hospital board and Melvin Busscher and Russ
tip veil. She carried a white Biculminated in a large rhinestone piece black and white dress with
for
ble and bouquet of white roses, Fennville High School and Mr. and other officials at 2 p.m. Thurs- Genzink were ushers. Completing cinnamon brown suit with white acmatching
accessones
and
an
orbrooch. She wore orchid and beige
Layton, Hopkins High School. dav in Council chambers in City the wedding party as master and cessories and white rose corsage.
carnations and ivy.
accessories and carried a white chid corsage.
mistress of ceremonieswere Mr.
The bride, a Holland Christian
Miss Doris Layton, sister of Both at‘cr.dcd Chicago Evangel- Hall.
The
new’
Mrs.
De
Waard
has
been
Bible with twin orchids.
and Mrs. A1 Bosch.
the groom, as maid of honor wore istic Instituteat University Park.
High
School graduate, is employed
There
were
four
bids
for
general
Mrs. Robert Weener as matron teaching in the local Christian
Given in marriage by her fatha gown of orchid net over taffeta Iowa, and Bethel College at Mish- contracting plus one combined bid;
at Standard Supply and Lumber
of honor chose for her sister’swed- Schools and Mr. De Waard is a
with lace bodice and jacket. She awaka. Ind. They will he at home
for mechanical,four for ele- er, the bride wore a white satin
ding a two-piece pink dress, styled tool and die maker at Imperial
Co. The groom is a carpenter,emGRAND HAVEN (Special) wore a matching headband and after July 1 at 215 Church St, four
vator,
two for pneumatictube, two gown with fitted bodice and long
and embroideredto resemblethe ! Tool and Die Co. in Grandville.
Pitcher Marv Goorhouse of the carried a cascade of orchid iris Mishawaka,where Mr. Layton
lace sleeves pointed at the wrists. I ployed by Harold Langejans.
for laundry, two for refrigerators,
Zeeland Chix will be the first to and ivy.
will continue his work. Both plan two for refrigerationsystem, one
tell you that a team usually does
Charles Miller of Lakeville to re-enter Bethel College in the for kitchen equipment, two for
not win ball games on two scatter- Ind.. was best man. Neil Jacob- fall to continuetheir training in
to
mechanical conveyors, and three Elzinga- Volkers Wins
ed hits.
sen of Olive Center and Herbert the ministerial and educational quotations on sterilizers.
On Steal of Home Plate
At least, the Chix cecrtainly Layton of Hopkins, cousins of the fields.
Hospital leaders said bids were
Elsinga-Volkers clipped Holland
don't.
higher than hoped for, but pointed Hitch, 3-2, and H. E. Morse clobberFor the second straight time
out the situation is not unusual ed Padnos, 9-1. in Legion ‘'A"
Thursday night, the Chix produced
The marriage of Miss Cynthiff.
since many hospitalsopening bids League baseball at RivervievvPark
only two hits for Goorhouse and
Peirce,
daughter of Marshall
in recent weeks have been in the Friday night.
SAUGATUCK (Special) - M.K. fell to the Grand Haven Athletics.
same position. Many of these hosp- It was 2-2 in the bottom of the Peirce of Castle Park, and John
Disbrow broke the course record 1-0, in Grand Haven.
Fulenwiderof Chicago took place
itals are in the process of re- eighth when Wiggers, Faber and
at Saugatuck Golf Course Friday
On June 17. the Chix could
Friday at Grace Episcopal Church.
negotiatingwith contractors.
evening.
Bos walked for Elsinga-Volkers.
manage only a pair of hits against
Attending the couple were Miss
The
hospital
board
held
a
special
Playing in the Businessmen’s South Haven and Goorhouse took
Then Wiggers stole home for the
Helen Peirce, sister of the bride,
meeting late Friday to dis- winning run.
League, Disbrow shot a blazing 31 the loss, 2-1.
Man’ Bosch is the row champas maid of honor, and Joseph R.
cuss the bids with architects’repto better course pro Lorin Shook's
The losers got runs in the second
Especiallyheart-breakingf o r
ion
of the under 15 girls division
resentatives. City Council will and third but Elsinga-Volkers tied Peirce, brother of the bnde, as
previous record of 32.
Goorhouse was the fact that he
hold a special meeting to award it up with two markers in the fifth. best man.
His most sparkling effort was had a no-hitter going for seven in the Junior Center tournament,
contracts before July 1.
an eagle 3 on the fifth hole which innings.But the Athleticsbunched but she had to play 36 games
H. E. Morse scored seven runs Following the ceremony,a lunchOf the four bids for general con- in the second inning on only onne eon was held at the home of Mr.
he conqueredin two strokes. He three hits in the eighth for the one Friday to get it.
tracting, two local firms entered hit, but a flock of walks and and Mrs. Kenneth B. Pierce, South
finishedthe ninth with a birdje on that counted.
Irt one of the toughest matches
the two lowest bids, Elzinga and wild pitches ruined Padnos. Mok- Shore Dr., for members of the
a 12-foot putt for the record.' >Picking up the victory for the of the tournament.Mqry finally
Volkers and Martin Dyke and Sons. ma pitched two-hit ball for the win- family and friends.
Disbrow was playing in a four- Athletics was veteran Ken Clark
P r e e.
William J. Brouwer, vice pres- ners.
some which included Frank who didn't even let the Chix say overcame Suzanne
Mr. and Mrs. Fulenwider are
ident of the hospital board, preBagladi. John Barron and Jake boo except in the fourth and fifth champion last year in tne under
graduates of Northwestern Uni13 division, 8-6. 12-10.
sided at the opening of the bids
Boersema.
versity. After a wedding trip to
inning.
in the absence from the city of Bert Streurs Mark
Both
girls, however, won the
Winner of the sweepstakes event
Lake Placid, N.Y., they will make
In the fourth, he g^ve up a single
John F. Donnelly, board president.
opportunityto go to the state
with full handicap was Len Hemtheir home in Dayton, Ohio.
to Ron Appledom, then calmly
45th Anniversary
Junior Center as guests of the
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
wall with a net of 32.
picked him off first base. Catcher
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
Streur
of 127
Miss Solly Rangt
read the bids which appearedcom
Ken Wiersma rapped another Holland Evening Sentinel. The
plicated due to many alternates in West 20th St. clebrated their 45th Former Grand Haven
Sentinelpays the expenses for
An August wedding Is being Holland Man Seriously
single in the fifth, but never moved
wedding anniversary Thursday with
single bids. Opening of bids took
the entire Holland team which
off first as Clark struck out the
planned by Miss Sally Range and
a supper at Kollen Park with their Man Diet in Detroit
more
than
an
hour.
include
all
winners
and
runnersHurt in Fight at
side.
childrenand grandchildren.
Ron Den Uyl, whose engagement
Clark struck out 12 Chix along up in the 12 divisions.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
The couple was presented a gift.
has been announced by her par- GRAND HAVEN (Special!-One
Little Marilyn Tcall. who is only
Miss Aleotha Serne
the route.
Marriage License
They have five children and 16 Henry Diephouse. 70-year-old,, forHolland
man
is
in
Municipal
Hosents, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Goorhousewas breezing along nine years old. got all the wav
mer Grand Haven resident, died
grandchildren.
Ottawa County
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Serne, 276
Range, 15 RiverhillsDr. Mr. Den piital and anoother is in city jail even better and reached his peak to the finals in the under 13 girls
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. Bud Wednesday in Detroit where he had
Glenn
Sjoerdsma,
20. Grand HavEast 11th St., announce the enas the result of a fight at Grand
en, and Joyce -Wierenga, 18. Spring Cook and family, Mr. and Mrs. lived for several years. He had
Uyl is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Haven Stamp Products Co. Friday in the seventh by throwing the before losing to No. 1 seeded
gagement of their daughter, Alea- Lake; CarJ W. Pope, 25, Grand Gerald Tinholt and family,Mr. and been in ill health for several years.
Barb
Kuite,
6-0.
6-1.
Marilyn
had
third strike past all three batters.
George Den Uyl, 221 Lincoln Ave. afternoon.
But Rog Susterich singled with beaten Vickie Ziel, 2-6, 7-5, 6-4 tha, to Preston Turkstra, son of Haven# and MargaretJ. Knapp, 20, Mrs. Harold Streur and family, Mr.
He was born in Ferrysburg April
Involved were Cecil Long. 21. and
one out in the eighth to break the in the semis.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hessel Turkstra of Muskegon; Albert Spencer, 33, and Mrs. Arnold Streur and family 10, 1885, and had l*een employed
Ronald Grant Long, 28, who live ice. then scored on a fielder's
Marilyn got her championship 655 West 23rd St. The couple will route 1, Grand Haven, and Betty and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Streur and as a tool and die maker in Detroit
Auxiliary Hears
at 205 Pine Ave. but are not rechoice and singles by
however, when she teamed up
industrialplants.
family.
Starr, 33, Grand Haven.
lated.
Reports by Delegates
Holzinger and Bob Klukos.
with Barb to beat Bosch and Bron be married in September.
According to police, Ronald who
Those were the only hits for in under 13 doubles, 6-2. 6-3.
At a regular meeting Thursday was about to start work on the sec- Grand Haven, but they were
A big upset was pulled in
Stealing Newspaper
evening at the VFW club house, ond shift around 4:30 p.m. told
enough as the Chix failed to put boys under 13 doubles when Burmembers of the Veterans of For- Cecil who was completing his day’s a man on in the ninth.
ton Wiersma and Ron Maat blast- Yields Fine of $15.50
eign Wars Auxiliary heard Dele- work that he should leave some
ed to a 5-7. 6-3, 9-7 victory over
gates’ report on an encampment money at home for back room and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
No. 1 seeded Gary’ Teall and TerMiss
Irene
Boer
Feted
held last week at Traverse City. board. When Cecil refused. Ronald
Shades of Victor Hugo's "Les Misry Pott for the crown.
Delegates were Mrs. Pat Nordhof, struck him down and then conerables!” *
Mrs. John Sas, Mrs. Ada Ten tinued to stomp and kick him about At Dessert-Linen Shower
A Grand Haven man was sentBrink. Mrs. Paul Wojahn, Mrs. Ben the head.
Miss Irene Boer, who will become
enced (o pay $10 fine and $5.50
Roos and the president, Mrs. Irene
Cecil was taken to the hospital
the bride of Robert De Young of
costs or serve three days on a
Hamm.
and was there quite some time be- Flint on July 9. was guest of honsimple larceny charge in MunThe presidentreminded members fore he recovered consciousness. or at a dessert-linenshower Wedicipal Court Friday. He allegedly
of the carnival to be held at the His physician said he received a
nesday night.
had
stolen a morning newspaper.
National Home at Eaton Rapids cerebral concussion,face laceraHostess was Mrs. Egbert Boer,
Of course, there's a little more
July 17. The group also is spon- tions and head bruises. No other
350 Maple Ave. During the evening |
ns were injured in a
to it. This little practice had been
soring two boys, Wayne Venekla- part of his body seemed to be inthe group hemmed towels for
car hpadK)n crash Wednesday going on for sometime, and city
asen and Tommy Hamm, at camp jured.
guest of honor.
afternoon two miles north of New police knew exactly where to go
for two weeks. They will leave
The physician said the man was
Guests were Miss MargaretBoer.
Richmond because one of the driv- to make the arrest.
July 10 for Camp Trotter near responding poorly to treatment. PoMrs. Peter Boer. Mrs. Adrian Slikmm:
ers didn't understandthe ’’game”
And that's how George Anthony
Newaygo, a VFW-sponsoredcamp. lice are awaiting the outcome bekers, of South Haven, Mrs. R. Visof switching lanes when passing. Klukos, 26. of 20 Eastern Ave., was
The president appointed a com- fore charging Ronald Long.
scher, Mrs. Jack Stolp of Grand
One of the drivers, Riley Deck- arrested early this morning in the
mittee to work with a post commitRapids. Mrs. James Smith, Mrs. er. 22, New Richmond, is in Holact of taking the morning newstee on plans for a picnic. Officers
Thomas Smith. Sr., Mrs. Thomas land Hospital with a possible fracpaper from the Central Auto Body
and chairmen will meet Tuesday Two Accidents Occur
*
Smith. Jr.. Mrs. Jacob Essenburg,
tured neck. The other driver, Allan Shop at 12 North Beech Tree St.
at 8 p.m. at the club house to make In Grand Haven Area
Jr., Mrs. J. Knoll. Mrs. L J. KuiGraves, 17, route 2, Hamilton, was
plans for the coming year. The
Klukos was given until 4 p.m.
pens of Sheldon, Iowa, Mrs. I^wreleased after treatment of minor today pay fine and costs.
Auxiliary will meet just once a
(Special)
rence Van Meeteren, Mrs. Walter
injuries.
month during July and August. The Two vehicles were damaged in a
Van Meeteren, Mrs. Andrew WesA passenger in Decker's car, Walnext meeting is July 14.
crash at 2:42 p.m. Thursday at tenbroek.Mrs. Harold Mantthg,
Henry G. Beckivoort
Refreshments were served af- Hopkins and Pennoyer, Drivers Mrs. Don Vredevoogd and Mrs. ter Justus,33, New Richmond, was
ter the business meeting.
were Arthur Chippewa, 30, Grand Lawrence Lanting of Grandville, also treated for cuts and bruises Dies at Home of Son
Rapids /salesman, and Joe Cech, Mrs. Truman Hunter, Mrs. James and discharged.
Allegan County Deputy Henry
Henry G; Becksvoort,80. . of
50, route 2, Grand Haven. William
Lantin and Mrs. John Lantin of
Mrs. Minnie Van Slooten
Bouwman said Graves told him the East Saugatuck died early here
Pohenka, 17, Grand Rapids, was Grand Rapids.
following story. Whenever Graves Friday after a 10-day illness due
treated in MunicipalHospital for
Succumbs at Her
highway they would switch lanes to a heart condition,at the home
a cut. lip. Chippewa was charged
and pass each other.
of hi* son, Herman, Holland, route
Mrs. Minnie Van Slooten, 80, of with failure to yield the right of Bike Rider Injured
Wednesday Decker was driving 6.
538 Butternut Dr., died early here way.
Four-year-old Carla Heyboer,
He is survivedby a daughter,
Friday at her home. She was a
Two cars were damaged at 10:08 104th Ave., Zeeland was treated the car and didn’t switch lanes
member of Fourteenth Street p.m. Thursday near the large swing for minor cuts and bruises by a when Graves crossed over result- Mrs. Harold Klein of Allegan,
three sons, George, Edward, HerChristian Reformed Church, and bridge on North Seventh St. A car local physician Thursday afternoon ing in a head-on collision.
Commissioner Charles M. Ziegler when he inPROPOSED
HIGHWAY— Tht w id e
the Ladies Aid.
Bouwman said Graves will be man, all of Holland; 16 granddriven by George Henry Lanning, received when a bicycle she was
cluded the section in class one priorityunder
stretch of graded rood ot right is scheduledto
She is survived by two daugh- 36, route 2. Spring Lake, had stop- riding was hit by a car. The acci- charged with driving a car with- children;two great grandchildthe state's accelerated superhighwayprogram.
be
a
four-lone
divided
highway
stretching
from
ters and one son, Mrs. Louis L. ped in a lane of traffic and was dent occurred on Paw Paw Dr. out an operator’slicenseand reck- ren; one sister, Mrs. Peter RoerThe road at left is Gordon St. which runs on
Van Huis, Miss Jeanette Van struck In the rear by a car driven near M-21. Driver of the car,, less driving.Charges will also be sma of Grand Rapids; two broth- Holland to Zeeland and eventually hooking up
Slooten and William;five grand- by Harry Snyder. 31, route 1, Deane Hamm, 19, of 70 West 13th filed against Decker when he is ers, John and Simon Becksvoort
an angle into present M-21 east of Holland.
with the present M-2V divided road five miles
of Holland; two brothers-in-law, east of Zeeland.Additional funds to complete
children and seven great grand- Holton Lake. Snyder was charged St. was given a ticket for driving released from the hospital.
children: on* sister, Miss Dena with failureto stop in an assured a car with a revoked license.OtThe two ’48 model cars were de- Casper Bold of Holland and Jerry
(Sentinelphoto)
Hy road were announced by State Highway
Wierenga of Grand Rapids.
Overway,
tawa County deputies investigated.molished, Bouwman said. clear distance ahead.
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On Appraisals

Holiday Drivers

ZEELAND (Special) - Ron Appledorn won his second straight
Committee to Work With
Michigan won a war last Fourth game from the Zeeland Chix here
of July weekend that it doesn’t Tuesday night by blanking the
Geerlinfi, Van Peursem
AMBULANCE SERVICE
want to win again.
Fennville Merchants, 7-0, in a
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
In
Drafting
New
Law
It is the war American motor- Southwestern Michigan baseball
St East
Phoas ntl
ists wage each holiday to kill each League game.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) OUbsrl Vends Watof. Mgt.
Burst
in
other off.
The Chix are still in the cellar
Laying the groundwork for carryIn 1954, 35 persons died on with a 2-4 record, but Appledorn
ing on an Independentappraisal
Michigan highways during the has pitched both of the Zeeland
of true cash value of property In
Fourth of July weekend. No other
victories. He beat the Holland Fly- Nips Barber,
Ottawa countyv the Board of Superstate even came close except Caling Dutchmen Friday night, 4-2.
visors Monday afternoon passed a
ifornia with 29 traffic fatalities.
barber
Fords
thought they had resolutionrequesting the state legFennville
nicked
Appledorn
for
For most of the nation, in fact,
a City League softballgame In islatureto amend state tax laws
traffic deaths were far below the nine hits but he scattered them
expected figure. Total highway well. In the ninth, good fielding the bag at Van Tongeren Field to permit such a county-wide appraisal.
DR. HARDY ENSINO, former
deaths in the U. S. for the long preserved the shut-out when the Tuesday night.
Merchants bunched three hits.
Hope College student and husTTie supervisors, who had been
They didn’t, though.
weekend were 324.
band of the former Joyce
Zeeland used its nine hits off
Starting Friday afternoon, milAfter breaking a 4-4 tie with studying plans for a county-wide
Kobe* of Holland,who wu
lions of Americans will rush to Bill Macicak at the right time, al- two runs in the top of the seventh, appraisal for several months, were
graduated from the Chicago
the highways to start another long though walks and a couple of Fenn- the Fords watched lowly Raphael Informed a few weeks ago In an
holiday weekend— one that lasts ville errors helped, too.
come back with three talliesin opinion from the state attorney College of Dental Surgery of
Loyola University this month,
general that the county has no
until Tuesday morning.
Fennville' s loss knotted three the bottom to win, 7-6.
received the Omlcron Kappa
statutory power to carry out such
Currently in the midst of
teams for second place in the leagIn another game, Holland Moose
Upsilon award, highest award
three months "Slow down and ue at 3-3. Also tied are Gand Haven clubbed out 11 hits for a 6-3 vic- a program.
given to dental students, and
Live" campaign, Michigan will
George Swart of Grand Haven,
and South Haven. Holland still rides tory over Bareman's Service.
an award in dental medicine
gain call out the National Guard on top by a full game at 4-2.
chairman
of
a
special
committee
A double by ‘'Doc" Overbeek befor outstanding work done in
to aid in keeping the traffic deaths
appointed
to
study
reappraisals,
Grand Haven will have an oppor- tween singles by Jay Hop and Art
the department At his gradudown.
tunity to tie the Dutchmen for first Vanden Brand gave Barber a 2-0 gave a lengthy summary of the
ation, Dr. Ensing wu commisThe Guardsmer.were called out place Thursday night in Grand havstudy.
He
said
the
need
of
countylead in the first.
sioned a First Lieutenantin
for the first time last Labor Day en. Holland clipped the Athletics
Vern Boersen tied up the game wide appraisals is becoming more
the Air Force. He will report
and the traffic toll dipped to 22. Monday night, 8-7. Friday night,
apparent
and
"this
thing
is
com
in the third by driving in two
to an Air Force hue in AlaGov. Williamscredited the Guard the Chix will entertainGrand Havrunners with a triple, then Ernie ing whether we want it or not"
bama on Aug. 7 for basic
with saving "about 10 or 15 lives." en.
City AttorneyHoward W. Fant
Prince pushed Raphael out in front
All across the state, every paHowie De Jonge's double drove 4-2, with a home run blast over of Grand Haven added, "I don't training. Dr. and Mrs. Ensing
will visit with her parents, Mr.
trol car available will be mobilithe first run in the bottom of the left field fence.
EDWARD (TED) STICKELS
care if the attorney general says
and Mrs. John Kobes, 158
lizcd— to watch what is expected the first and singlesby Art Klamt,
Two singles, a walk and a sacri- It’s illegal.If It's Illegal we'll have
West 20th St, during July.
to be one of the largest flows of Ken Wiersma and Marv Goorfice fly tied the contest again in to do somethingto make it legal.
traffic in the state’s history.
house made* it 2-0 in the second. the sixth and a two-run triple by If we don't do something now,
From Holland, a full contingent De Jonge rapped a single in the
Warren Plaggemars shoved Bar- we’ll lose some of the powers Spanish War Veteran
Mrs. Ronald Joy Doieman
of police cars will join the patrol seventh, Appledorngot to first on
(Von Iwoorden photo)
wefve been fearful of losing,
ber ahead in tbe seventh.
along with increased coverage by an error and both rode home on
Jas Ebels singled to open Rap- we start the ball rollingnow we From Allegan Dies
The home of Mr. and M r s. Kiekintveldwore a navy dress with state police.
Tony Diekema’s double. A pair of hael’s seventh, went to second on will be doing a service not only
Herman Kiekintveld,626 West 23rd light blue and pink accessories. Two NationalGuardsmen from
walks and singles by Wiersma,
ALLEGAN (Special) - Funeral
wild pitch and came home on for ourselves but for the local
St., was the scene of a lovely Mrs. Dozeman wore a navy lace Holland's Co. D, Sgt. Austin WalGoorhouseand Appledorn produced pinch-hitterS’orm Boevc's double. assessing officers all over the services were held today at
Holland’s only POW during the
simple wedding on Tuesday, June dress with white accessories,poth ters and Sgt. Jerry Kline will asthe final three tallies in the eighth.
Korean War has finishedhis tour
Boeve
went
to third on an infield state of Michigan."
2
p.m.
from
Nyberg
Funeral
Home
11, when their daughter,Arlene had pink corsages.
sist the Allegan County Sheriff’s
The standings:
A reception for 135 guests was Department.
The resolution asks that state for Edward D. Durand, 79, who I 0^utyrl'
cut and tied up the game when
Joyce, became the bride of Ronald
L Pet. he scored on a wild pitch.
held
at
Bethel
Reformed
Church,
L. (Ted) Stickels has
laws be amended to permit any
Jay Dozeman. He is the son of
Township - and county law en4 2 .667
Holland
died Monday night in the Veter- ________
^gived his discharge from the
Boersen doubled, went to third county to retain an independent
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dozeman, with Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Boeve forcement officialsfrom Ottawa,
3 3 .500
Fennville
as master and mistress of cereappraisal firm to make a county- ans’ Facility, Grand Rapids, after u s. Air Force and is spending a
383 West 19th St.
Muskegon and Oceana met Sat- Grand Haven
3 3 .500 on Herb Maatman's scratch hit wide appraisal for the purpose of
monies,
Misses
Delores
Hulst
and
two-year illness. Burial wu in few days relaxing at home before
Ferns and palms decorated the
and
flashed
home
with
the
winning
urday at the Grand Haven state
3 3 .500
South Haven
I leaving for Boulder, Colo., where
home for the double ring ceremony Roselia Jager serving at the punch police post to map plans for the
marker on an error by catcher assistinglocal assessing officers in Oakwood
2
4 .333
Zeeland
A veteran of the Spanish Ameri- he plans to enroll In the University
arriving at a true cash value for
performed by the Rev. Henry bowl and Mrs. Marlene Plagge- weekend.
Vanden Brand.
mars and Miss Gladys Uildriks in
Ebels went all the way and assessmentpurposes and to assist can war, Mr. Durand was a mem- of Colorado,
Rozendal.
All county patrol cars will be
Attending the bridal couple were charge of gifts. Serving were out from 2 p.m. to midnight each
picked up the victory for Raphael, the Board of Supervisors In secur- ber of Richard Westnadge Camp, Lt. Stickels has spent the past
Kalamazoo,the Last Man's Gub, of 19 months at Dow Air Force Bue,
Miss Janice Kiekintveldas maid of Misses Phyllis Bax, Nancy Free- day during the weekend. Nine 7 Get
while Bob Ebels relieved Howie ing and equalizing assessments.
honor and Jerry Kruithof as best stone, Betty Groen, June Moeller, National Guardsmen will assist
Bosch for the Fords in the seventh. The special committee and Company C, 32nd Michigan Volun- Bangor, Me.
Trudy Van Lente, Janet Tague and
man.
Bill Zych's home run highlighted Prosecutor James W. Bussard will teers, also of Kalamazoo, and the In January, 1953, Lt. Stickels
the Grand Haven state police
For her wedding, the bride chose Evelyn Van Iwaarden.
four-hit,four-run outburst by work with State Sen. Clyde H. Allegan Central Grange. He had was reported missing in action In
post.
Taking part in a program were
a white gown of imported chantilty
the Moose in the fourth that won Geerlings and State Rep. George been a resident of this area most Korea and presumed to be dead
Gov. Williams has called out In Circuit
or a prisoner of war. He was a
lace and nylon tulle over satin. Mrs. Jerry Ilruithof, Earl Jekel, •100 Guardsmen in all, and High
Van Peursem in drafting appro- hit
the game.
The fitted lace bodice had a man- Mrs. Mike Becksvoort, Mrs. Jun- way Commissioner Charles Zieg
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Tim Jerry Veldman's homer in the priate enabling legislationand to He is survived by the wife, Kath- jet pilot with 37 missions over
darin neckline and long sleeves ius Miskoten, Harvey Brower and ler has shut down all road con- Kalman, 44, route 3, Hudsonville, bottom of the fourth finishedscor- submit the draft to the county erine; a ton, Roger, of Seattle, two Korea and due for a rest In Japan
pointed over the hands. The lace the Rev. Herbert Brink.
truction projects except for emer who pleaded guilty June 13 to a ing for both teams and allowed board for considerationduring this daughters Mrs. Margaret Dibble of at the time. No word was received
After the reception, the newlyformed a panel to the hemline in
Fennville and Mrs. Martha Ford from him until August 1953, near
gency work or relocations where charge of larceny from a ware- Matt Numikoski to coast to vic- session.
front of the bouffant skirt. She weds left for Texas, where the traffic will not be affected.
In other business, Louis Melsch, of Minneapolis, five grandchildren, the end of the long list of POWs
house, was placed on probation for tory on a six-hitter. Joe Berens
were a fingertip veil of nylon, groom is stationed with the U.S. Of the Guardsmen, 216 will as two years when he appeared be- relievedBos when the Moose traffic safety directorof Muskegon three great-grandchildren and a who were being released by the
held by a lace Juliet cap with Army at Fort Hood. They will sist state police while the remain fore Circuit Judge Raymond L. threatened again in the sixth.
county, explained Muskegon’ssafe- brother, Fred, of Heath township, Koreans. On Aug. 31, 1953 the
seed pearl trim and she carried a make their home in Killeen, Tex. der will work with sheriff patrols. Simth Wednesday.
official word of his release
ty program aimed at cuttingdown Allegan county.
white Bible with an orchid inserted For going away, the bride wore a
received by his parents, Mr. and
accidents and traffic fatalities.
"Roads will probably be crowKalman was given a 60-day susin a lace handkerchief,with ribbon beige suit with beige and white
Mrs. Melville Stickels,1310 West
The program in Muskegon is largeded with the heaviest traffic we pended jail sentenceand ordered
accessories and white orchid coritreamers.
End Dr.
ly volunteer and has been regarded
have ever had over the fourth," to pay $100 costs and 04 a month
Her attendant wore a nile green sage.
Holland turned out to greet the
as a great Improvement.Muskegon
Childs said.
oversight fees. Kalman allegedly
Both the bride and groom attendtaffeta gown with lace bodice and
airman on his return to the city
county fatalities in 1952 totaled42.
"One thoughtless, or careless took six pails of grease and other
net overskirt. She carried a yellow cJ Holland High Schqol. The bride or negligent act can end in death
on Sept. 23, 1953 with a big parade
Then the "Crusade for Safety" was
supplies from the Farmers Co-op 4th o( July
has been employed at S. S. Kresge
and white mixed bouquet.
In his honor. He whs reassigned to
or permanent disablinginjury of Hudsonville and Vrieslandon
launched and in 1953 the fatalities
For her daughter’s wedding, Mrs. Co.
duty on Dec. 4, 1953.
We’re asking drivers to use cau- or about May 15.
totaled29. Last year the total was
The 51st annual Drenthe Fourth 28. Not counting two fataliles the
tion and to slow down and live.
John Sands, 17, Grand Haven
A Holland man was charged with
of July celebrationis designedto
further investigationto this probwho on June 20 changed his plea provide free entcrtainrmwit for past weekend, the total was only tipsy driving Monday as the re-j
lem before any conclusions can
five, compared with 13 up to the
to guilty on a nighttime breaking
suult of an accident on M-21 befolks in the area throughout the
be drawn.
same weekend last year.
and entering charge, was placed day, Monday.
tween Zeeland and Hinteonville
This seems to be a busy month
Melsch
said
the
Crusade
for
on probation two years, conditions
early Sundav mo-"'n''
Two
softball games will kick off
Safety has a membership of 250
of which are that he serve 30 days
By Eugene F. Dice, Assistant for bugs and diseases. Many inJames Kuipers, 26, of 82 West
the day-long program at 10 a.m.
quiries have come to us on every
the
in jail, pay 550 costs within 60 First game will featurethe Drenthe and has seven committees, the Eighth St., pleaded guuly lu uu?|
Agricultural Agent
thing from root maggots to rose
largest one being the educational
days
after leaving jail, make restFestival
charge before Park Township
Junior Boys playing East SaugaWe have had numerous calls bugs, especially in the past few
committee. It is expected that the
itution of 5119, leave intoxicants
Justice C. C. Wood and paid fine! Ten years 1> a long time, but 51
tuck and the 12 noon game will see
and have obsened also the high days we have received calls in re;
GLENN (Special)—Hundreds
board will pass a resolution on and costs of 5104.70. His weekend years of diving experience cam*
population of leaf hoppers on gard to damage caused by wire area residents turned out over the alone and pay 55 a month over- the Drenthe Girls against the
such a safety program in this stay in jail wu counted as part of back to 82-year-oldCapt. Thomas
Howard City Bombers.
farms and In wooded areas in the norms and root maggots in both weekend to help this little com sight fees.
county.
Sands
and
two
companions
althe
Mahan in a big hurry Tuesday
The
afternoon
program
begins
at
county. These leaf hoppers are corn and bean fields. Some control munity observe its annual Pan
A request from Consumers Pow
legedly broke into Riley West’s 1:30 and lists an address by the
The accidentoccurred shortly at Macatawa Bay.
the adult stage of the many spit- has been achieved by treating the cake Festiival.
er Co. for a right of way over two
service station at West Olive Feb
after 2:45 a m. when Kuipers, who Mahan, who skippers the T-Z Let
tlebug families working on differ- seed with Lindane or using
The event, started as a com 15. The trio was later apprehended Rev. Edward Tanls, pastor of parcels of county-ownedproperty
was eastbound on the divided high- as the owner of a tugboat servic*
Faith Reformed Church, Zeeland.
ent crops and plants. Earlier it wettable chlordane. These two in munity get-togetherto commemor
in Florida and served terms
At 3 p.m. the Drenthe boys will in Robinson and Olive townships way off the road. HI* car continued out of Grand Haven, was told by
was evident that spittle bug infes- sects have had the right kind
ate a snow storm, 18 years ago. Fort Meyer jail, after which they
was
referred to the conservation through the voulevard, missing a a doctor that he was too old for
meet Bentheim in a football game.
tation was high this year. The weather for development which which isolated the village for three
were returned to Grand Haven. A novel attractionwill be a model committee. Action will probably be culvert and telephone pole by professionaldiving 10 years ago.
question of control has come up explains why they are so notica days, has grown into quite a festiDennis Rowe, 19, Eugene Chris- airplane circus, with power en- taken at the October session.
Then 72, Mahan took the doctor’*
especially since these bugs will ble now. Roth like wet soil and val. Pancakes, which people of the
A request from County Treasurer
pell,
19, Gerrit Bronkhorst, 18 gines, from 5 to 7 p m.
The convertible shot on across advice. He quit,
migrate from the hay fields to fairly cool temperatures and many community served to the snow"Martha by the Day", a comedy Fred Den Herder for additional the eastbound lanes and smuhed But Tuesday there was an emerother crops after the hay is cut. of our soils were in this condition bound travelerswho were stranded and LeRoy Compagner, 19, all
Holland,
who
pleaded
guilty
June
play
in three acts, will be present- help for addressograph purposes Into an embankment missing a sec- gency and despite the protests of
Late April or early May is the at planting time. Not much can be there 18 years ago, provide the
was referred to the ways and ond telephone pole by a tire’s width, his crew he put on his old diving
one critical time to spray for con done when the maggot or wire main theme for the event. . . and 13 to nighttime breakingand en ed in the evening at :30.
means committee. When the county Kuipers escaped Injury except for suit and went down 37 feet to the
tering
charges,
all
were
placed
on
trcl of these insects since that is worm has entered the main stem they have also provided enough
started the addressographwork in a few facial lacerations. bottom of the Lake Macatawa chanprobation
for
two
years.
Conditions
the time when they do most dam- of the plants.
money for the town to start on a are that each pay 550 costs,
Man Bound Over on Count 1940 the work for the year covered Ottawa County deputies came nel.
age to the young succulent plants.
Wettable chlordane can be used community recreationcenter.
1898 pages requiring 23,000 plates. across the accident minutes after While laying telephone cable for
Spray according to manufac- as a soil spray provided edible The building,which will be com- a month oversight fees, make re Of Aggravated Assault
In 1954, there were 2,802 pages and It happened as they returned to an engineering firm, the 25-yearstitution of 515 and refrain from
t u r e r s
recommendations with root crops are not to be grown on
pleted this year, is located on the
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - 33,000 plates. So far this year Holland from investigatinga fatal old diver hired by Mahan found
Methoxochlorand Lindane. DDT the same soil for a period of four same grounds where the festival drinking.
The four youths who admitted Ronald Grant Long, 29, of 205 Pine there have been 2,898 pages of accident a few hours earlier near the job too much for him and had
will also kill the insect but it has years. The chlordane will kill the
is held.
breaking into Pine Creek school Ave., Holland, was arraigned in descriptions.
| to come up.
too long a residual effect to be worms that have not entered the
Parades, led by a float carrying
A communication from Holland
The heavy cable Is being laid
last Oct. 6 were severly reprimand the Grand Haven Municipal Court
safely used on feed crops.
stalk.
this year’s Pancake Queen Barbara
cd by the court. Compagner said Saturdayafternoon on a charge of residents regardingthe care and
The adults that are so plentiful
across L®*® Macatawa for Bell
Kwiatkowski,featured Friday and
TelephoneCo. in an expansion of
maintenance of a dog pound in 1WO UliendCn
now are in the egg-laying seasThis year seems to be proving Saturday morning programs. Am- he did not enter the building but aggravated assault. He waived ex
on. The young insect hatching the biggest risk in planting winremained in the car and shared amination and, unable to furnish Holland was referred to the Retained to
the company’s service.
atuer shows, concerts and dancing
Iiciuiucu IV vuu
I ..We were blocking the entrance
5500 bond, is in county jail await- sheriff’s committee to report back
from these eggs will find lodging ter barley on our lower soils that
in the loot.
made
up evening programs while Harld Goodyke,40, route 1, Zee ing arraignmentin the Ottawa Cir- today.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Un-to the channel and had to get the
in stubble and the lower parts of tend to be wet. Many stands
ball games and contests filled the
plants,feed a littlethis year and barley which survived the very
land, was placed on two years cuit Court.
dersheriffHarris Nleusma left by job done," Mahan said. "There
next spring feed rapidly on new wet fall last year will probably afternoon schedules. Pancakes and probationand ordered to make The charge against Long is the
plane Wednesday for California was nobody else to do it, so it had
sausage were served continuously
growth. The spring feeding is be low in production. On well
to take into custody Jay Groene- to be me."
5300 restitution and pay 5100 costs result of a fight between him and
In less than an hour he was
Cecil Long, 21, of the same adthe time that the spittle cluster drained soils stands are much bet- in a large tent on the grounds. and 55 a month oversight fees.
woud, 23, Grand Haven, who is
Dorcey Crank of Holland won
being held there for local author- back on board after laying cable
is formed on the plant In the ter. In some cases the application
Goodyke had previously pleaded dress, which took place at their
first prize in the pancake eating
adult stage the insect does not do of fertilizer this .spring has helped
ities on a charge of larceny by across the mouth of the channel,
guilty to a charge of embezzlement place of employment about 4:30
contest by downing 16 ‘cakes in 15
a job that defied a man more than
any amount of immediatedamage to save the stands even on poorly
conversion.
involving 5215 from the Vogelzang p.m. Friday, when Ronald told Ceminutes. Dan Blakely of South HavGroenewoudleft his wife and 55 years younger.
Hardware Store while he was em- cil to leave some money at his
drained soils. It appears that the
Leroy Fogerty, who pitched a no- children on May 27, taking a car
Mahan's been on the water all
h me, plus an additional 55 to
Requests for information on wet soils remain cool in the spring en was second.
ployed as a clerk.
The contest was one of the highapply on back room and board hitter In Legion "A" League base- of Donald Kohnke, without the lat- his life. Son of an English diver,
control of disease in raspberry thus dying up the natural nitrogen
lights of the festival.
ball last week, didn’t do so well ter’s permission. Groenewoud was he was bom aboard ship enroute to
plants are beginningto come in. that otherwisewill be available
Although the time is long past owing Ronald and his wife.
previously placed on probation for the United States from England,
Most of these troubles result in to the plant.
when our wildlife was a primary When Cecil refused, Ronald Tuesday night.
Elzinga-Volkers
used five hits two years for breaking and enter- He’s forked underwaterin the
drying up of the almost mature
Our test plots on four varieties
source of food, game still supplies struck him four times, and after
fruit of both the red and black of winter barley and one variety
annually an estimated one quarter Cecil fell to the ground Ronald and a bundle of Fogerty 's walks ing in the night time, and in April, Great Lakes, Off New Orleans, in
raspberry,a drying up of the of winter oats show very cloaely
of a billion pounds of meat to sup- continued to stomp and kick him in and wild pitches to beat Padnos 1951, was sentenced to Jackson the Gulf of Mexico and off the
prison for 18 months to five years Florida coast,
leaves and dying back of the the results of wet seasons on barplement the American diet, par- the head, causing a cerebral com at Riverview Park, 7-2.
A pitcher who did have it, how- for larceny from an automobile.| His son followed the family
canes.
ley. One trial was intentionally
ticularlythat of low income rural cussion. Cecil is still confined in
Most of the trouble stems from placed on low soils and the result Safe at
ever, was Holland Hitch's Dave
Municipal Hospital.
Deputy Sheriff A1 HUbrand and tradition. He was a diver for the
people.
a disease called anthracnose. It’s is that all varieties tested are
Hilbink who twirled a nifty four- State Police Trooper Richard D. Navy during World War II.
"I was a little scared down there
prime killer is the black rasp- shorter stands and lighter grain
Sheppard left by motor Wedneshit shutout over H. E. Morse.
Burguars smashed open a safe
berry from which it spreads. The than the other trials on higher a*, the PlockmeyerFeed and Farm
Three of the seven Elsinga-Volk- day for Terre Jiaute, Ind., to re- he admitted. "But I guess I’ve been
disease causes damage to both red well drained soils.
ers runs were scored when Fogerty turn to Ottawa county Eldon Av- scared a million times.’’
Supplies Co., 167 Columbia Ave.
and black raspberries but the red
uncorked a wild toss with a man ants who is wanted on a bad
Tuesday night and escaped with
is not so vigorousa killer. Our
on third. The winners scored one
5100 in cash.
standard recommendation^ when Fire Damages Cottage
Local Man Pay» FinM
run in the first and two in the from Terre
The
warehouse-office
building
planting both red and black rasp- In Port Sheldon Area
second while Dave Bos was holding Thursday.
h Grand Haven Coart
was entered by forcing a sliding
berries is to have a minimum disPadnos scoreless until the fifth
Quick thinking neighbors of Le- door near the rear of the strucGRAND HAVEN (Special)
tance of 100 feet between the two
when Fogerty slammed a triple to
viett White of Wilmington,Del., ture. The burglars ripped aside
Musical Vanns Giving
George Oudemolen, 45, of 25 West
kinds. In damaged plants all dead
drive
in
one
run,
then
scored
himvacationing at Port Sheldon, help32nd St., Holland, appeared in the
and old cones that have borne ed prevent serious damage to his mesh screens and climbed over
Programs at Church
self.
the top of two partitions before
MunicipalCourt Monday on two
fruit should be removed immediBut that was all for Padnos and
cottage when fire broke out late they could enter the main front
ately after harvest of the berries
The
Musical Vanns of Toledo are charges. On a charge of driving
Elzing-Volkers
collected
pairs
in
Tuesday afternoon.
office.
and burned. This can be followed
the bottom of the fifth and seventh continuing this week with special 40 miles an hour in a 25-milezone,
The neighborsgrabbed garden The knob on the safe was knockby a spray in the spring at the
to make a minimum of trouble. meetings of Holland Assembly of he paid 513 fine and 52 costs. This
hoses and came on the run when ed off, police said, and the contime leaves first begin to get green
Bos got the win on a five-hitter. God Church. Almost 150 visitors offense occurred on Harbor Ave.
White sounded the alarm. Bedding tents scattered as the thieves
with a lime sulphur spray.
Tom Aye started for H. E. Morse have taken part In these serv- in Grand Haven. On a charge of
lying across a defective wire In plucked out the cash.
dozen
but was tagged for hits by two ices, which will continue through driving in the wrong directionon
There is Considerable evidence the attic of the two*tory cottage pennies were also found near the
a one-wfty street, he paid 513 fine
batters that scored on his error Sunday.
was
blamed
for tht fire.
front of the battered safe.
of blasting on oat kernels this
The Musical Vanns play the Ham- and 52 costs.
and
balk
later
in
the
inning.
Firemen from Holland Township Police said the burglars brought
year. In some ca^es as much as
The alleged offensesoccurred on
He was taken out for Kaper In mond organ, accordion,piano, mul10 per cent of the kernels have No. 1 stationarrived minutes later their own tools as hammers and
ti-chord, comet, banjo and musical May 23. Oudemolen failed to rethe
fourth
when
Hitch
utilized
three
turned a bright white color and and kept the blaze confined to the other tools on a nearby window
hits and a weak Morse defen^p saw. Each night there is a novel- spond to the summons issued by
have failed to develop a full ker- attic and a portion of a second sill were untouched.
to score six runs and finish cor- ty feature and Saturday night Is city police and had to be reminded
Employes said the breakin
nel. The caupe for this trouble floor bedroom.
a "musical jubilee" will all request by correspondencebefore he
ing for the game.
FOUR
GENERATIONS
—
The
80th
birthday
anniversary
of
Mrs.
seems hard tb locate at present, Damage to the roof and water must have occurredsometime afappeared in court.
numbers
played and sung.
Albert Hossink, 234 West 24th St, was the occasion for this picbut it seems to be more a weather and smoke damage to parts of the ter 6 p.m. Tuesday and 7:30 WedFriday night, a film, Contrary
In
1950 roughly 15 per cent of
ture
of
four
generations
in
her
family.
Mrs.
Hossink,
at
right,
was
affect than anything else. Differ- cottage were estimatedin excess rfesday, when it was discovered.
Throughout the history of J the
all wages paid In the U.S. went Winds," will be shown. Tonight
80 on May 21. Her daughter is Mrs. Herman Heetderks, left, of 239
ent varieties seem to have the of several thousand dollars. The
United
States, the proportion of
Rev.
Vander
Ploeg
will
preach
on
to the 8 million public employees,
West 25th St, and her daughter is Mrs. Dale Moot 121 West 28th
The Initials B. T. U. stand for
white kernel*. There also seems building is owned by White’s
"Divine Healing’’,*nd prayer will church membershipin the total
including
member*
of
the
armed
St.,
pictured
with
the
youngest
generation,
Jilayne
Marie
Moot
six
to be little that can be done at mother-in-law, Mr. P. T. Brant of British Therman Unit, a st»ndpopulationhas risen.
bt offered for the tick, >
months old.
lard measure of heat
this stage. Wa will have to give Port
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Telgenhof-Van Vels Rites Read

Holland Nurse Leaving
Zeeland Company
For Missionary Career
Awarded Several
A

Paving Projects

Here Last

eria, BritishWest Africa.

Mrs.VanRaalte
Miss Ruth Vander Meulen, daugh-

Commissioner Charles M. Ziegler leg of her journey to a foreign
announced Saturday.
land. Her parents will take her
to

Rites Performed at East

Saugatuck

mm?*
r?

local nurse Is all set for a

East

$10,828.50 bid includes 0.019

Building Permits

career as missionary-nurse in Nig-

LANSING— West Shore Construc- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Rhine Vander
tion Co., Zeeland, was low bidder
24th St.
on bituminouspaving projects in Meulen of 13
Ottawa County, State Highway announced Saturday,
The

14 Persons Seek

New York

Wins Golf Event

Week

Fourteen applications for building permits totaling $23,750 were
filed last week with Building Inspector

Laveme Serne in

the city

engineer’s office. The applications

AtSaugatuck

follow :

City where she will

Wesley De Wit, 130 West 20th
on M-21 from west of Zeeland west- board a plane next Wednesday for ..Carol Van Raalte won the St., enlarge garage eight feet, $100;
championship in the Saugatuck
erly; 0.524 of a mile of similar Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
In the Netherlandsshe will be Ladies Golf AssociationSpring self, contractor.
construction on M-31 from West
Walter S. Burke, 22 West 26th
Olive to 1.2 miles south of M-50, joined by another missionary who Handicap finals Thursday at the
St., new garage 16 by 20 feet, $500;
and 0.224 of a mile on M-50 from is visiting relativesthere and the Saugatuck Golf Course.
two will leave July 3 for Africa, Mrs. Van Raalte defeated Marion self, contractor.
Bass River bridge easterly.
The completion date for the en- landing at an airfield150 miles Nies to win the championship Isaac Kouw, 29 West Eighth St.,
from their destinationin Nigeria. flight.
tire project is Aug. 31.
lower ceiling, $150; Witteveen
Carl Goodwin & Sons, Allegan, Improvements the last few years
Other final winners are: First Brothers, contractors.
was the low bidder on a bridge have provided roads in that area, flight, Irene Hensley d. Dorothy Herman Atman and sons, 315
project on the Kalamazoo bypass and the rest of the journey will Klomparons; second flight, Millie West 17th St., new house 26 by 44
Cook d. Beverly Nieusma; third and garage 14 by 20, frame conwith $316,954.84. The structure is be made by car.
Miss Vander Meulen will first flight, Nat Miles d. Sparky Milew- struction,$8,000 and $400; self,
to carry US-12 over Portage Rd.
engage in language study, probably ski; fourth flight, Mary Jane Colesouth of Kalamazoo.
contractor.
With $562,786.87, the same firm at Piassia in the interior of Nigeria mand. Harriet Meyer.
Sendee Machine and Supply Co.,
w’as the low bidder on 1.226 miles before being assignedto one of
In the first round Marion Nies, 46 West Third St., addition td
several
mission
stations
operated
of grading and drainage structures
finals runner-up, defeated Beraice loading dock, 51 by 25 feet and
and dual concretepavement on by the Christian Reformed Chuch Fogerty one up in 11 holes, despite 14 by 12 feet, $1,000; Russ Lamar,
the Norton Glade expressway from in Nigeria. As yet. the stations Mrs. Fogerty’s gross 41, the lowest
contractor.
Laketon St. to First St. in Mus- have no hospitals,but plans are gross round of the season on the
Gerben Walters, 266 West 23rd
under way for building one or nine-hole course. Other results St., tear down garage and rebuild
kegon.
more
hospitals
as
soon
as
governThis projectwill also include .010
of the first round were:
14 by 22 feet. $300; self, contractor.
of a mile on similar construction ment permission can be obtained. Championship flight Dorothy Holland Christian High School,
Missionary work will not be new Scott d. Betty Nyland, Helen
at Laketon St. intersection and
remodel boys shower room. $1,500;
.164 of a mile at Washington Ave. for the local nurse. For 2,/i years Jones d. Florence Tahaney, Carol
self, contractor.
she worked with the Frontier Nurs- Van Raalte d. Laino Dyke; first
connection and Eighth St.
Nelson PLgenhoef, 317 East 13th
West Shore ConstructionCo., ing Service in Kentucky, a private flight,Gladys De Vries d. Kay St., new house, 32 by 42 feet,
Mr. ond Mrs. Theodoie T. Funckcs
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Telgenhof,Jr.
Zeeland, was also low bidder on program which dealt with public Miller. Irene Hensley d. Doric frame construction, 59,000; self,
(Prince photo)
(Prince photo)
health
nursing,
midwifery,
obstecounty road project including
Schurman. Dorothy . Klomparens
The marriage of Miss Joyce Wel- sion. She carried a white Bible
Mr. and Mrs nosegay of yellow carnations,white 3.7 miles of 20-foot wide bitumin- trics, and many other phases. In d. Marge Schumaker, Rhetts Hel- contractor.
Joseph Dore,. 28 West 27th St., ters and TheodoreT. Funckes took with white and pink carnations and
Charles Telgenhof. Jr., will be at stock and yellow streamers.
ous aggregate surfacingon the this work, the nui*es were often mink d. Lucille Herringa;second addiuon to living room and addi- place l*»st Friday at East Sauga- ivy streamers.
Attending the grcwm as best
home this weekend at 1627 Perry
county road from the south county called upon to do tasks above and flight Millie Cook d. Grace Geu- tion to kitchen, $900; self, contractuck Christian Reformed Church Identical gowns featuring fitted
St. after a honeymoon at Niagara man was Fred Bosma, Jr., of Zee- line northeasterly to Plainwell in beyond the call of nursing because der, Pip Wesstrated. Julie Dorn,
tor.
land.
Herman
Telgenhof
and
Henry
with the Rev, Simon Vroon offi- boleros and bouffant skirts and
Falls and New York City. Mrs.
Beverly
Nieusma
d.
Ellie
KuiAllegan County. Its bid was 531,- the area had no doctors.
Ben Boeve. 3Q East 14th St., rematching headbandswere worn by
Telgenhof is the former Helen Van Pathuis seated the guests. Mr. and
Miss Vander Meulen will be per. Carol Gilcrestd. Bobbie Boer. model kitchen cupboards, $200; ciating at the double ring cere- the bride’s attendants.The matron
798.00.
Mrs.
Leonard
Buursma,
brothermony.
Vels, daughter of Mrs. and Mrs.
The completion date for this pro- abroad 2*2 years before she gets Third flight, Sparky Milewskid. self, contractor.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. of honor wore aqua and the bridesBernard Van Vels. 317 Lincoln Ave. in-law and sister of the groom,
her first furlough.Since completing Ruth Murdock, Melva Smith d.
ject
is Sept. 15.
Dr.
R.
C.
Oudersluys. 181 West and Mrs. Gerrit J. Wolters route maid. yellow. They carried pink
were
master
and
mistress
of
cereThe groom is the son of the late
Ziegler announced that low- bid. her nursing trainingin Butterworth Betty Wesscls, Nat MTies d. Judy 11th St., remove partition. $75; 5. and the groom's parents are colonialbouquets.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Telgenhof, monies.
ders
will be determined July 6 Hospital back in 1946 or 1947, she Van Harn, Florence Jones d. Helen Rhine Vander Meulen, contractor. Mr. and Mrs John Funckes of 51
The flower girls wore identical
There were 175 guests invited to
Zeeland.
in Lansing on five concrete patch- worked a few years in Holland Rowder; fourth flight, Artie Lee
Robert Galien, 380 West 17th St., East 15th St.
gowns
of white nylon with Peter
the
reception
in
the
church
parThe double ring service was read
ing projects including M-20, M-21. Hospital.Since returning from d. FlorenceJencks, Artie Lee d. enclose front porch, $325; Rusco
Attending the couple were Mrs. Pan collars and lace tiered skirts.
by the Rev. J. F. Schuurmann in a lors. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Van Vels
US-27, US-31 and US-16 at various Kentucky the first of the year, she Molly Baker, Mary Jane Coleman Window Co., contractor.
The church basement was the
Eugene Ten Clay, the groom's sissetting featuring an arch decorated of Zeeland, brother and sister-inlocations in Isabella, Kent and had taken a semester's course at d. Jerry Van Putten,Harriet Meyer
Earl Wendell, 30 West 22nd St., ter, matron of honor; Miss Shirley scene of a reception for 130 guests.
law
of
the
bride,
served
at
the
with peonies, candelabra,ferns
the Reformed Bible. Institute in
Elaine Van Jongeren, Bonnie cement blocks under front porch,
Ottawa counties.
Slenk. bridesmaid; Linda Funckes Assisting were the Misses Donna
and palms. Lighted white candles punch bowl and Misses Nancy
Tomlinson d. Dorothy Whitehead. enclose cornice, $100; self, conOct. 31, 1955 is completion date. Grand Rapids.
Buursma
Lois
Telgenhof
and
Pat
and Marie Hulsman, flower girls; Winkles, Vera Brower, Myra Kemand bows marked the pews. John
in second round play, championIn her missionary work, she will
tractor.
Henry Funckes and Tom Funckes, me, Delores Hulst. Bonnie HovenHoogstra played prelude music Telgenhof,nieces of the groom,
be supported by her own church, ship flight, Marion Nies d. Doro- William Overway, 78 East Ninth
brothers of the groom, best man ga and Arlene Jaarda as waitand the wedding marches and arranged the gifts. Sarah Van Vels
Holland Heights Christian Reform- thy Scott by default, Carol Van
St., remodel porch ceilingand en- and grooms man, and Bill Funckes resses; Mr. and Mrs. Harvin Zoerwas
in
charge
of
the
guest
book.
Wilbur Vander Yacht sang “At
ed Church, which was organized Raalte d. Helen Jones; first flight, close, $1,200; Edward J. Holkeboer,
hoff as master and mistress of
and Gerrit Schreur, ushers.
Dawning” and *.'0 Lord Most Serving were Misses Marjorie
and built since World War II. She Irene Hensley d. Gladys De Vries,
ceremonies; Mr. and Mrs. Joe
contractor.
The
altar
was
decorated
with
bouSmith,
Lavina
Vannette,
Maxine
Holy."
by Peter BOGGS
will be Holland Heights Church's Dorothy Klomparens d. Rhetts Helquets of white peonies and snap- Rademaker who served punch and
The bride’s gown featured a fit- Potts, Norine Potts, Ruth Dogger,
June is known as the month of first missionary.
mink; second flight, Millie Cook
dragons and ferns. Wedding music Carol Jansen who was in charge
ted bodice and long tapering sleeves Donna Wyngarden, Helen Landstra brides. It also follows the time of
Holland Heights Church staged d. Pip Westrate, Beverly Nieuincluded “Because" and “The of the guest book.
•f chanttilly lace, with seed pearls and Barbara Goote.
year when more pups are born a farewell for Miss Vander Meulen sma d. Carol Gilcrest;third flight,
A navy lace dress with white acLord's Prayer" sung by Don Van
and iridescent sequins accenting Group singing at the reception than at any other season. This Thursday night. The pastor, the Sparky Milewski d. Melva Smith.
cessories was worn by the bride’s
Gelderen
accompanied
by
Miss
was
led
by
Leonard
Buursma,
Mrs.
the neckline. The skirt was fashionmonth, if you ride through the Rev. Harry Vander Ark, presided Nat Miles. Florence Jones; fourth
Eleanor Schievink who played mother and the groom's mother
ed of three tiers of tulle and Chan- Robert Bolt gave a reading and the countryside, the sudden increase and the Rev. Henry Evenhouse of flight, Mary Jane Coleman d. Artie
wore a gray dress with white actraditional wedding music.
Rev.
H.
Vander
Ark
closed
with
tilly lace. A headpiecetrimmed
in the number of pups is quickly Grand Rapids, directorof missions Lee, Harriet Meyer d. Bonnie In
For her wedding the bride chose cessories. Both had pink and white
with seed pearls and sequins held prayer.
apparent.
for the Christian Reformed Church Tomlinson.
a gown of chantillylace and nylon carnation corsages.
For going away, the bride wore In many a front yard is a pen
her fingertip veil and she carried
A kickers handicap also was held
spoke on “The Challenge of MisSeveral persons paid fines for tulle over satin. The fitted bodice The couple will be at home at
a
two-piece
suit
of
ice
blue
faille,
a nosegay of pink roses and white
enclosing a group of small pups sions.”
Thursday with the following win- traffic offensesat a regular session
was designed with a sheer yoke 95 East 21st St. July 1 following
camationns with ribbon streamers. blue accessoriesand pink rose cor- and a sign saying, "Pups For
Harold Banger led the song ser- ners: Alice Yost, Lil Dalman, Lu- of traffic court Thursday night and and a double wing collar, accented a northern wedding trip. For trav,
Mrs. Robert W. Kamphuis of Ann
Sale.” Dog breeders raise dogs at vice. Other music consisted of
cille Williams, Marion Nies, Carol four fines were suspended after the
with sequins.Long sleeves tapered eling the bride wore a beige linen
Arbor, the bride’sonly attendant, Mrs. Telgenhof, a graduate of this time of year because it is
duet by Nancy Buursma and Carol Van Raalte, Melva Smith, Mary defendants completed a four-week
to points ovei1 the wrists and the suit with white accessories and a
Holland
Christian
High
School,
is
wore a strapless mint green dress
thought the weather is more bene- Tuls, accompaniedby Joyce Zwiers Jane Coleman, Sparky Milewski course in traffic safety school.
full skirt was designedwith lace pink and white corsage. She is
‘‘
employedas a dental assistant. Mr.
ficial for a growing pup. They
of tulle with a lace bolero. Her
women's quartet consisting of and Betty Nyland. Bernice Fogerty Those completingtrafficschool applique in leaf motif on tulle and employed as bookkeeper at Holland
Telgenhof, also a Holland Christian
shoulder-lengthveil in place by a High graduate, is a saleman for believe that the pups can get more Mrs. Donald Kragt, Mrs. Cornie won low putts with 14 and also were Homer Goen, of 75 East Ninth terminatedin a chapel train. A Furnace office. The groom works
sun now than in the colder weather. Overway, Mrs. Dennis Steinfort had low gross round for the day St., speeding, $7 suspended:Fred
jeweled matching lace cap held at General Motors in Grand Rapsmall matching hat She carried a Ter Haar auto.
Sunlight is extremely beneficial and Mrs. Julius Ver Hoef, accom- with a 42.
A. Meyer, of 174 West 18th St., the fingertip veil of bridal illu- ids.
to growing dogs, but for very young panied by Mrs. Arthur Tuls, and
failure to have car under control,
pups the strong rays can be very by a young men's quartet consist! 7 suspended; Bobby R. Glover, of
Mrs. Jerry Genzink
dangerous.Never expose puppies ing of Cal Dykema. David Klaa652 West 20th St., speeding. $12
under 10 days of age to the direct sen, Louis Stegink and Gary VanFeted at Shower
suspended;Bill Buis, 17, route 4,
rays of the sun for any great length der Ark.
speeding, $12 suspended.
Mrs. Jerry Genzink was guest of time
Paying fines were Richard Blake,
By Arnold Mulder
If you put a pen of young pups
17. Grand Rapids, speeding. $29^
of honor at a miscellaneous shower
William Appledorn, Jr., of 1G17
When the Senate Internal Sec- Nor were those the only two of
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. out-of-doorsin the sun be sure to
Jerome, speeding, $15; Randall urity Subcommittee recentlyre- the members of the Roosevelt cabiJohn Genzink. Games were played afford them some shade. If you
Sixth Reformed Church eked out
Baar, of 146 East Ninth St., failure
portions of the Henry 'Mor- net who hated each other. Ickes is
and prizes awarded to Mrs. Ed- don't you may find most of the
an 11-10 victory in Recreation to set brakes on a parked vehicle. leased
litter
suffering
from
sunstroke
genthau, Jr., diary relating to the at ‘times almost as caustic about
ward Genzink, Mrs. Justin Volkers,
League softball last week to hand $5; ConstantineAmbellas, of 88
late Harry Dexter White, the fact Henry Wallace. Secretary of AgriMiss Berdie Brink and Miss Gloria when you go to bring them inMaplewood Church its first defeat. West 12th St., red light, $5: John
ZEELAND (Special) - One thing Brink. A two-courselunch was doors.
was revealed that the diary as a culture. We have not yet been told
This enabled the National Guard A. Weller, of 111 East 24th St.,
whole contains 9U0 “volumes.”We whether Wallace kept a diary or
about those Zeeland Chix. You served.
The Moose scored two runs in to have first place all alone. The speeding, $12.
It’»
Tick
Season
Again
are not told how many words each not, but since diary keeping seemed
Invited guests were the Mesnever know what they’re going to
Harold Kranenberg,Grand Rap- “volume" contains. But suppose it a kind ol disease of the Roosevelt
Each year at about this time the bottom of the fifth at Van Guardsmenbeat De Nooyer Chevdo against Holland’sFlying Dutch- dames Harold Breuker, Arnold
receive literally hundreds o f Tongeren Field Thursday night to rolet, 7-3 for their fourth straight ids, speeding, $17: John Leonard should be about 10,000, the length cabinet, it would not be surprising
Essenburg,Tony Klaasen, Junior
men.
overcome Barber Fords by a 5-3 victory.
Lach, 20, Grand Rapids, liquor in of a fairly long short story in a if he did. In that case, the furl of
Friday night, the Chix bounced Schout, Gerrit Boeve, Harold letters from dog owners residing margin in a City League softball
In other games this week Graaf- car, $36.70;Jay H. Jacobs, of 427
in tick-infested areas asking advice
magazine, the total would reach the contrastingthe three would be triLemmen,
A1
Lemmen,
Donald
back from three straight Southwesschap evened its mark at 2-2 with Chicago Dr., speeding, $13.10;Dan impressivefigure of nine million pled.
game.
on
how
to
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their
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free
of
tern Michigan Baseball League los- Lemmen. Marvin Lemmen, EdA single by Jason De Vries an 8-2 conquest over winless West- Hemmeke, 17. West Olive, careless words. Even if each “volume” The general public probably has
ses that had put them dead in the ward Genzink, James Genzink, these pests. I live in a really
brought in Don Hulst and Gil ern Foundry. The Independents driving, $7; Reathea Regnerus, 66 should be cut in half, the total the naive idea that the members
infected
territory
and
here’s
how
cellar to nail the Dutchmen, 4-2, Donald Genzink, Marvin Genzink,
have personally kept my own Vanden Berg who had singled and scored their first win of the sea- Scotts Dr., speeding. $12: James wordage would still be staggering. of the President’s cabinet are all
and knock them out of a tie for Jay Kooiker, Gerald Lubbers, Juspatriotically working for the same
doubled, respectively.
son over Drooger & Jousma, 9-6. Doorneweerd,of 136 West 33rd St.,
dogs
free of these pests:
tin
Volkers,
Howard
Tucker.
Juke
That Morgenthau diary will great ends, like the members of a
first place.
That made it 5-2 and enabled Siam's knocked Holland Furnace speeding, $27; Ron Mokma,- route
I
have
dipped
them
periodically
doubtless be published some day,
And it was Ron Appledorn, who Knoll, Jack Kraal, Jack Vanette,
the Moose to withstand another out of a second-place tie with
family. Read “The Secret Diary of
4. stop street. $12; Robert Koppeor at least generous portions of it.
used to play for the Dutchmen, Herb Brink, Willard Brink, Jerry in a dip made by mixing two run by Barber in the sixth when
Harold L. Ickes” and become disclose 7-6 margin.
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route
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speeding.
$12;
Phil
ounces
of
fine
derris
root
powder,
It will form a part of the history
who choked his old team on six Brink, Edward Brink, Harley
Bob
Hop's
triple
brought
in
abused. Ickes hates and despises
The
standings:
Boersma.
route
1,
speeding,
$15;
of our time. Mr. Morgenthau kept
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not only Morgenthau and Wallace,
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can
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Donald
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be
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at
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of
out some extremely timely hitting— Genzink, Harvey Genzink, Juke
news releaseabout the Morgenthau did not even speak to each other
the right field fence gave Bar3 1 .750 11th St., improper driving,$8.
Siam's Mobilgas
a commodity which the Chix have Genzink,A1 Bosch, Les Brouwer rotenone. Either dip or spray this
<>
ber a 2-0 lead.
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Associate Judge Fred T. Miles diary appeared in the newspapers at meetings of the cabinet. And
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solution
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your
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and
you
will
and
the
Misses
Berdie
Brink,
lacked seriously all season.
But Stu Baker tripled for twe
2 2 .500 Friday bound over to Circuit I was reading “The Secret Diary there were other times when the
Graafschap
First baseman Tony Diekema's Carolyn Brink, Gloria Brink, Ruth find that he will remain free of
of Harold L. Ickes,” which cov- President had a hard time keeping
runs
in the third, then came in
3 .250 Court the case of Arlyn Cook, route
1
Independents^
home run blast in the fourth was Brink, Kathy Brink, S h i r 1 e n e ticks.
himself on an infield out to make
3, Zeeland, on a charge of larceny ers the same period. While Secre- them from abusing each other in
.250
3
1
Drooger
&
Jousma
the big one and it seemed to in- Brink, Betty Ann Brink, Marian
tary of the InteriorIckes kept a meeting. In politics, as in other
it 3-2. The two-run outburstin
3 .250 from a motor vehicle.An examina1
De Nooyer
Hot Weather Tip
spire teamatesin a later inning. Genzink and Carolyn Genzink.
detailed diary of everything in the things, life is not by any means
the fifth sewed up the game.
4 .000 tion was held before Miles Tuesday
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Foundry
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weather
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and
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proaches I remind you of how, on
ter field with one on.
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Cook
will appear even remotely affected his role in
a hot day, little annoyancesoften
Dutchman outfielders were playthe government.We are told that
Only one game was played as Mrs. Grace Tysman, 85,
in Circuit Court in October.
upset you. The same is true with
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ing him around to the right bethe diary as a whole contains some
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parking
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your dog.
Of Grand Haven Dies
cause Diekema is a left handed
six
million
words.
Three
big
volBaremar.’sService because of a
Lawrence Mokma, of 102 East 27th
For Gladys Uildrihs
In warm weather a dog normally
batter,and although centerfielder
lack of players.
St.; Mrs. Eugene Denny, of 182 umes of some 700 pages each have
GRAND
(Special)
of even dispositionmay become a
Ken Van Tatenhovemade a run- In
already been published, and more
Miss Gladys Uildriks was guest
City League standings:
Mrs. Grace Tysman. 85, who for- West 22nd St.; Edward Schneider,
little unruly and snap at anyone
ning try he couldn’t get to it.
of honor at a bridal shower given
L Pet. merly resided at 904 Slayton St., Ludington; William Peterson arc to follow.
who attempts to tease him. ThereSo Diekema scored behind Ron
in 1 .909
For the benefit of those who are Thursday evening by Mrs. EverHulst Brothers
GRAND
(Special)
died this morning at the Holland Grand Rapids; Gertrude Steketee,
fore it is very wise to instruct
Klamt who got to first when pitcher
6 4 .60C
Barber Fords
of 72 West 11th St.; Harvey Jal- not familiarwith the measurement ette Heidema, Mrs. Dale Uildriks,
Femdale
family
has started
Home
in
Muskegon.
She
had
been
Roger Smith made an error.
children not to tease or torment
of wordage in print', it may be said Mrs. Louis G. Uildriks and Mrs.
6 5 .545
Bareman Service
suit in Ottawa Circuit Court seekcritically ill for the last four days ving of 233 East 11th St.; John
Smith pitched a good game, too
dog on a hot day.
5 5 .500
that if ^ill of the two diaries of liester Johnson at the latter’s
V. F. W.
R.
Boersma,
of
182
West
11th
St.;
ing an injunctionrestrainingthei^
after suffering a stroke. She was
The old saying, "Let sleeping Moose
allowing only five hits, but wasn't
4 6 .400
Bill Wood, -of 547 Van Raalte; these Roosevelt cabinet members home.
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at Waukazoo
born
in
Spring
Lake
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Grace
there in the clutch.
dogs lie.” is one to remember and
Games were played and duplishould be printed, the Ickes diary
3 8 .273
Raphael
Exter on Feb. 25, 1870 and was James Lambers, of 172 West 21st
He gave up triples to Marv Goor- from extending the shoreline of heed— especiallyso during the hot
2 9 .182
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of
married
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to
Theo
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house and Howie De Jonge in the
summer months.
60 average sized novels, and the ments were served.
other property owners.
who died in 1926. A son, Simon, Liwndale; Julius Sale, of 93 West
fifth that led to toyo runs, De Jonge
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Morgenthaujournal would fill, some
28th
St.;
Mike
Von
Ins,
Holland.
The suit was brought by Henry
died last October. She was a memcoming in on catcher Ron Boeve's
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was 90 volumes.
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of
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Christian
error.
All this was written by only two G. Heidema, Pete De Vries, Herb
George Marion, Coopersville.
Reformed Church.
That made it 4-1 and gove the and Henry Ketelhut,,Jr., of Fem- Injured in Ottawa Crash
men—
whf, 4>y the way, were sup- Kunkel, Art Kunkcl, Nick Polich,
Surviving are two daughters,
Dutchmen four innings to produce, dale and Holland. Named as deposed to fye busy with the work of C. Donze, Andy Donze, Marinus
fendants
in
the
case
are
E.
David
Mrs. Robert Rosema of Ferrys- Herman De Neut, 70,
but they only picked up a single run
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Important governmentde p a r t- Donze, ,Ben De Witt, John Van
burg and Mrs. John Grevel, Norton
in the seventh when Max Doolittle and Meta A. Boyd and J. W. Three Grand Rapids residentsstayments. One wonders when they Nuil, Harold Boeve, Ralph Veen
Succumbs
at
Hospital
Hobeck,
doing
business
as
Hobeck
township;
two
sons,
Jack
of
Grand
singled,was pushed to second on
ing in a house trailer at the Grand
found time for so much extra- Hovcn, John Veen Hoven, Bud
a walk and came in on Smith’s Construction Co.
Haven oval, were involved in an You can’t make many mistakes Haven and John of Kalamazoo; Herman De Neut, 70. died un- curricular activity.
.Piersma, Henry Veen Hoven.
In their bil of complaint, the accident while on their way to when you shoot a 31 at Saugatuck also 11 grandchildren and 22 great
single.
expectedly at Holland Hospital But what interests me most is Herm Onken, Ed Ridder, Jack
Ketelhuts charge that the defend- work in Grand Rapids at 8:30 a.m. Golf Course. And M.K. Disbrow grandchildren.
Friday evening after suffering a the way the two pictures are like- Veen, Klaus Veen, Pete Veen, Alants have removed large quantities Wednesday on M-50 west of the didn’t when he fired the new reheart attack at his home, 69 West ly to differ — that is, if the Mor- bert Van Nanrden, Fred Van
Three Persons Injured
of soil from the bottom of Lake bridge in Tallmadge Twp.
cord there Friday.
genthau diary is eventually print- Naarden, Charles Windlsch, Tony
of GE Hold
32nd
St.
Macatawa to extend the shoreline Joanne Tenfold, 19, received
Par for the course is 36. Shooting
In Two-Car Collision
Mr. De Neut had lived in Hol- ed. That there will be a radical Weller, John RIetveld, William
of their property.Plaintiffs charge fracturedback and Shirley Van five strokes under par, Disbrow Party at Tunnel Park
Rietveld, Ray Weyeschede, Herm
land since 1924, doming from Grand ditference is certain.
this practice has infringedon the Dyke, 19, fracturedribs. The driver picked up three birdies and an
Three persons were injured in
For
Secretary Ickes hated and Weyeschede,K^n Cook, Jerry
(Rapids.
In 1931, he became affiliatTwenty-nine members
ben of the
two-car crash Thursday night
use and enjoyment of the waters, of the car, Rozann Redd, 19, was eagle.
ed with the Electrolux Vacuum despised Morgenthau,and Morgen- Van Dyke, Andy Hoogendoom,
tor-S
72nd Ave. and M-21.
and claim that adjacent waters cut and bruised. All three were His eagle three on the par 5 General Electric Rofor-Stator-Etts
(’leaner Co., after working fori thau hated and despised Ickes. William Hoogendoom, Bob MeatJohn. Rawdon, Whitehall, was have become stagnant and have taken to St. Mary’s Hospital In fifth hole came on an extremely enjoyed a Hamburg fry and waterGoodyear Tire Co. for 18 years ICkes never passes up an upportun- man, Larry Hoffmeyer, Dick Badheld overnight at Zeeland Hospi- tended to collect refuse.
long stretch of 490 yards. This sen- melon feast at Tunnel Park WedGrand Rapids.
He was a member of Trinity Re- ity to set down in his diary how gero, Caryl Johnson, John Hornnesday
evening.
tal for observation,Andrew GanzeThe Ketelhutsalso charge that
It was reported that thq car was sational effort is the one that enMembers of the committee in formed Church. The De Neuts had[ big a fool he considers Morgen- field and Gil. Zuverink.
voort, route 1. Hudsonville,and their view from the shorelineis traveling at a rate of 80 miles abled him to break the record.^
Also Misses Betty and Marge
thau, and sometimesthe word
Helen Van Dyke, 122 Reed Ave., obstructed and that the lake bot- an hour and attemptingto make
He blrdied the first, third and charge were Miss Carol Dobbertin, celebrated their 45th wedding an•'fool”will not fully express his Heidema, Junis and Marilyn
niversary
last November.
Miss
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Dokter,
Mrs.
Marian
a passenger in Rawdon’s car, were tom has been made precipitous ae curve when the accident occur ninth holes with a 12-foot putt on
Surviving are the wife, Gertrude contempt; often “nitwit” would Kunkel, Joanne Van Naarden,
treated and discharged.
and dangerous for swimming, as ed. The 1955 model automobile was the ninth green breaking course Engelsman, Mrs. Barbara GrotenBetty Donze. Delores Weller,
Ottawa County deputies said well as impairing boat sendee. The a total wreck. OfficerKeith Ave rill pro Lorin Shook’s previous record huis, Mrs. Barbara Nevenzel, Mrs. Beckman De Neut; a daughter, come closer to the mark.
Mary Hoogendoom, Hilda RietIt
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that
MorgenMrs.
Ira
Antles
of
Holland;
threj
Helen Nordyk, and Miss Bonnie
Rawdon apparently ran a stop sign complaint also asks that the de- of Coopers ville is continuing his of 32.
thau
has
put
down
similar
re- veld, Betty and Sandra Johnson.
grandchildren;
four
brothers,
Homand corded headon with Ganze- fendants be compelledto remove investigation.
Disbrow stroked five of the holes Van Klompenbuif.
Mrs. Ruth Durfee, as “Rastui er L.< Earl and Thomas of Grand marks about Ickes. At least it will
voort’s car. Rawdon’s ‘41 model the accretions.
in par.
About 40 per cent of the area
alias Aloysius Durfee” entertain- Rapids and Willard of Indianapolis, be fascinatingto be on the lookout
car was a total loss and damage
rsemen of the The record:
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